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The Organization of the Sunday School 
Proper organization is essential to any thriving institution. It is important, however, to emphasize 
the word “proper.” Too much organization can add weights to the Sunday school. Too little 
organization can prevent its operating with peak efficiency. The following is a discussion aimed at 
providing just the right amount of organization for Sunday school growth.  

1. The Church. The Sunday school is “the church teaching.” It is a dangerous thing for Sunday 
school not to be considered the church. I have been in churches where the pastor does not attend 
Sunday school. Believe it or not, in some rare instances the church even charges the Sunday school 
rent for the use of the buildings. In many cases church leaders and officials have no part in the 
Sunday school. I have known deacon chairmen who attended no Sunday school class whatsoever. 
The Sunday school should be considered a part of the church program. The entire church should 
consider it a vital hour. In some cases the church approves all of the Sunday school officers. In 
other cases the church empowers the pastor or a committee to do so. At any rate, the election of a 
teacher should not be in the hands of a class. A class should never divorce itself from the program 
of the church. The church should promote the Sunday school, and the Sunday school should 
promote the church. Truly, they are one! The entire time from the beginning of the Sunday school 
hour until the end of the morning service should be considered all one church service by God’s 
people.  

2. The Pastor. There are several words in the Bible for “pastor.” One is the word “bishop” which 
means “overseer.” This means the pastor should oversee the entire church program. He should 
take a vital interest in the Sunday school. He should definitely be the leader whether behind the 
scenes or before the people. For nearly a quarter of a century I have directed the work of the 
Sunday school in each of my five pastorates. For all of these years I have led in the conducting of 
the Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting, the teaching of the lesson to my teachers, the planning of the 
promotional activities, and every other phase of the Sunday school program.  

3. The Sunday School Superintendent. This office should not be filled by one who simply has the 
gift of gab, a winning personality, or is popular in the church. It should be filled by the one who 
knows the most about Sunday school and is the best leader of the Sunday school. In many cases, 
this should be the pastor. Some churches find this office should be filled by one of the assistant 
pastors. In some areas churches have educational directors and this office carries with it the 
superintendent of the Sunday school. In other churches a layman is Sunday school superintendent. 
Which of the above is chosen for the job is dependent upon one thing and one thing only: Who is 
the best Sunday school leader of the group?  
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The Sunday school superintendent should oversee the entire work of the Sunday school along WITH 
the pastor. He should be the dynamic inspiration behind the enlistment of workers, the choosing of 
the departmental superintendents, the keeping of the records, and every other phase of the 
Sunday school program.  

4. Departmental Superintendent. This is the key person of the Sunday school as far as promoting 
attendance is concerned. Such a person should be responsible for supervising and directing the 
entire work of the department. He should be a good executive, able to inspire his workers and 
work with others. His main duties would be planning and conducting the opening assembly for the 
department, organizing the department properly, encouraging the teachers to do better jobs, 
inspiring and leading the department with enthusiasm and growth, seeing that adequate provision 
is made for all the work of the department, filling vacancies when teachers are unavoidably 
absent, and in general, overseeing the work of the department. Perhaps the most important of 
these responsibilities is the promoting of the attendance and the inspiring of the teachers to do the 
same. When the pastor and/or Sunday school superintendent lead in a spring or fall program or any 
kind of Sunday school drive, he should have the kind of departmental superintendents who will see 
to it that their departments grow and who can instill in their workers and pupils the desire to do a 
better job for God.  

It is my conviction that many churches have too many departments and therefore, too many 
departmental superintendents. Not just any person can be a departmental superintendent. It 
requires a rare combination of wisdom, knowledge, and zeal.  

5. The Teacher. Rather than the teacher being subservient to the superintendent, I like to think of 
the teacher and the superintendent simply working in different areas. The superintendent oversees 
the work of the departmental assembly and promotion, while the teacher teaches the Word of God 
and builds the class.  

The pastor is what the general is to an army. The Sunday school superintendent is what the colonel 
is to the general. The departmental superintendents are company commanders, and the teachers 
are squad leaders. We will not dwell long here for much of this book is given to the instructions, 
enlistment, and qualifications of the teachers.  

6. The Assistant Superintendent. Sometimes this is a duty of a staff member. When it is, it 
involves the work of increasing attendance, leading the visitation program, and substituting for the 
superintendent in case of emergency. Usually this office can be filled on a part-time basis by one 
of the teachers. The decision that is made should be based upon the local situation.  

7. General Teachers. I do not like having substitute teachers. We have found it much more helpful 
to have what we call “general teachers.” In a department with fifteen classes two people could be 
chosen as general teachers. They would be considered as much a part of the department as the 
regular teachers. They would come to the weekly Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting and would come 
to the department each Sunday prepared to teach. They would be available to teach when and if 
needed. There are many miscellaneous duties that they could perform in addition to substituting 
for teachers as an emergency (or in some cases, delinquency). The general teacher should be 
treated with all of the respect of a regular teacher and should be chosen and enlisted in the same 
manner.  

8. Class Organization. In our Sunday school at the First Baptist Church of Hammond we have our 
classes organized, and yet this organization is a very loose one. The average class simply has a 
president, vice-president, and secretary. The secretary cares for the class records; the president 



assists the teacher in class planning and presides on Sunday morning; and the vice-president 
presides in the absence of the president. The theory of this is that the main duty of every Christian 
should be soul winning and visitation, and nothing should excuse a Christian from such. Often the 
holding of offices which have nothing to do with soul winning become substitutes for the big thing. 
That big thing, of course, is reaching people for the Lord Jesus Christ. no amount of organization, 
no job regardless of its importance, and no duty regardless of its benevolence, will substitute for 
the carrying out of the Great Commission, which, simply stated, is soul winning!  

In a children’s class organized this loosely the class is started by the teacher standing up and 
warmly welcoming the pupils and visitors. The teacher then very enthusiastically and courteously 
introduces the president who stands, adds his greetings, calls the class to order, and asks someone 
to pray. The class president then turns to the teacher and introduces him for the introduction of 
the visitors. The teacher, who has already gotten the visitors’ names and interesting facts about 
them before the class started, rises to welcome the visitors. The visitors’ names are called, and 
interesting statements are made concerning them. After the visitors are properly introduced the 
teacher turns it back to the president. The president then  

makes the necessary announcements concerning the weekday activities of the class and any special 
events for the class in the future. He may add his greeting to the visitors, and then very 
courteously he introduces the teacher. The teacher follows with the lesson and closes the class.  

In classes for older children and adults the above procedure is also recommended except that the 
president is in charge of all preliminaries. This would apply only to small, medium-sized classes. In 
a case of a large auditorium class taught by the pastor, perhaps he would recognize the visitors and 
make the announcements. In small classes, however, especially for those of older children, it might 
be wise that more time and duties be given to the president in order to train teachers and leaders 
for the future.  

Many Sunday schools, however, desire more organization than this for their Sunday schools. We 
suggest the following offices and duties:  

(1) President. Since the secret to any organization is its leadership, the president should be careful 
to keep the following things in mind:  

a. Faithfulness. The president should be one who is always present. By this it is not meant 
that the president should merely be willing to be faithful. Certainly no office should be given 
to one in order to make him faithful. The president should be one who is already faithful to 
all of the activities of the church.  

b. Neatness in appearance. In many cases the first impression a visitor will get is that given 
by the president. Hence, a president should set an example. The president should be one 
who dresses appropriately and is careful about such things as shoes, fingernails, hair, etc. 
The first impression should be a good one.  

c. In adult classes the president should be able to teach in case of emergency. If the teacher 
suddenly becomes ill or is called away for an emergency, the class will not be seriously 
handicapped if the president is prepared. Not only is it a good idea for the president to be 
able to teach, but he should be prepared to do so every Sunday if needed. It may be that he 
will never be needed, but he himself will benefit from the extensive study of the lesson, 
even if he is not used as a teacher.  



d. The president should preside with efficiency. The Lord’s work should be done properly. 
Nothing slipshod, haphazard, or halfhearted should be given to God. Certainly no moderator 
in any secular endeavor should preside with more efficiency than the president of a Sunday 
school class. He should know what he is doing and it should be obvious to the class. The 
slipshod way in which God’s work is often done is absolutely tragic. We usually say that 
God’s work is the most important in the world. Careless behavior, planning, and operating of 
God’s work would lead a bystander to believe that God’s work is not very important in the 
minds of those who lead. How tragic!  

e. The president should present the teacher each week. A good introduction is very 
important to a speaker and oftentimes can spell the difference between success and failure. 
If the president would say something like, “We thank God for our teacher who has prepared 
something for our hearts today. Let us pray for him as he brings the lesson from God’s 
Word,” it would be of inestimable value to the teacher and hence to the class.  

f. The president should constantly keep in touch with the other class officers, being sure 
that their duties are performed in a Christian and efficient manner. Some classes find it wise 
to have a brief, thirty-second report from each officer each week. If this does not increase 
the total time taken on business to four or five minutes, it may be done with efficiency and 
impressiveness.  

g. The president should plan a monthly get-together for the class. This meeting should be 
highly planned and should be a combination of business and pleasure. He may work with the 
teacher in this endeavor as is discussed in the chapter, “Weekday Duties of the Teacher.”  

h. The president could join the teacher in greeting the class members as they enter the 
classroom. Certainly the president should be friendly and hospitable, and should make each 
person feel needed, wanted, and welcome.  

(2) Vice-president. In a class that is highly organized the vice-president should do the following:  

a. Be a ready substitute for the president in case of his absence. Because of this, the vice-
president should possess a satisfactory amount of presidential qualities such as neatness, 
friendliness, hospitality, etc.  

b. The vice-president should be in charge of the visitation program of the class. He should 
promote visitation, lead the class in a special visitation method, keep as prospect list. He is 
the number one person as far as the enlargement of the class is concerned.  

c. The vice-president should be able to care for the records in case the secretary is absent. 
In other words, this office is a combination of vice-president and vice-secretary. In our 
generation we have found the importance of choosing a good vice-president. When President 
Kennedy was assassinated, we realized immediately that our country was in the hands of one 
not previously chosen to be a president, rather a vice-president. Hence, the vice-president 
in any organization should always be a capable one.  

(3) Secretary.  

a. The secretary should pass out envelopes at the door. If offering envelopes are used, they 
can be received as they enter the class. This would allow the secretary to add a warm smile 
and even a friendly handshake to that of the teacher and president.  



b. The secretary should be sure that each visitor and new member has a visitor’s card and a 
new member’s slip.  

c. If the class is divided into groups, the secretary should present each group captain with an 
absentee list. Since the secretary works with the records, he should alert those who lead in 
the visitation program with a list of the delinquent members.  

d. The secretary should keep the class money and give a monthly report.  

e. Perhaps the secretary could give a brief report at the end of class. This report could tell 
the class members the highlights of the day’s statistics. It should be understood that this 
report, as all reports, should be an optimistic one. It should not be a time of scolding, but a 
time of inspiration.  

f. The secretary should keep an accurate set of records. It is very important that all cards 
and records be kept up to date and accurate. Numbers are very important in the Bible. 
Occasionally someone will minimize the importance of numbers in God’s work, and in most 
cases, their numbers are very minimal. We are reminded of the feeding of the five thousand, 
the hundred and twenty in the upper room, and the hundred and twenty in the upper room, 
and the three thousand people saved on Pentecost. One book in the Bible is called 
“Numbers.” Hence, God places His significance on numbers, for a number represents a 
person, and we should try to reach as many people as possible. The job of the secretary 
should not be taken lightly. In our present board of deacons we have one of the most 
efficient secretaries that I have known. It is amazing how much the work is aided by such a 
dedicated secretary.  

(4) Group Captain. Some classes are divided into groups with a group captain over each group. 
Sometimes this is done for visitation purposes, sometimes for social purposes, or other reasons. 
Whatever the reason, it is often used very successfully. Naturally the success of the group rests 
upon the shoulders of the group captain.  

a. In a medium-sized class one group captain for each ten members is advisable. Now, of 
course, this would not be true in every case. In some large auditorium classes, a group 
captain may even have a hundred. In such a case he would have to organize his group so as 
to enlist others to help him in the contacting of absentees and prospects. It is thought, 
however, that one group captain could very well captain ten members and do all of the 
visiting himself.  

b. The group captain should be a pastor to his members. He should be willing to offer 
counsel, visit hospitals, pray for the sick, etc. One of the great reasons for organization is 
the delegation of responsibility. The larger a church and Sunday school becomes the more 
people must enter into the pastoring work. Certainly a group captain can be a great help 
here.  

c. The group captain should call the faithful members regularly. This could be just a brief 
phone call of a social nature to remind the faithful people that they are not neglected, 
overlooked or unappreciated.  

d. The group captain should contact all absentees. In smaller classes the teacher can care 
for this. For classes large enough to demand division into groups, a group captain should 
certainly contact all absentees each week.  



e. A group captain should keep in touch with the associate members. An associate member is 
a class member who is working elsewhere, but would otherwise be present in the class. 
Associate members could be Sunday school, departmental superintendents, and other office 
holders throughout the Sunday school. Oftentimes these people are overlooked in social 
activities, yet they do have such a need. A group captain should be in contact with these 
people informing them of class parties, etc.  

f. The group captain should remember birthdays, illnesses, and special events. Birthday 
greetings should be sent by the group captains. The sick should be visited, and special 
occasions should be remembered.  

g. The group captain should let his group be aware of his appreciation. He is a go-between 
between the teacher and the member. In a real sense, he represents the teacher. He is to 
the class what the assistant pastor often- items are to the church. He helps solve problems, 
calm disputes, and keeps the class wholesome and happy.  

(5) Sunshine Chairman. Though often called by other titles the sunshine chairman is a very 
important person in a well-organized class. The duties evolve around the title -- simply the bringing 
of sunshine into darkened lives.  

a. The sunshine chairman should offer food and other help in times of need. This would 
include the care for the poor, the carrying of food to a family who has lost a loved one, the 
sending of flowers to funerals, the remembering of birthdays, etc. Especially is the sunshine 
chairman an important person when the class is not divided into groups. If the class is 
divided into groups, there may be no need whatsoever for the sunshine chairman.  

b. The sunshine chairman should keep the room neat. Once again his job is to bring sunshine 
into the lives of the pupils. He could arrive early on Sunday to prepare the classroom in such 
an attractive way that the entire day of the pupils will be brighter. There are many other 
things that the sunshine chairman could do. Simply think of anything that could bring 
sunshine or joy into the life of a member and you have thought of a duty for this officer.  

(6) Mission Chairman. Of course, when we think of the word “mission,” we immediately think of 
foreign missions, and around this ministry evolve the basic responsibilities of the mission chairman.  

a. The mission chairman should correspond with the missionaries. When letters are received 
from the mission field, they should be read to the class. In some cases the letters could be 
copied and each member could receive the information firsthand.  

b. The mission chairman should encourage the class to correspond with the missionaries. He 
should play “cupid” between the missionary and the class member, doing all that he can to 
keep them aware of each other.  

c. He should keep a list of the missionaries’ birthdays and certainly should never forget 
them. He then should forward this information to each class member. How wonderful it is 
for a person on the foreign field to receive many birthday cards from home! How often they 
are forgotten! It is the duty of the mission chairman to see that this is not done.  

d. The mission chairman should keep the class informed with facts concerning all 
missionaries. The class should know something about the activities and even the personal 



lives of those who represent them on the foreign mission field. When this is done, 
missionaries become “live” people and foreign mission work becomes alive.  

e. The mission chairman should remember the missionaries on special occasions. 
Anniversaries, birthdays, Christmas, and other special occasions should be remembered by 
the Sunday school. It is the duty of the mission chairman to see that this is done.  

f. The mission chairman should lead the class in a class mission project. This can be done by 
writing the missionaries and seeking information concerning their needs. Once these needs 
are known the class should choose a need for its own project. Such projects can put new life 
and new direction into a Sunday school class. It would certainly encourage the hearts and 
aid the work of many missionaries.  

(7) Social Chairman. People are sociable creatures and demand social life. Such needs can be 
provided by the teacher, the president, or in some cases, a special officer called the “social 
chairman.” When such an office is needed, the following social activities should be planned by the 
social chairman.  

a. A monthly class meeting. This provides a regular meeting to which the class members can 
look with anticipation. It builds comradeship and offers a tremendous substitute for other 
organizations which Christians should not join. This class meeting does not have to be 
lengthy, just long enough and well planned enough to make the class members feel brotherly 
and sisterly toward each other.  

b. A quarterly social. Once each three months the social chairman should prepare a very 
pleasant time of social life for the class members. This does not have to be a stage 
production, but it should be well planned and well prepared. Here the class can learn to 
laugh together.  

c. A gigantic family party annually. This is the big event of the class year. The families 
should be invited and it should be something toward which each member would look with 
delight. A nice banquet could be planned or a big picnic would also fill this need. Some 
classes have a huge Christmas party. Whenever it is or whatever it is does not matter. What 
matters is that the class members should have a time of learning to know each other better 
as well as a time of meeting.  

(8) Song leader. Every class that meets without having had a departmental assembly should have a 
song leader. If the class is a part of a department, then the department should have a song leader. 
People like to sing, and many people sing well. This is a part in which every person can share, and 
through which each person can express his own emotions. A good song leader can certainly be used 
to stir enthusiasm. Sometimes the superintendent is the best song leader available. At other times 
the teacher could perhaps lead the singing. It is better, however, to find someone other than the 
aforementioned so as to spread responsibilities of the department.  

(9) A Pianist. In each department there should be a responsible person who plays the piano well. In 
addition to playing for the department the pianist could be used in preparing and arranging special 
numbers for the department or the class. In some cases this should be done by the songleader; in 
other cases, the pianist would be more qualified. 

 



 

The Division of Departments 
In the building of a Sunday school and in the training of children and young people, it is vitally 
important that the proper division be made concerning age, sex, etc. 
 
Age Division 
 
1. Nursery -- birth through age three should be divided into at least three different divisions:  

(1) Bed babies  

(2) Toddlers (The child becomes a toddler as soon as he is no longer left in the crib or bed. 
He remains a toddler until his second birthday.)  

(3) Two- and three-year-olds. In this discussion we will say very little about the organization 
and layout of a church nursery. We will center our attention on the teachable ages of two 
and up. In the author’s book, The Hyles Church Manual, there is an entire chapter given to 
the church nursery. Any Sunday school superintendent or pastor would be wise to read 
carefully the suggestions contained in this chapter. We will limit our suggestions in this 
discussion by simply saying that the nicest facilities in the church should be given to the 
nurseries, and unlimited attention, care, planning, preparation, etc., should be given to the 
nursery facilities. When a child reaches the age of two, however, he is ready to begin his 
Sunday school life. (In some cases he may approach this era a little younger.) In larger 
churches and in smaller churches, if at all possible, it is best to divide the two-year-olds 
from the three-year-olds. The younger a person is, the more changes are made in his life 
within a year, and the more important it is that he be separated from those of different 
ages.  

It is wise on the nursery level to promote a child on his birthday. In other words, when a child 
reaches his second birthday, he should immediately go into the nursery department where he can 
be taught. For all Sunday school pupils above nursery age, Promotion Day is on one particular 
Sunday each year. The Sunday following the child’s second birthday he is taken to his new 
surroundings. This means that the two- and three-year-old departments may be small on Promotion 
Day, but they will continue to grow throughout the entire year.  

2. Beginners -- ages four and five  

This department completes the preschool children. In smaller churches perhaps they would have to 
be together in the same department. It is advisable, however, when at all possible, to have 
different departments (or at least different classes) for each age -- four and five. Up through the 
age of five it is best to have each department in one large room, with each teacher sitting at a 
table with his or her class.  

3. Primary -- ages six and seven or grades one and two  

In some cases the primaries include the eight-year-olds and the 3rd grade. We have found it best, 
however, to limit the primaries to two grades, and we much prefer the divisions by grades in school 



rather than by age. Using this method the pupils are more likely to know each other since they are 
together most of the week at school.  

Now when we come to the primary age we find it necessary to divide the boys from the girls, and 
to give each class its own private room or area. The girls and boys meet together for an opening 
assembly and then the boys go to classes taught by men and the girls go to classes taught by ladies. 
From the first grade through high school all boys are taught by men in our Sunday school. Also, all 
girls are taught by ladies. Most churches will find it necessary to have one primary department with 
several classes. Larger churches, however, would be very wise to have two primary departments--
one for the first grade and another for the second grade with several classes in each department. 
When a child reaches the first grade he then enters the first time into a department where the 
assembly is for all the children, but his class is taught in a private room, and the lecture-type 
teaching methods is used.  

4. Juniors -- grades three through six  

The departmental and class setup is the same as the primaries. The smaller church may find it 
necessary to have all of the juniors in one department, but in such cases the division of classes 
should definitely be made by grade. In other words, all the juniors of the church may meet 
together for an opening assembly, then there could be a class for 3rd-grade boys and a class for 
3rd-grade girls, a class for 4th-grade boys and a class for 4th-grade girls, etc.  

When at all possible, it is highly desirable to have a department for each grade and then the 
classes may be divided into smaller groups in the same grade.  

5. Junior High -- grades seven and eight  

Again it is desirable to have a department for each grade, but its importance is not as great as that 
of the beginner, primary and junior-age departments. It is very satisfactory to have one Junior High 
Department with the classes divided according to grades. Still in larger churches, two departments 
would be more desirable.  

6. High School -- grades nine through twelve  

This can be all one department with class division by grades, two departments with class division 
by grades, or four departments with class division by grades. Of course, each department should be 
divided into classes.  

7. Geographical division of classes  

My present pastorate is located in a downtown section. People come from far and near to our 
Sunday school. Because of this, we find it very helpful to divide the classes by geographical 
locations. In other words, the members of each class live in the same area. There are several 
advantages to this. One is that the teacher’s visitation is helped greatly. More visits can be made in 
a given amount of time because there is less traveling involved between visits. Then too, the class 
members are more likely to know each other, for they probably attend the same school if they live 
in the same area.  

 

 



8. Relaxing the visitors’ grade level by one year  

In churches which are able to offer a department for each grade level, enlisting of prospects 
becomes a problem. For example, I have an eight-year-old daughter. If she can invite only third 
graders to her department, many of her best friends will not go to the same department when they 
visit with her in the Sunday school. Because of this we have found it advisable to start the year on 
Promotion Day with only third graders attending the third grade department. During the year, 
however, we allow the workers and pupils to invite and enlist boys and girls from one grade under 
and from one grade over their particular grade level. For example, my eight-year-old daughter, 
who is in the third grade, can invite second graders and fourth graders to her department. This 
gives a department three grades to work on instead of one. This, of course, is limited to visitors 
and new members to Sunday school. She cannot invite those who are from other departments in 
our Sunday school. This rule applies to all grades through high school. At the end of the year when 
Promotion Day comes, we once again readjust the entire Sunday school.  

Each person is “promoted” to his proper department and repeats the same procedure. We have 
found this plan very beneficial in the growing of a department and in the increasing of the 
attendance.  

At this writing the departmental division of the First Baptist Church is as follows:  

• Nursery 1 - bed babies  
• Nursery 2 - toddlers  
• Nursery 3 - 2 years  
• Nursery 4 - 3 years  
• Beginner 1 - 4 years  
• Beginner 2 - 5 years  
• Primary 1 - 1st grade  
• Primary 2 - 2nd grade  
• Junior 1 - 3rd and 4th grades  
• Junior 2 - 5th grade  
• Junior 3 - 6th grade  
• Junior High 1 - 7th grade  
• Junior High 2 - 8th grade  
• High School 1 - 9th and 10th grades  
• High School 2 - 11th and 12th grades  

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

The Division of Adult Classes 
When we come to the division of the adult classes and departments we find great diversion and 
differences of opinion. We will list several of them along with their advantages and disadvantages.  

1. The Adult Auditorium Class  

Many of America’s largest churches use this plan. It is a very simple one, for all of the adults come 
to the auditorium and are taught by one teacher. Usually the teacher is the pastor. In some cases, 
it is simply a large Sunday school class with a Sunday school class atmosphere. Variations of the 
large auditorium class range all the way from making it like a preaching service with a choir, 
special music, invitation, etc., to a simple lecture-type class session. In some cases no attempt is 
made for organization, registration, or even a class roll. There is simply the taking of the offering 
and the head count. Some Sunday schools have found it profitable to divide the class into groups 
with group captains overseeing the attendance and growth of the class. Some of the much larger 
churches have paid staff members who are hired to see that each group grows and that absentees 
are contacted.  

The great advantage of such a plan is the tremendous savings involved as far as buildings and space 
are concerned. In a church that runs 500 in such a class, it would be necessary to spend hundreds 
of thousands of dollars for a building that would adequately house small departments and classes 
for the same number of people.  

Then there is also a safety factor involved in such a setup. Certainly the class has a qualified 
teacher, and since the pastor usually is that teacher, he has no fear concerning what is taught to 
his adults. He can be confident of their loyalty.  

This plan also enables the husbands and wives to be together in Sunday school. It enables the 
adults to stay in one room during the entire Sunday school and preaching services.  

On the other hand, the plan has its limitations. Most churches have more than one teacher 
qualified to teach adults. Hence these talents are not utilized.  

Then there is a problem concerning the social life of this class. Class socials for such a large class 
are difficult to plan. Many churches compensate for this by dividing the class into groups and 
having group socials and group activities.  

Much care should be taken in the utilization of such a plan to make the stranger and the new 
member feel a part of the class. He does not have the closeness nor the personal touch provided by 
a smaller class, but this can be overcome by proper organization by the class leadership.  

All in all, I feel that this plan should be given some consideration by many by many churches. The 
small growing church which has limited space should consider the auditorium adult class. The 
church that is growing so fast that its building cannot keep up with its attendance would find this 
plan a definite asset. The young church with a limited number of qualified workers no doubt should 
give consideration to this plan. Though no two churches have the same problems or needs, and 
though this author feels that no one solution is the answer for the problems of all churches, many 



great churches in America, both small and large, are finding success in growth through the use of 
the large auditorium class for adults.  

2. The Grading of Adults  

In contrast to the aforementioned auditorium class is the complete grading of the adults into 
departments and classes. Such a plan divides all of the adults into as many departments as space 
will permit. These departments are divided by age and the classes within the departments are 
divided by age. Some churches go so far as to have the departments with as few as fifty enrolled. 
In such a department there would be five classes with ten members each. This enables a large 
church to have many adult departments with scores of classes. Advocates of this plan would argue 
convincingly that the absentees can be visited regularly and more personal attention can be given 
to each pupil. However, this is not the only advantage to such a plan. More people are put to work. 
The class is more intimate and, consequently, more friendly. Most visitors do not feel as 
conspicuous in such a class. There is more opportunity to ask questions. It is easier to have group 
discussion. The members are with those near their same age, etc.  

The graded adult plan also has its weaknesses. It requires the church to build nearly twice as many 
educational buildings and oftentimes tempts the church to give the best facilities to the adults, 
leaving the leftovers to the children.  

There are few churches that have enough qualified workers to give one to each ten adults, and 
therefore, this often results in inferior teaching on the adult level. Let us never forget, the purpose 
of the Sunday school is to teach the Word of God. This should not be lost in the forest of social life, 
personal friendliness, etc. Those who oppose this plan will point to this as its most glaring 
weakness.  

There is one more weakness, however, that should be emphasized. In the graded adult plan the 
person has one choice and only one concerning his class and teacher. Since he has to go to the 
department and class for his particular age, he has little choice. He must either (1) like the 
teacher, (2) not like the teacher, but endure it anyway, or (3) not go to that particular Sunday 
school.  

Many churches have used this plan very effectively. Again let us emphasize that one church may 
find it advisable to use the auditorium adult class, whereas another church equally as spiritual may 
decide that it is best for them to departmentalize. Let every church be fully persuaded in its own 
mind. Just as the same style dress should not be placed on every woman, nor the same suit on 
every man, likewise the autonomy of the local church should give each church the right to follow 
her own leadership without coercion or criticism from outside leadership.  

3. The Single, Adult Department Plan  

This plan is a combination of the two already mentioned. For the opening assembly time all of the 
adults meet together. This allows for some of the advantages of suggestion 1 -- the auditorium 
adult class. At the opening assembly special music is presented and a brief program is offered. 
After about a twenty-minute assembly the department divides into small classes where usually the 
men and women are divided. When this plan is used, the classes normally are a bit larger than 
when plan 2 is used. When I was pastor of the Miller Road Baptist Church in Garland, Texas, we had 
one large adult department with 22 classes. Eleven of these classes were for men; eleven of these 
classes were for ladies. (We also had one couples’ class.) Each of these 22 classes would have from 
20 to 60 enrolled.  



This plan, too, has its advantages and disadvantages. It offers the bigness of plan 1 and the 
intimacy of plan 2. It offers the utilization of more workers than does plan 1, and needs less 
workers than plan 2. It eliminates the need of many assembly rooms as did plan 1, but it does call 
for much more space than plan 1 since many classrooms must be provided for the adults.  

4. The Class Plan  

This provides a number of different classes with little or no age consideration. This provides a 
choice for each adult. There are several couples’ classes -- some large and some small. There may 
even be several men’s classes -- some large and some small. A man can choose a men’s class which 
is small or a men’s class which is large. He can choose to attend a couples’ class which is small or 
one which is large, or he may even choose a class taught in the auditorium by the pastor. A lady, 
likewise, can choose a ladies’ class -- large or small -- or a couples’ class -- large or small -- or the 
auditorium class.  

Where there is no definite age grade in such a plan, there does, however, tend to be a gathering 
together of people in the same age bracket. In my present pastorate, for example, we have a 
young married ladies’ class. Most of these ladies are in their twenties or early thirties, and in most 
cases their husbands do not attend Sunday school. However, some ladies older than forty find this 
class to their liking and attend it. This class would have perhaps sixty enrolled. There is also a 
small class for adult ladies with about twenty-five enrolled and has an average attendance of less 
than fifteen. In general, these ladies would be middle-aged or younger, though a lady of any age 
would be welcome. We then have a large class for middle-aged ladies. Perhaps seventy-five or 
eighty are enrolled in this class. Though nearly all of them are in their middle ages, it is not 
surprising to see both young and elderly ladies joining this class. Then we have an elderly ladies’ 
class with about twenty-five enrolled.  

This means that a lady coming to the First Baptist Church Sunday School would normally migrate 
with the class near her age. She would, however, have the choice of any of the aforementioned 
classes. Her choice might depend upon the class where her friends attend. She might want to go to 
a class with her mother or daughter, or she might just like a particular teacher better than the 
others. It might be that her husband attends Sunday school and they would like to go to a couples’ 
class. If they so desired, they could attend our young-married couples’ class, which is basically 
attended by couples thirty-five and under, but which welcomes couples of all ages. On the other 
hand, the couple might prefer to go to our New Life Class, which is basically a class for middle-
aged people, though some young couples do attend. There is still another choice -- the Pastor’s 
Class in the auditorium, where several hundred people attend. Hence, a lady whose husband 
attends with her could choose one of seven classes, whereas a man could choose either the men’s 
class or any one of the couple’s classes.  

Furthermore there are many individuals who attend the couples’ classes alone. This is certainly not 
discouraged.  

On the adult level there is never a promotion day. The young couples’ class will some day become 
the older couples’ class. The young ladies’ class will some day be the older ladies’ class, etc. This 
means that we are constantly trying to find new ideas for new classes.  

There are several advantages to such a plan. As aforementioned there is a choice of classes and 
teachers. There is a choice concerning the size of class one would want to attend. There is also a 
choice as to whether to be taught by a layman or the pastor. Since we have only about a dozen 
adult classes, we are able to utilize our qualified teachers of adults and yet do not find it necessary 



to use people not especially trained to teach adults. Then, too, hundreds of thousands of dollars 
have been saved by having hundreds of people meet in the auditorium. A Sunday school building to 
house the pastor’s present class into departments and classes would cost a half million dollars in 
the Hammond area.  

This plan also incorporates many of the ideas in plans 1, 2, and 3. It has the auditorium class of 
plan 1, but it has some classes as small as those in plan 2. It utilizes a desirable, yet not excessive, 
number of teachers as does plan 3.  

This eliminates completely the departmental system. There is no adult department. Neither is 
there an assembly of all the adults. The adults go directly to their individual classes where they 
have their music, announcements, and lesson. The only unit is the class, and each class is directly 
answerable and responsible to the Sunday school superintendent or pastor or both.  

Following are the names and descriptions of the present adult classes of First Baptist Church of 
Hammond:  

• Men’s Bible Class  
• Friendship Class (young married ladies)  
• Bethany Class (married ladies)  
• Fidelis Class (middle-aged ladies)  
• Faithful Workers’ Class (elderly ladies)  
• Pastor’s Class (for anyone)  
• New Life Class (for married couples)  
• Young Couples’ Class  
• Unmarried Adults’ Class  
• Spanish Class (for those who cannot understand English)  
• Deaf Class  
• Pioneer Class (for unmarried college-age adults)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Buildings and Equipment 
Most growing Sunday schools find space a real problem. Having proper space is not necessary for 
building a large Sunday school, but it is certainly helpful. No pastor or Sunday school 
superintendent should use as his excuse for failure to grow the fact that the buildings are not large 
enough. Some of the fastest growing Sunday schools in the world have limited facilities for 
classrooms and departments. Realizing this we enter into a discussion of preparing physical plants 
for the Sunday school.  

1. Equipment. Someone has said that one’s environment is a silent, forceful teacher and that the 
place where people meet on the Lord’s Day to study His Word and to worship has much to do with 
the effectiveness of what the workers are trying to do. This is certainly true! A list of essential 
equipment follows:  

(1) There should be enough chairs to provide comfortable seating. Much care should be 
taken in the choosing of these chairs, and if possible, they should be well spaced allowing 
ample room for each pupil.  

(2) Each class needs a substantial table about 28 inches high and 30 inches wide. This table 
should be between 40 inches and 50 inches long.  

(3) Whenever it is possible to have separate rooms, curtains should be on the windows. 
Where it is not possible to have separate rooms, the classrooms may be divided by curtains.  

(4) Each class should have a chalkboard with ample chalk and eraser.  

(5) Miscellaneous items. It is good for classes and departments to have songbooks, record 
material, maps, pictures, vases, etc. It is also very important that hooks for coats and caps 
be provided somewhere in the back of the room. It is also wise to have a well-tuned piano, 
pulpits for each teacher, good songbooks, one or two appropriate pictures, a pencil 
sharpener, etc. Soft, pastel colors should be used for walls and ceilings. It is wise, if at all 
possible, to have the front wall either darker than the other walls or be covered with a 
different material. Contrasting woodwork is good.  

In other words, since the teaching of the Word of God is the most important thing in all the world, 
the best equipment possible should be provided for the Sunday school.  

Of course, you may not have everything you want. in such a case, just do the best you can with 
what you have. The person who will not do his best under difficult conditions will also not do his 
best under ideal conditions. Luke 12:48 says: “...For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall 
be much required....”  

2. Building. Much attention is given to the church building program and the planning of the same in 
the author’s book, The Hyles Church Manual, published by the Sword of the Lord, price $6.50. The 
following are some suggested floor plans for Sunday school departments. 

 



 

Publicizing the Sunday School 
For too long the church has been satisfied with hiding herself in the corner and letting other 
institutions take the lead in publicity and advertising. Without entering into anything that is 
questionable, the church should certainly let its community know of its existence. In other words, 
the church should be kept in front of all the people all the time. There are two reasons for this: 
One is immediate and the other is long range. Certainly we should be working and advertising in 
order to reach people immediately. But on the other hand, we should always let the community be 
aware of the church’s presence. Every time a person sees a Pepsi Cola sign, he does not 
immediately stop and buy a Pepsi Cola, but if the Pepsi Cola Company can implant their product in 
his subconscious mind, he will reach for a Pepsi Cola when he desires a soft drink. A local church 
should be kept so much in front of the people that when one decides to go to church, the first one 
he will reach for a Pepsi Cola when he desires a soft drink. A local church should be kept so much 
in front of the people that when one decides to go to church, the first on he will think about is 
yours and mine. When Easter Sunday comes, his first attention will be toward the church that has 
been before him the most during the year. It is vitally important that the church publicize herself 
and establish an awareness on the part of the people of her existence. There are many different 
forms of publicity that will aid in reaching more people for the Lord Jesus Christ.  

1. Talk. The greatest publicity in the world is the tongue. We should certainly take advantage of it. 
More and more the commercial people are taking advantage of the testimony. “I used a certain 
brand of deodorant and I finally got married.” “Listerine got my man.” “When I started using a 
certain mouthwash, I got a raise in pay.” “Folks finally started speaking tome when I used this 
particular soap.” “I use a certain washing powder and my clothes are the whitest.” “I can’t believe 
this is a non-caffeine coffee.” These are statements that each of us hears regularly. The secular 
world has come to realize there is nothing that sells a product quite like the testimony of a 
satisfied customer. This is also true concerning the church. Enough people talking favorably about 
the church and her work can sway an entire community’s attitude toward the church. Many times 
after a wonderful Sunday I will ask my people how many will promise to tell at least five people 
what God did for us on that day. If a thousand people tell five people each, five thousand people 
have been influenced simply by the use of the tongue. There is also no doubt that these five will 
continue to spread the good word until the entire area will know that something is happening at 
the church. Nothing will take the place of this type of publicity. The church’s advocates should be 
busy spreading good news as the church’s opponents are spreading bad news.  

2. Printed matter. The Sunday school should take advantage of advertising through the printed 
page. Of course, much care should be taken to see to it that everything that goes out from the 
church is done properly. A particular staff member or even layman can train to be an expert on 
proofreading. In the First Baptist Church in Hammond a staff member has been chosen for such a 
task. It is her job to proofread everything that goes out of the offices. Sentence structure, proper 
grammar, punctuation, etc., are all checked very carefully, and every attempt is made that goes 
out from the offices.  

Another staff member has been designated as the expert on preparing brochures and other printed 
matter. One need not be an expert to be appointed to this task. If he has character, he will 
develop the knowledge and talent necessary. The pastor could tell this staff member or layman 
what he has in mind. This specialist then draws up a suggestion and sends it back to the pastor for 



approval. It may be altered, or it may be accepted as is. In some cases it may be completely 
vetoed, and the specialist draws up another idea.  

There are several types of such publicity that may be used.  

(1) Brochure. This brochure is given to each person who moves to our city and to each 
prospect that we visit. 
 
(2) Promotional letter.  Such letters are mailed out by departments and classes from week 
to week. They should be striking, attention-getting, and well-prepared. After letters have 
been mailed out for a period of years, some people just put them aside and do not open 
them. In such a case, it might be wise to put some publicity on the envelope, thereby 
causing the reader to have enough curiosity to open the letter. Such an envelope is shown 
below. 

3. Newspaper. In some areas this is the most effective form of advertising. This is especially true 
in average-size cities. The city of Hammond has a population of a little over 100,000. There are 
perhaps another 150,000 people who lives close enough to be considered prospective attenders to 
our services. Most of these families take the Hammond newspaper. Hence, an ad in a paper in such 
an area is of vital importance.  

Much care should be taken to make the ad attractive and acceptable. It is usually best to steer 
away from anything spectacular and sensational such as announcing unheard-of sermon titles, etc. 
It is also wise never to use the ad as a means to attack, satire, ridicule, or slander. It should simply 
be used to inform the people what is going on at the church.  

Such an ad may be used to advertise the sermon topics of the Lord’s Day. Much care should be 
made by the pastor that his sermon fulfills the title. A crowd may be attracted one time by a 
sensational sermon title, but if the sermon is not as sensational as the title, the people will not 
return.  

In many cities there is a Saturday church page. Some have a Friday church page. The use of this 
page is very important in the ministry of an evangelistic church. If possible, the fundamental 
church should have the largest ad on the page. if this is not possible, it should at any rate have the 
best prepared ad on the page. People should come to associate our churches with efficiency and 
properness. They may not agree with us in doctrine, convictions, or separation, by they should 
certainly get the idea that we know where we are going and what we are doing.  

In a newspaper ad there should be one thing that stands out above everything else. Notice the 
following: 
 
You will notice above that one ad has nothing which stands out, but the other has something which 
would immediately draw one’s attention as he scans the page of the paper.  

The big headline of the ad should tell the story and should present the drawing card. So many 
churches use the word “revival.” Lost sinners are not looking for revivals. The headline should be 
something that catches the attention of the common man.  
  

Notice above that the right ad would appeal to most anyone. The other one would appeal only to 
those who are already in love with Christ and His work.  



The headlines should usually be in thick, bold letters. Small letters may be more eye-catching than 
larger ones if the print is thicker. Bear in mind that the heavier the black, the more outstanding 
the white.  

Notice that the wrong ad has big lettering but is skinny and does not stand out from the ad, 
whereas the bolder, blacker print catches one’s eye immediately.  

It is best to have a church ad near the margin of the paper. It is even better to have it placed in 
the corner.  

Appropriate pictures should be used regularly for the church ads. Especially is it good to use 
pictures that are unique and that tell the story of the church and Sunday school. Pictures of people 
should be used more sparingly. Following you will see several ads that do and some that do not use 
pictures to their best advantage.  

You will notice above that we have used pictures of progress and pictures that tell the story of the 
First Baptist Church. These are also pictures that deal with the uniqueness of the church. This is a 
very important feature in advertising. One of our mottos is, “The difference is worth the distance.” 
Therefore, it is wise to be reminding the people constantly of what the differences are. This should 
not, of course, be used to point out the weaknesses of sister churches, but rather the strengths of 
ours.  

Of course, such advertising is expensive. There are several ways that such expenses can be raised.  

(1) The budget. This is, of course, the best way. Several hundred dollars, or several 
thousand dollars could be designated from the budget for publicity purposes. This is the 
painless and easy way.  

(2) The Wednesday night offering. Many churches do not have an offering on Wednesday 
night. Such an offering can be taken and used for advertising. In past times it has been 
suggested that people give all of the change in their pockets, and this money can be used for 
publicity.  

(3) Departments and classes. Each adult class could be responsible for an ad periodically. 
Suppose the Sunday school has ten classes and ten departments, then each group would be 
responsible for the newspaper advertising one week out of twenty.  

Advertising pays off. It does not immediately pay for itself, but in the end it will more than do so.  

Some Sunday schools and churches will be unable to afford big ads. This, of course, can be 
compensated by attractiveness and proper content. Below are some sample small advertisements. 

As the church begins to grow and as the income increases, more and more should be designated for 
advertising. As the ads become larger and larger they will be along the lines of those below: 
 
When churches become large and budgets become big, there are times when full-page ads or half-
page ads are desirable. Several times in my ministry we have used even a small section of the 
paper for the church. Some sample large ads are seen below: 
 
The local church should also take advantage of news releases. The newspaper should be flooded 
with interesting articles about the church. These should usually be accompanied by pictures. Such 



things could be written up in articles: “The Adopting of the Church Budget,” “The Adopting of 
Plans for a New Building,” “Ground-breaking Day,” “Promotion Day,” “Dedication Day,” and other 
special days along with articles about special guests who appear from time to time at the church. 
Following are some sample articles: 
 
As is the case in all advertising through printed matter, the articles should also be done properly, 
attractively, and neatly. Nothing but the best should represent the Lord’s work.  

The pastor should never become offended if his articles are not used. A good relationship should be 
developed between the church and the news media. Patience and kindness should characterize all 
of our relationships with the outside world. The news media should know the church and the pastor 
as the friendliest and most courteous institution and person in town. Occasionally a note of 
gratitude should be written from the church to responsible authorities of the newspaper and to 
others who help in the advertising program.  

4. The radio. The use of the radio, like the use of the newspaper, will vary in its effectiveness in 
certain areas. We have a varied radio ministry. At the time of this writing we have a nationwide 
broadcast presented on approximately fifty stations across America and the Caribbean. This, of 
course, is a needed ministry, but it does not immediately affect the ministry of the local church. 
What does affect the ministry of the local church, however, is our daily radio broadcast called 
“The Pastor’s Study,” which is head locally from 9:00 to 9:30 each weekday morning. In some areas 
the population listens to the local radio station, but in other areas it is almost completely 
overlooked. If used properly the local station can be a great help to the church. Following are some 
suggestions regarding the local broadcast:  

(1) It is not usually a good evangelistic ministry. Most of the people who hear religious 
broadcasts are already Christian people who have a desire to hear the Word preached. Very 
few unsaved people voluntarily hear a gospel broadcast. The fact is, however, that some do, 
and enough Gospel should be presented to reach them.  

(2) A daily broadcast is usually best. Someone has said that a weekly broadcast promotes the 
church and that a daily broadcast promotes the preacher. This may or may not be true, but 
it certainly is true that a daily broadcast can promote both, and it is necessary to do both. It 
is necessary to do both in order to get people to come to the church to hear the preacher. It 
is certainly not pride nor sin for a church to attempt to get people to come to hear the 
preacher. This, of course, must be done within bounds and should not include bragging, 
boasting, etc. A daily broadcast, if done properly, can be used to acquaint the community 
with the activities and work of the church so as to arouse curiosity and desire in the hearts 
of those in the area.  

(3) A daily broadcast should include intriguing announcements about the church activities. 
This is one of the main purposes for a daily broadcast. On Monday morning, for example, we 
like to read the reports of the previous day. Naturally we stress the good things that 
happened. We try to whet the appetites of the listeners so that they will have a desire to 
attend our services. Throughout the week we keep before the people the activities of the 
coming Sunday, or for that matter, all of the activities of the week. As the week nears its 
end we stress more heavily the wonderful things to which we are looking on the next 
Sunday.  

(4) The pastor should be a friend of the listener. A personal feeling should exist between the 
pastor and the radio listener. In a real sense the radio listener should feel that he has a 



radio pastor. We do some preaching on our daily broadcast, but for the most part it is a 
folksy, neighborly chat in improving the church’s image as well as the preacher’s image in 
the community. Many times people get the idea that the fundamental church is hardboiled, 
and that the preacher trips old ladies as they walk across the street and pushes little 
children in front of cars. This fallacy can be refuted by a kind, passionate, tender voice 
coming daily from the church to the community.  

(5) Good, well-planned music should be used. From one-third to one-half of the broadcast 
perhaps should be good gospel music. Well-trained voices should be used and well-rehearsed 
specials should be presented. It seems unwise to stereotype one’s church in the minds of the 
community by using anything but good, solid, tested gospel numbers. We have found that 
the people are blessed and the church is helped by the use of such numbers as “The Old 
Rugged Cross,” “Rock of Ages,” “At Calvary,” and the songs that have been tested through 
the years. We stay away from novelty numbers except as an occasional exception. It should 
definitely be established in the minds of the hearers that the church uses good music and 
prepares it well. More and more of the secular stations are turning to musical programs. The 
church could certainly learn a lesson from this and present good, solid, musical numbers on 
the broadcast.  

(6) The name of the broadcast. The naming of the broadcast should come after its format is 
planned. When the format is established, the broadcast’s name should be descriptive of the 
format. Since our broadcast comes from the pastor’s study, and is conducted by the pastor 
as he sits at his desk, we call it simply, “The Pastor’s Study.” We attempt to make the 
listener feel that he is in the study listening to the pastor. It is a chatty, “howdy-neighbor” 
kind of a get-together. The name should not be trite or overly used and should be chosen 
with prayer and care.  

(7) The theme. The theme song of the broadcast should be one that helps to tell what is to 
come. For example, on the Pastor’s Study broadcast, it would be unwise to begin with the 
singing of the “Battle Hymn of the Republic.” However, on a broadcast originating in the 
auditorium of the church, when the entire church service is presented, one would not want 
to start the broadcast with the theme song, “Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus.” The theme song 
should be appropriate and descriptive. It should be a forerunner of what is to come.  

(8) A typical daily broadcast.  

a. The theme.  

b. Introduction and words of welcome by the pastor.  

c. Some special musical number. The pastor should gradually introduce the number. A 
few words can be said about the song. We avoid such trite statements as, “Here is a 
beautiful little number,” “Now God bless Mrs. Jones as she comes to sing for us,” etc. 
Suppose the number is “Does Jesus Care?” The pastor may simply lead into it by 
saying something like this: “Many of our listeners have burdens and heartaches today. 
Many times in the midst of burdens and heartaches we wonder if anybody really cares. 
The world is so busy and people are in such a hurry that so few have time to care and 
so few who have the time have the heart to do so. We can be thankful to God that 
there is One who cares. The ladies’ trio now comes to tell you who He is.” 
Immediately the song is sung. Such is the case of all of the special musical numbers 
that follow. In some cases the music will be broadcast live. We find it necessary, 



however, to tape scores of numbers and professionally play them on our daily 
broadcast. The pastor’s portion is live, but the numbers are played by tape. Proper 
planning with the radio station in the purchase of proper equipment will make the 
broadcast seem live. There are multitudes of people who think the singers are 
actually in the pastor’s study each morning.  

d. A thought for the day. We keep several files of thoughts. From various religious 
periodicals we clip points, provocative thoughts, etc., and use one each morning. We 
prefer something that is striking and thought-provoking. It may be something 
concerning a current event that is alarming. It is always something to stir the minds of 
the listeners.  

e. The chuckle for the day. Here is something that we have recently started on our 
broadcast. This is not a telling of joke, as such, but some little humorous incident 
that can be told in fifteen to thirty seconds. Usually it is about a preacher or a 
church. A few days ago I told a little story about a man who brought his dog to 
church. The preacher made the dog leave. After the service the man gave the 
preacher $25.00. The preacher could not understand why he had done so, especially 
since he insisted that the dog leave. He asked the man, “Why did you give me $25.00 
after I had made you take your dog out of the services?”  

The man replied, “Pastor, it was certainly worth $25.00 for my dog not to have to 
listen to that sermon.”  

Of course, the chuckle should be brief and refreshing or else it would not be wise to 
have it at all.  

f. The second special song.  

g. Happy birthday time. It was Pastor Tom Wallace from Elkton, Maryland, that 
introduced me to this idea. He had used it with great delight. We simply get the 
birthdays of all of the people we can and call their names on their birthday. The staff 
comes into the pastor’s study to sing “Happy Birthday” to them. Many look forward to 
this part of the broadcast each day.  

h. “It happened on your birthday.” We try to find interesting things in Christian 
history as well as secular history that happened on each day of the year. This way we 
can interest those having birthdays by telling what other famous event took place on 
their birthday.  

i. Third special number. This number is dedicated to those having birthdays.  

j. The prayer list. At the first of each broadcast the pastor says a word about those 
who have need of prayer. He encourages them to call the church office and tell the 
people of their prayer needs. It is nothing unusual to have sixty or seventy people to 
call in during the course of the broadcast. The secretaries take the prayer requests, 
bring them to the pastor, and at prayer list time, he reads each name and each 
request for prayer. Then he prays for each person by name and by request. This 
normally takes about seven to eight minutes. This is a wonderful way to be of service 
to those who have need of prayer.  



k. Fourth and last special number. This can be dedicated to those who called in for 
prayer. This number could be one that is comforting, such as “What a Friend We Have 
in Jesus,” “Rock of Ages,” etc.  

l. Message. From five to fifteen minutes may be left for the message if the 
aforementioned things have been expedited properly. Sometimes the pastor gives the 
message earlier in the broadcast and then ends with prayer time. This message may 
come anywhere. For that matter he may get a thought from the reading of “It 
happened on your birthday,” and he may take five or ten minutes then. Perhaps he 
may have his mind provoked by the “thought for the day” and take awhile to discuss 
this and bring his message at that time. In most cases, however, the pastor would 
want to close the broadcast with his message.  

There are other ways in which the church could use the radio. A weekly broadcast may be of 
benefit. In such a case it should not be as folksy as the one above. It should be a little bigger and a 
little more impressive.  

Some churches use spot announcements to good advantage. This is certainly worth consideration.  

For many years I broadcasted my Sunday school class live over a local station. Some churches like 
to broadcast their services. At any rate, or whatever the type of broadcast, the Sunday school 
should be stressed over and over again. Probably more people attend the church during the Sunday 
school hour than during any other hour of the week. This makes it an important time. Certainly the 
Sunday school should receive the bulk of the advertising on radio. Goals, attendances, drives, 
pushes, special days, etc., should be kept before the people on every radio broadcast.  

Again let us emphasize the importance of doing God’s work properly. The pastor and musicians 
should take care in the planning of the broadcast. It should be interesting to all and offensive to 
none as far as presentation is concerned. We may offend people by our convictions but let us not 
be offensive by doing God’s work in a lackadaisical way. It is the most important work in the world; 
let us treat it as such.  

5. Church Signs. The first impression that many people get of a local church is from signs. Because 
of that, much care and preparation should be taken in the choosing and purchasing of church signs.  

(1) The sign should be proportionate in size with the church plant. The church with a large 
physical plant should have a sign proportionately large. A church with a small plant should, 
of course, have a sign in ration with the size of the building.  

(2) The sign should be professionally planned and made. Literally thousands of church signs 
need painting and even editing. It is unbelievable that some churches even misspell the 
name of their church. I have seen Baptist spelled “Babtist” and “Babptist.”  

In other cases, the sign is so old or so poorly done that people cannot read the printing. In 
some other cases the church does not even have a sign. This is completely unbelievable and 
yet true.  

(3) Sensationalism, deceit, and provocation should be omitted on the church sign. The sign is 
not to preach a sermon. It is simply to identify the church. Many signs are so provocative 
that they prevent people from coming to the services. The church can state her position in 
such short, terse language on a sign so as to keep people from hearing that position as 



preached in power and energy of the Holy Spirit from the pulpit. How tragic! It is also wise 
for the sign to be very honest in its content. A church could be the fastest-growing church in 
town and words to that effect could be placed on the sign (though I doubt the wisdom of 
this). The next year, however, the church may not grow as rapidly. The sign could become 
dishonest. The church should always be honest with the public and never in the least 
deceitful. The product should always contain the contents listed on the cover. This is 
especially true in the Lord’s work.  

(4) There are many different types of signs that can be utilized in the life of a church:  

a. The changeable copy panel. A nice, conservative changeable sign used to advertise 
the current work, activities, and ministry of the church can oftentimes be of benefit. 
Much care should be taken that this sign does not look like a theatre marquee. Hence, 
it probably should not be located over the main entrance, and it should be much more 
conservative than a theatre-type marquee. A flat, solid, changeable copy panel is 
preferable for a church. Some churches find it beneficial to have the main permanent 
sign and changeable sign in one unit. Regardless of the size, shape, and location of 
the changeable sign, it should be used only for advertisement, inspiration, etc. It 
could announce the coming of special speakers or the title of Sunday’s message. 
Again, sensationalism should usually be avoided. To say the least, sermon subjects on 
the sign should never be exaggerated, and the sermon contents should certainly be up 
to the announced sermon subject.  

The following are some advertisements that have been used on the changeable sign of 
the First Baptist Church of Hammond: 

•  the Light of Scripture”  “Heart Transplants in
Sunday, January 12
Helpful Lessons on Ma 0 p.m.  

ay, October 23 7:00 p.m.  
“Let’s Go Soul Winn

m. Sat. WJOB 8:00 a.m. Sun. Heard over 40 Stations  
Free Bus Service 53
Calumet Call 932-0711 
Speaking Here Sund m. 7:00 p.m.  
Adult Rally with Dr
9:40 a.m.  

 1887  
Preaching a Literal H
Services 10:50 - 7:00 p.m. 

b. Church buses.  

Many churches utilize buses in their transportation program. When this is done, these 
tractively painted. Each bus should become a rolling signboard. It is 

best to steer away from spectacularism, but certainly some good advertisement could 

t 

•  7:00 p.m.  
• rriage Taught by Pastor Hyles Sundays at 9:40 a.m. & 6:0
• Unique Old-Fashioned Service Sund
• ing with Jack Hyles” WYCA  
• 9:00 a.
•  Routes Covering the  
•  
• ay, October 29 Dr. R. G. Lee of Memphis 10:50 a.
• . Bill Rice Sunday, Aug. 7  
• 
• Preaching the Gospel Here Since
• eaven and Hell Sunday  
•  

buses should be at

be used in the publicizing of the church as the buses roll through the streets of the 
city. At this writing the First Baptist Church of Hammond operates 60 bus routes. This 
gives us 60 rolling signboards which cover the city of Hammond. Not only do they 
advertise the church on Sunday, but throughout the entire week. These buses are no
serviced at the same service stations or garages, but rather at strategic locations 



throughout the entire area. This means that these 60 church buses are parked all 
over, giving us 60 billboards. Again let me emphasize the importance of the lettering 
and painting being professionally done and well done. At times it might be wise to
someone just to drive the buses around town. Think how many people can see one
church bus in a day’s time as it is driven up and down the streets of the city.  

c. Miscellaneous signs.  

 ask 
 

Some churches have utilized the advertising space of park benches. Others have 
sides or backs of city buses. Still others have front license 

plates for the cars of their members. (This is done only in states which do not use 
 the 

l 

6. Letters. T ters 
from the Firs ear. Seldom is the week when hundreds 
of letters are not sent through the mail. Sometimes these are church wide mailings. In other cases 

 

 

 

 

purchased the space on 

state license tags on the front as well as the back.) We have found it wise to have
church’s name neatly engraved on the back of the custodian’s uniforms. Over and 
over again we are simply saying: Keep the name of the church before the people al
the time. A community should always be church-conscious, and the fundamental 
church should take the lead in advertising.  

he Sunday school should make much use of the mail. Hundreds of thousands of let
t Baptist Church of Hammond are sent each y

they are mailed to departments or even classes. Samples of such letters follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Sunday Morning Schedule 
This chapter will be largely review. It shall consist of the tying together of what has previously 
been said about Sunday school class and its organization, work and activities on Sunday. We will 
start at the beginning o edule.  

1. The teacher should get up early enough so as to avoid any rushing.  

3. He should dress himself properly so as to be a good example.  

4. He should arrive fifteen minutes early to prepare the classroom and the pupil for the lesson.  

5. He should then stand at the door to greet the class members as they enter.  

6. The teacher should properly meet and greet all visitors before the starting of the opening 

cheer to the class.  

s the 
 members and visitors as they enter.  

relude 
should be one that moves along rapidly and one which creates a spirit of fellowship in the class.  

 enough to pick out the songs and discuss them with the 
pianist.  

department to order and introduce the music director who in turn leads in a well-planned 
e 

of the people.  

bly. This 
ith the 

epartmental assembly room should last no longer than ten minutes. For a 
Sunday school that lasts one hour, this gives ten minutes for time spent in going to the classes and 

f the day and go through the entire Sunday morning sch

2. The teacher should brush over his lesson for the task at hand.  

assembly or the class.  

7. Perhaps the sunshine chairman has arrived by now to add some sunshine and 

8. The vice-president is at the back of the room or at the door of the room sharing with other
privilege of greeting the

9. The secretary is passing out the envelopes, membership slips, and visitor’s cards.  

10. The vice-president may be introducing the visitors to other members as they come in. All of 
this together makes them feel at home.  

11. The pianist has arrived at least ten minutes early and is playing the prelude. The p

12. The song leader has also arrived early

13. At the exact starting time (not one minute later) the superintendent should call the 

congregational song. Well-known choruses can be used. Certainly all songs should be familiar to th
majority 

14. The departmental superintendent then presents a well-planned, brief opening assem
opening assembly should include adequate welcoming of visitors. It may or may not tie in w
lesson, but it certainly should be something pertinent to the needs of the pupils. The entire 
opening exercise in the d

in business.  



In the opening assembly time, the superintendent should certainly promote attendance for future 
Sundays, give honor to those who have done good jobs in the past, and instill and inspire in the 
hearts of the pupils the desire to bring others with them.  

 
h 

he visitors, etc.  

17. Much attention should be given to the visitors. They may be introduced by the teacher, the 

 
 

mited to announcements, simple promotion, etc.  

 

eal.  

 

This sums up the activities of a Sunday morning. Certainly other things could and should be added, 
ot 

nday school superintendent and teachers what to do, but rather to impress 
upon them the importance of doing well what they do. The teaching of the Word of God is the 

 

 

 

 

 

15. The teacher then stands at the door of the classroom and welcomes the pupils as they enter. In
case there is no opening assembly in the department, things aforementioned should be done suc
as passing out of envelopes, the vice-president welcoming t

16. The teacher or president calls the class to order. This should, of course, be done in a winning 
way and should immediately be impressive to members and visitors alike.  

president, the vice-president, or the group captain. Whoever does it should be effervescent in his 
welcome.  

18. Class business. This should be limited basically to the announcements. All planning of socials
and extracurricular activities should be done prior to class time, and business cared for in the class
should be li

19. The teaching of the lesson. The president introduces the teacher. The teacher puts his heart,
mind, body, and soul into the teaching of the Word of God. His lesson should include a title, a point 
of contact, body or general teaching, a conclusion, and an app

20. The class may close with a report of the secretary and others if needed, such people as mission
chairman, sunshine chairman, social chairman, etc. As mentioned in another chapter, the reports 
should be limited to thirty seconds or less.  

At the end of the class the members should be told about the preaching service and should be 
encouraged to attend.  

and in some cases, some of these suggestions could be omitted. The purpose of this chapter is n
necessarily to tell the Su

biggest thing in all the world. Let us treat it as such.  

 

 



 

The Enlistment and Qualifications of  
Sunday School Teachers 

 

Matt. 9:37, e 
labourers are few; Pray l send forth 
labourers into his harve

What could be more important than the teaching of the Word of God? Hence, what could be more 
e 

 It should 
, but true, that the average five-and-ten-cent store gives more 

thought in carefully selecting a clerk than the average church does in selecting a pastor, and 
 

 

a 
at 

 

 

l 
oses schoolteachers that way?”  

Again the answer was, “No.”  

“Then do you think the schoolteachers are more important than Sunday school teachers?”  

The answer again was, “No.”  

“Why then,” I asked, “would you give more care in the selection of a schoolteacher than one who 

lize that the biggest thing in all the world is God’s business -- the 
teaching of God’s Word and the carrying out of God’s program.  

day school superintendent should check the the church roll regularly 
for prospective teachers.  

 38, “Then saith he unto his disciples, The harvest truly is plenteous, but th
 ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he wil
st.”  

important in the Sunday school than the proper choosing of the teachers? The enlistment of th
Sunday school teacher should be done with dignity, spiritual insight, and God’s leadership.
not be taken lightly. It is tragic

Sunday school teachers are often chosen almost flippantly. They are often enlisted by telephone or
through a conversation in a church hallway, or casually in a public meeting place. Easter Airlines
would not choose a pilot this way. Is a pilot more important than a teacher of the Word of God? 
The Hilton Hotel chain would not even choose a maid that way. Is a maid more important than 
teacher of the Word of God? Certainly no school board would choose a public schoolteacher th
way. Is a public schoolteacher more important than a teacher of the Word of God? When will God’s 
people realize that the biggest business in all the world is God’s business and it should be treated
as such?  

A number of years ago one of our staff members was enlisting a Sunday school worker outside the
teachers’ and officers’ meeting in the hallway. I overheard the conversation and immediately 
called this staff member to my office for a conference. I asked, “Do you think the Hammond schoo
board cho

Of course, the answer was, “No.”  

“If you were on the school board, would you choose teachers that way?”  

teaches the Word of God?”  

Oh, when will God’s people rea

1. The pastor and/or the Sun



Each person on the roll should be carefully and regularly considered for a teaching position. This 
gives all equal opportunity and prevents the overlooking of anyone.  

As the roll is being checked the names of good teaching prospects should be listed. Then these 
before being contacted about teaching.  

This is no task to be cared for by telephone. Neither is this a little, casual job to be looked upon 
yer. It should be done 

with a dignity of a personnel office of a big corporation choosing a key man for a position. The one 

Remember this is God’s business; we need His help and leadership.  

 will not 
 People respond better to a 

real challenge. Such statements as these should not be used: “Oh, it is easy.” “Anybody could do 

 
 a 

He should be told about the size of the class, visiting of the absentees, the faithfulness to the 
ing, the location of the classroom, etc. No 

stones should be left unturned in the presentation of these duties. It is better to have a good 

(1) Live a separated life. No one should teach in the Sunday school who is not separate from 
s 

alcoholic beverages in any form. No one should be allowed to teach in the Sunday school 

gs 

and.  

2. A list of prospective teachers should be kept.  

people should be carefully observed and checked 

3. Enlisting should be done at the prospect’s home or in the church office.  

lightly. The visit should be highly spiritual, very serious, and in a spirit of pra

doing the enlisting should carefully explain to the prospective worker that he has prayed about a 
vacancy in the Sunday school and that he believes God has led him to that individual.  

4. The conversation should be begun with prayer. The person doing the enlisting should do the 
praying, asking for God to lead in the discussion and the decision that is soon to be made. 

5. The work should be presented to the prospective teacher. He should be told that the job
be an easy one, but a hard one. He should be challenged by the task.

it.” “It won’t take much time.” Instead such statements as these should be used: “This is a very 
important job.” “It will definitely take much of your time.” “We will ask you to keep certain rules 
and perform certain duties.” Teaching Sunday school is not a job for an inexperienced baby-sitter,
rather for a diligent teacher of the Word of God. One does not have to have a seminary degree or
Bible college diploma, but he should have a definite understanding that he is expected to do a job 
and to do it well and that the job is both rewarding and exacting.  

6. Present the duties to the prospective teacher.  

class, the hour of the Teachers’ and Officers’ Meet

understanding before the enlistment than a misunderstanding after the enlistment.  

7. Present clearly the qualifications for teaching in the Sunday school. They are as follows:  

the world. Certainly no one should be allowed to teach in the Sunday school who drink

who uses tobacco in any form. No one should be allowed to teach in the Sunday school who 
frequents such places as the theatre, dances, card parties, etc. Needless to say, the thin
listed above do not complete the list of qualifications of separation. Perhaps each church 
would have her own peculiar convictions that should be included. Now these convictions 
should not be simply preferences, and they should not be simply pet peeves of a few biased 
church members, but rather the deep-rooted convictions of the church and pastor.  

(2) Be a tither. Malachi reminds that failing to tithe is robbing God. Jesus commends tithing, 
and no one should teach in the Sunday school who does not practice this Bible comm



(3) Be faithful to the public services of the church. It should be explained that the teachers 
are expected to bin the Sunday school, to attend the Sunday morning service, the Sunday 
evening service, and the Wednesday evening service. Those in places of leadership should 

 
at the pastor believes, or even agree with everything that the church 

does in its program. It does mean, however, that as long as there is no moral issue involved, 

 

 to be in the class regularly. Now there will be a few Sundays in a year that a 
person would be on vacation, sick, or on a necessary weekend trip. However, people who 

e in complete agreement with the articles of faith and the doctrinal 
position of the church.  

y be that a person will chosen to teach a Sunday school class who 
has never won a soul. He should, however, voice his desire to be a soul winner and his 

achers. It might be 
shocking, however, to some if they knew how many people teach Sunday school in churches 

ers’ 
s’ Meeting. Attendance at this meeting is a requirement for those enlisted to 

teach. If a person works on Wednesday night, he then is used only as a substitute teacher. 

 is 
nt absentee to visit is the one who was 

absent last Sunday for the first time. I have often heard pastors say that the first absence 

uty and requirement. It is unthinkable that a teacher of 
the Word of God and a leader of young lives would just casually be absent without notifying 
anyone at all. It is nearly as unthinkable that a teacher would call late in the week 

set the example for those who follow. This example should certainly include faithfulness to 
the public services.  

(4) Be loyal to the pastor and the church program. This does not mean that the teacher must
believe everything th

the person will cooperate with the desires of the majority and be loyal to the pastor as he 
presents this program under God. Perhaps the most important qualification for “followship”
is loyalty.  

(5) Be faithful to the class. It should be explained to the prospective teacher that he would 
be expected

have to go out of town for one weekend a month certainly should not be considered as 
prospective teachers.  

(6) Be doctrinally sound. There should be no doubt regarding the soundness of the teacher 
doctrinally. He should b

7) Be willing to seek lost souls. Now many Sunday school teachers do not win people to 
Christ every week. It ma

intentions of becoming one as he is led and trained by the pastor.  

(8) Be converted and be a member of this particular local church. It might be unnecessary 
for some leaders to include this in a chapter on requirements for te

and yet do not hold membership in the church where they teach. This is a very unwise 
practice.  

(9) Attend the Teachers’ and Officers’ Meetings. At our church we have a weekly Teach
and Officer

Only those who find it possible to attend our Wednesday evening Teachers’ and Officers’ 
Meeting are chosen for regular teaching positions.  

(10) Visit the absentees. It is explained to every prospective teacher that one of his duties
to visit the absentees in his class. The most importa

requires a letter or a postcard; the second absence, a telephone call; and the third absence 
a visit. This certainly is contrary to our philosophy. We feel that a visit for the first absence 
might prevent the second absence.  

(11) Contact the departmental superintendent on Wednesday night if unable to be in the 
class on Sunday. This is a very vital d



concerning an absence the following Sunday. This is practically an unpardonable sin! It 
should be clearly understood by the prospective teacher that faithfulness is a requirement; 
but when an emergency comes up or a necessary trip is to be made, the superintendent 
should be contacted no later than Wednesday evening.  

There are other qualifications that perhaps would vary with each local situation, and there 
are other qualifications that perhaps we should have mentioned with the appropriate not
above. The important thing, however, is to have qualific

es 
ations and present them clearly and 

plainly to the prospective worker.  

8. The
give w
prospe y for a few days (not more than a week) about the 
opportunities presented. It is usually best not to get an answer immediately, but to give him time 

g the enlisting be harsh, unkind, rude, or 
excessively frank.  

(By Mrs. T. D. McKinney, Director of Literature, who has had the duty of enlisting new workers in 

rs. McKinney: Please come in, Mrs.-----. I appreciate your keeping this appointment with me. 

When I called and asked you for an appointment to meet with me, I told you that it is one of my 
lk 

g in our Sunday school. Before we go any further, let me 
tell you that I have asked Brother Hyles for his approval to talk with you about teaching, and he has 

 we very carefully choose those whom we wish to work with us in our Sunday school. This 
is the Lord’s business, and we want the right people to work in it. We do not look for people, 

 
the Lord can enable us to do whatever He wants us to do, we do not worry whether prospective 

 

of 
the requirements so that you can see them while we discuss them. (The following form is then 

 conversation should be closed with prayer. The person doing the enlisting should ask God to 
isdom to the prospective worker and thank Him for the nice visit. Before leaving, the 
ctive worker should be asked to pra

to solidify his decision and know the mind of God.  

9. Kindness and gentleness should prevail during the conversation. Some of the above 
qualifications, duties, etc., may seem to be a bit hard on paper, but in no case should the pastor, 
Sunday school superintendent, or person who is doin

Following is a typical conversation between the person doing the enlisting and the person being 
enlisted: 
 

our Sunday school) 

M
Won’t you sit down here? I’ll sit here.  

duties to enlist workers for our Sunday school. You have probably guessed that I would like to ta
with you about the possibility of workin

given that approval. Before we begin our conversation, let’s bow our heads now for a word of 
prayer.  

(There is a short prayer asking for the Lord’s guidance in conversation and in decision making.)  

Mrs.-----,

necessarily, who have had experience in teaching or who think that they are good teachers. Since

teachers have teaching ability or not. We are concerned for getting the Word of God into the minds
and hearts of children and adults. Now I have said that we are not concerned with previous 
teaching experience when we ask a person to teach in our Sunday school. We are concerned, 
however, with other qualifications. There are certain requirements which must be met by each 
person before he is a teacher, and there are certain duties that each teacher must fulfill.  

Let’s discuss these requirements and duties for a few moments. We have mimeographed a list 



given to the prospective teacher.) 
 
First of all, we require of our teachers that they be faithful in their attendance to all the public 

d 
 

ch services Sunday morning, Sunday night, and Wednesday 
ight.  

t we 
e clean vessels and to be living as Jesus would have us live. We do not think that you drink 

liquor or that you smoke or that you dance or that you play cards or that you go to the movies. If 

?  

 much a person gives, but we believe that tithing is the Bible way of giving. Do you give 
a tithe of your income to the Lord?  

Mrs.-----: Yes, we tithe.  

t mean by this that they have to blindly follow every opinion 
that is stated apart from doctrinal beliefs, but that they would never speak against any phase of its 

 Concerning doctrine, we ask that they agree in every point as they have 
heard it preached from the Bible.  

th our soul-winning emphasis, our doctrinal stand, and the 
program of our church?  

e program here. 

heir attendance to Sunday school. Unless illness prevents or the vacation 
period includes a Sunday, we expect our teachers to be in their places every Sunday ready to teach 

perintendent must 
know, it at all possible, by the previous Wednesday night so that a general teacher can be prepared 

services of the church. Through listening to the preaching of the Word we are constantly instructe
in the Scriptures, not only in knowledge but also in Christian living. We have noticed, Mrs.------,
that you are faithful to attend chur
n

Secondly, we require that any prospective worker in our Sunday school must now be giving strict 
adherence to the church’s policy concerning separation from the world. Naturally, if we are 
handling the Word of God and teaching how Jesus would have us live, we must be doing all tha
can to b

you do any of these things and we are not aware of it, then, I’m sorry, we cannot use you on our 
Sunday school staff. Can you say that you meet this requirement of separation from the world

Mrs.-----: Yes, I meet this requirement. I do not smoke or drink or dance or play cards or go to 
movies.  

Mrs. McKinney: Our third requirement is that every teacher in our Sunday school  

be a tither. Our pastor makes it plain that neither he nor any other person in the church office 
knows how

Mrs. McKinney: We require of our Sunday school teachers that they be loyal to the present program 
of the First Baptist Church. We do no

work to any other person.

Our teachers must, of course, believe that the Bible is the divinely inspired Word of God and that 
men wrote the Bible as they were led by the Holy Spirit.  

Now, Mrs.-----, are you in accord wi

Mrs.-----: We agree wholeheartedly with the preaching and th

Mrs. McKinney: Very good. Now, it goes without saying that we expect of our Sunday school 
teachers faithfulness in t

their classes. If for any reason a teacher has to be absent, the departmental su

to take the class. As soon as it is apparent that he cannot be present in Sunday school, each 
teacher must let the superintendent know this.  

We have a weekly teachers’ meeting. The meeting is held on Wednesday evenings. We eat a meal 
together at 6:00 and begin the meeting at 6:30. We do not require that our teachers be present for 



the meal, although it is a good idea to plan to come for convenience sake, but they must be 
present every Wednesday night just as faithfully as they are present for Sunday school. At the 
teachers’ meeting, plans for the coming Sunday and other future plans are discussed. The Sunday 

rial. 

es 

y someone in the church 
office and the teachers bring salad and vegetable dishes to accompany the main dish. A fifty-cent 

 to come and eat with us. When the meeting begins, the children and teenagers 
have their choir programs so that they are cared for while the teachers have their meeting. We 

t 

unior II department of 
our Sunday school. Mrs. Meredith Plopper is the superintendent of that department. I would like to 

that I have found the teacher that she needs there. May I enlist you to work 
there and to teach a class of fifth-grade girls?  

ly begin immediately.  

 
that prevents your coming to that meeting, will you let me know 

before Wednesday morning?  

Mrs. -----: All right, I will.  

  

 where the department is located, but I have never been inside it.  

school lessons are distributed at the teachers’ meeting and then the lesson is discussed by the 
pastor in the hearing of teachers who are in Junior I and older departments. Teachers who are in 
the Primary II and younger departments meet individually and discuss the lesson with their 
superintendents, because there is a little different approach for them to the same lesson mate
After the discussion of the lesson the group divides into a methods session. A visual aid method 
appropriate to each teaching level is presented in these groups.  

Can you be present at the teachers’ meetings on Wednesday evening?  

Mrs.-----: Yes, I can come. I will also be able to come for the meal. What do you do--furnish dish
potluck style?  

Mrs. McKinney: It is a modified potluck style. The meat dish is ordered b

charge is placed upon the meat for each person. You will be interested in knowing that the entire 
family is invited

have one last requirement for our teachers. Because it is mention- ed last, please do not think tha
it is unimportant. It is very important! We ask that every teacher in the Sunday school set aside 
some time each week for visitation in the homes of his or her pupils. Visits should be made 
particularly upon those pupils who were absent the most recent Sunday. Can you arrange your 
schedule so that you will have regular weekly visitation upon your class?  

Mrs.-----: Yes, I can.  

Mrs. McKinney: Mrs.-----, we would be most happy to have you join the teaching staff of our 
church. We have an immediate need for a teacher of a girls’ class in the J

be able to inform her 

Mrs.-----: Yes, I would like to teach there.  

Mrs. McKinney: Can you start immediately? Will you be able to attend your first teachers’ meeting 
this coming Wednesday evening?  

Mrs.-----: Yes, I can be there, and I will glad

Mrs. McKinney: All right. I will tell Mrs. Sandi Plopper to inform the pastor that you will be there. If
there is an emergency of any kind 

Mrs. McKinney: If you have not seen the Junior II department, I would like to show it to you now. 
Would you like to look into it?

Mrs. -----: I think that I know



Mrs. McKinney: Then, let’s go look at it. We go this way. 
 
(Upon parting, the enlistee thanks the new teacher for coming and assures her or him that the 

teacher before the teachers’ meeting, and the superintendent acts as guide to the new teacher on 

 

 

superintendent will learn of the new appointment. The superintendent is introduced to the new 

Wednesday night.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

The Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting 
Any successful endeavor must have a meeting of the minds on the part of its leadership. Any 
successful company must have meetings of its workers. Such is the case with the Sunday school. 
Some churc have 
what we cal

6:50 to 7:10 The Teaching of the Lesson  

7:10 to 7:30 Instructions of Teaching the Lesson (Instructions are given to teachers of each 
nday’s lesson to the particular grade level involved.) 

 
ly meeting will do for a Sunday school. In the first place, 

it will form a “team” of the workers with the pastor as its captain. A team spirit will develop. Each 
es a 

ion 
nd information and practical how-to-do-it methods for the teaching of the lesson for the coming 

 for Christ.  

d 

s about such a meeting is that it insures a good attendance at the midweek 
service. Since our Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting is conducted on Wednesday evening from 6:00 to 

There are many other splendid reasons for a weekly teachers’ meeting, and the churches in 

 area. Many of them work twenty to forty 
miles from home. It would be impossible for them to go home, prepare dinner, and get ready for a 

s at 6:00 or even 6:30. Hence, they can come from work. Those who 
possibly can are asked to bring a dish. This can be a salad or vegetable. This means that all the 

 the 
ed 

hes have a monthly workers’ meeting. This is definitely not often enough. We 
l our weekly Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting. Our schedule is as follows:  

6:00 to 6:30 Meal  

6:30 to 6:50 Promotion and Inspiration  

departmental level as to how to apply Su

There are several things that such a week

meeting will become sort of a pep rally and esprit de corps will follow. The meeting also giv
specific time for making definite plans for the next Lord’s Day. It gives the teacher the inspirat
a
Sunday.  

The weekly meeting also affords the pastor the opportunity of recognizing those who have done 
good jobs and inspiring those who have not. Classes and departments that are growing receive 
deserved recognition. Those that are not doing well receive ideas that will help them to do a 
better job

This meeting also offers a time for Christian fellowship. It is a time when the saints are happy an
joy prevails.  

One of the finest thing

7:30, we have a nucleus of 275 ready to attend our midweek service.  

America that are doing the best job realize this fact.  

1. The meal - 6:00 to 6:30  

The meal is provided for the workers in order that they may be able to attend such an early 
meeting. Our people live all over Calumet-Chicagoland

teachers’ meeting that start

church has to provide is the meat. As the workers come in they place their covered dishes on
serving table. Hot meat is already there as well as bread and other staples. These are also provid
by the church. These things are paid for by an offering taken at the end of the meal. We ask each 



person to give fifty cents if possible. Some do; some don’t. Some can; some can’t. No pressure is 
exerted. No embarrassment is present for those who do not or cannot give.  

During this thirty-minute period, the people are happy. There is a sweet spirit of fellowship, and 
our hearts being blended together in preparation for the meeting to follow.  

2. The promotion - 6:30 to 6:50  

Immediately after the meal the teachers are assembled in the church chapel for a period of 
inspiration and promotion. Each worker is given a copy of the Sunday school Echoes. A sample is 
seen below. 

We then introduce the new teachers that have been enlisted since the previous meeting. They 

s requested to register attendance on the card shown below. 

 
nd he 

does his best to instill in the hearts of his workers a desire to do their jobs better. During this 
g the work. We may set 

oals or see how close we are coming to reaching our present one.  

 
children, form a class in front of the teachers, and 

demonstrate how to teach a primary group. He may do the same thing for juniors and other age 

he pastor also goes through the outline with the teachers and tells them what he would like for 
 

not applicable to children. He will make some suggestions as to what to teach each age 
and how to teach juniors, junior highers, high schoolers, and adults. Other trained people do the 

 just taught them. This same 
plan applies to all age groups. Here visual aids are suggested, applications are given, psychological 

resented, and in general, the facts which were 
taught in the previous twenty minutes are made interesting to each particular age level.  

 is 

 

stand and receive an official welcome from the pastor and an applause from the workers.  

Each worker i
 
We then discuss the attendance of last Sunday and ideas concerning future plans. Sometimes we
inspire. Sometimes we scold. Sometimes we brag. The pastor is in charge of this meeting, a

period we may exchange ideas. We may ask and answer questions concernin
g

3. The Teaching of the Lesson - 6:50 to 7:10  

During this time the pastor teaches the Sunday school lesson. A rather lengthy outline is given to 
each teacher. See an example below. 

Sometimes the pastor will take a few primary 

groups.  

T
them to stress the next Sunday. It may be that a certain part of the lesson is more appropriate for
high schoolers and another part should be stressed to the adults. It may be that a portion of the 
lesson is 

same for the teachers of primaries, beginners, and nursery children.  

4. The Application of the Lesson - 7:10 to 7:30  

During this time the teachers go to their own departmental level where an expert will teach the 
teachers of juniors how to apply to their students what the pastor has

helps in reaching each particular age level are p

5. Three Outlines are presented each week.  

As seen previously we present an outline to those who teach juniors and up. Still another outline
presented to those who teach primaries. See below: 



 
Yet another outline is given to teachers of beginners and nursery-age children. See below: 

romptness, dignity, and planning.  

nt’s 
abinet, the Board of Eastern Airlines, a City Council meeting, or a sales meeting for a big firm. It 

e meeting 
that it really is.  

ould overlap with any of the public services of the church. The Teachers’ Meeting 
should end on time, and the workers should come straight to the auditorium for the midweek hour. 

n time with all of the 
teachers and officers in their places. 

 

 

 
6. The Teachers’ Meeting should be conducted with p

It should be a very impressive meeting. It should be comparable to a meeting of the Preside
C
should be planned well, started on time, and should definitely appear to be the big-leagu

7. The Teachers’ Meeting should not overlap with the midweek service.  

In fact, nothing sh

Loitering should be discouraged. The midweek service should be started o

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Proper Preparation 
There are at least three types of preparation that must be made before a lesson can be successful: 
(1) the preparation of the tea ) the preparation of the 
pupil. 
 

rtainly important that the teacher prepare his lesson. It is equally important that the 
acher prepares himself. Much of this preparation is covered in the chapter on “Weekday Duties of 

ions include living a separated life, having daily devotions, having a 
mily altar, having a pure mind, having the right motives, visiting in the home of each pupil, 

 

ar in 
n, 

ings should be remembered about the care for the 
body.  

an 
ize that the only thing he has in which to serve God is his body. Because of this he 

should put only the best fuel in his body. I discovered a long time ago that I could run better 
inks. 

ng we eat for the glory of God: “Whether therefore ye eat or drink, or 
whatsoever you do, do all to the glory of God” (1 Corinthians 10:31). We are to eat with 

 
:3).  

“And it came to pass, when I heard these words, that I sat down and wept, and 

selves 

bstance.” (Ezra 8:21)  

cher, (2) the preparation of the lesson, (3

Preparation of the Teacher 
 
It is ce
te
the Teacher.” Such preparat
fa
visiting the absentees, etc. All of these things should help prepare the teacher for the coming
Sunday. There are, however, other things:  

1. The teacher should prepare himself physically to teach. Of course, every Christian should be
mind that his body is the temple of the Holy Spirit. Consequently, he should keep his body clea
pure, and fit for the Master’s use. Several th

(1) Proper diet. The body is only as strong as its fuel. Most people care more about the 
health of their dogs and livestock than they do their children and themselves. The Christi
should real

without coffee than with coffee and without carbonated drinks than with carbonated dr
I discovered that there was more energy in a glass of orange juice than in a cola and more 
stimulant in a spoonful of honey than in a cup of coffee. A person can do more for God on a 
high protein, low-fat diet, fresh vegetables, and fruit. Fruit and juices should be included in 
one’s diet if he is to be at his best physically for his Lord. I personally am not much of a pork 
eater.  

I also try not to overeat. “For the drunkard and the glutton shall come to poverty: and 
drowsiness shall clothe a man with rags” (Proverbs 23:21). We are reminded to eat 
everythi

thanksgiving: “...and commanding to abstain from meats, which God hath created to be
received with thanksgiving of them which believe and know the truth” (1 Timothy 4

Then, too, there should be times when a Christian eats nothing. Fasting is certainly a Bible 
doctrine. A spiritual fasting enhances not only one’s health but also his spiritual power. 

mourned certain days, and fasted, and prayed before the God of heaven.” (Nehemiah 
1:4) 

“Then I proclaimed a fast there, at the river of Ahava, that we might afflict our
before our God, to seek of him a right way for us, and for our little ones, and for all 
our su



“So the people of Nineveh believed God, and proclaimed a fast, and put on sackcloth, 
from the greatest of them even to the least of them.” (Jonah 3:5)  

“And when he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he was afterward an hungred.” 

“As they ministered to the Lord, and fasted, the Holy Ghost said, Separate me 

ed, and laid their hands on them, they sent them away.” (Acts 13:2,3) 
 

ilk, 

hat he eats on purpose. When I am preaching three to six times a day, I find myself using 
f.  

take time for such activities. I have found it helpful to do ten or fifteen minutes of 

rt may 

 
d 

find that if I can average seven hours’ sleep a night, I can operate at peak 
efficiency. There are times when I do not come close to this. Hence, the seven hours are not 

d 
hat a 
ry 

2. Prep
one m
almost We all know 
exceptions to this to this rule, but they are exceptions rather than the rule. A successful preacher 

e 
raphic, 

(Matthew 4:2)  

Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called them. And when they had 
fasted and pray

Some good Bible foods are nuts, pulse (vegetables), fish, real bread, quail, goat’s m
meat, figs, corn, honey, and fruit, such as apples, grapes, etc. Now I am not as much 
interested in telling the reader what to eat as I am in the reader disciplining himself to eat 
w
much honey, drinking a lot of orange juice, eating fresh salads, much fruit, and lean bee

(2) Proper exercise. Doctors tell us that it is very important that we exercise our bodies as 
we grow older. This, of course, can be done through sports such as golf, bowling, or even 
more active competitive sports. Many of us do not have time, however, or at least do not 

calisthenics some time in the morning. My schedule is as follows: approximately 500 steps 
running in place, ten deep-knee bends, ten touching of the toes, ten sit-ups, ten rocker 
exercises, ten pushups, and a few miscellaneous exercises chosen as needed. Perhaps the 
most important of these is the running. People who actively participate in some spo
find this unnecessary, but it is necessary to have some form of exercise in order to be in 
proper health.  

(3) Proper rest. Some people require more sleep than others. Some people can operate very
effectively on five hours’ sleep a night while others require ten. Each Christian should fin
his own needs. I 

needed for me, but to be at my best, seven hours is necessary. The Christian should learn 
also to relax wherever he is. My wife laughs often about the fact that I can go to sleep 
anywhere. I sleep while traveling on airplanes, lying on the sofa, listening to the news, 
sitting up in a chair, etc. Some people find it wise to take a nap each afternoon. If this is 
done, it should be complete relaxation. The shoes should be taken off, tight clothing shoul
be removed, and complete relaxation should be enjoyed. There are many other things t
Christian should do in order to keep his body healthy to the glory of God. Discipline is ve
important in the life of a Christian, and it should be exercised rigidly.  

aration mentally to teach. By this we mean the proper preparation of one’s mind. To do this 
ust discipline himself physically. The mind and the body work so closely together that it is 
 necessary for one to have a strong body if he is to have a strong mind. 

or teacher should have mental alertness, accumulation, and knowledge. This, of course, requires as 
much formal education as is wise, proper, and possible. It should also include a general knowledg
of facts, especially current events. I read such magazines as Reader’s Digest, National Geog
Nation’s Business and even Better Homes and Gardens in order to acquaint myself with facts 
concerning the work and interests of my members. It is always wise for a Christian to have 
knowledge on various subjects. The reading of a newspaper is also helpful here. Then, too, proper 
preparation of the lesson material is highly important.  



3. Prepare spiritually to teach. Once again, some of this is covered in the chapter on “Weekda
Duties of the Teacher.” Daily Bible readings, daily prayer, separated lives, etc., are vital fo
spiritual preparation. However, one should certainly walk in the Spirit more and more as he 
approaches Sunday. It has long been my policy to take c

y 
r 

are of personal and church business the 
first part of the week, gradually steering away from such matters and toward spiritual matters such 

rday 
e 

Preparation of the Pupil 

acher,” but there certainly are other things 
e teacher may do to prepare his pupils.  

. Great all class members as they come into the departmental assembly and as they come into the 
 
 

alked to the woman at the well, He talked first about 
water and then about the story of salvation. For a teacher to pal with the pupil before the lesson is 

 

ives, what church he attends, with 
whom he came, etc., should be secured by the teacher before the class or department ever starts. 

ach visitor. The visitor stands and is warmly 
welcomed by the teacher, president, or some other designated class member.  

e 

ld be honored if 
they do so.  

een 

uncements being made in class. A long, laborious business time will certainly cause 
the teacher to lose his pupils and cause the pupils to lose their interest.  

 

as soul winning, Bible study, and prayer as I approach the Lord’s Day.  

Proper preparation would certainly include such things as getting to bed early enough on Satu
evening, getting up early enough on Sunday morning, brushing over the lesson before going to th
class, avoiding being rushed on Sunday morning, etc. 
 

 
Not only is the teacher to prepare himself, but he is to prepare the pupil for the lesson. This also 
overlaps with the chapter, “Weekday Duties of the Te
th

1
class. A warm handshake, a friendly smile, a little chatting about what the pupil has done through
the week, will always make for a better lesson. Remember that Jesus took people from where they
were to where He wanted them. When He t

very wise and certainly prepares the pupil for the lesson.  

2. Meet all visitors before class. Since the teacher is there early, he should give a warm, friendly, 
and effervescent welcome to each visitor. He should write down the name of the visitor as well as
interesting facts about the visitor that he might present to the class. Such information as where he 
lives, what church he attends, with whom he as where he l

Win the visitor yourself immediately! This is a must!  

3. Properly introduce the visitors in class. Visitors in a small class should not be required to stand 
and give their names and addresses. The teacher should have the names already written down 
along with interesting facts about them. When he informs the class that it is time to recognize the 
visitors, each name is read as well as the facts about e

4. Try to enlist the visitors as new members. “Hold what you have and get some more” should b
the philosophy of the Sunday school. Somebody has said that the Sunday school should be the 
easiest thing in the world to join and the hardest thing to get out of. Do not overly coerce the 
visitors to join, but let them know that you hope that they will and that you wou

5. Do not spend over five minutes on announcements and business. In our pastorates this has b
an unpardonable sin. The purpose of the Sunday school is not to plan a social, but to teach the 
Word of God. Socials should not be planned in class; they should be planned outside of class with 
only the anno

6. Take the pupil from where he is. This is why it is important to chat with the pupils before the
class session, visit their homes, etc. This enables us to find out their interests. The lesson should 



begin with them in mind. Then gradually the teacher moves from their position to his as he teache
the lesson.  

s 

 

Lesson 
 

ord’s Day, he should then look over the lesson for 
ext Sunday during the afternoon. He should continue studying a little bit every day so as to 

elf in the lesson.  

e 
rtion 

at comes to mind and take it in faith that God gave it to 
you. If the average Christian would read the passage of Scripture ten times writing down every 

nt a 

ripture looking for Jesus. Very carefully go through the Scriptures looking for 
pictures of the Lord Jesus Christ. Remember, the Bible is a book about Him! It is a picture of Him. 

4. Read it looking for proper names, numbers, colors, symbols, types, etc. It is infinitely more 
eath 

er names. In the Bible these often 
have special significance.  

of 

a school and forget the pupils. It is easy to teach a lesson and lose sight 
of the main purpose, which is the applying of the truth to the pupil.  

 and 

 

 the teacher then should prepare his own outline. 
This probably should be done on Saturday or at least toward the end of the week.  

Added to these points should be all of those mentioned in the chapter on “Weekday Duties of the
Teacher.” Don’t forget to prepare the pupil! 
 
Prepare the 

1. Start preparing on Sunday afternoon. Sunday is the Lord’s Day and should be treated as such. 
After the teacher has finished the lesson this L
n
completely lose hims

2. Read Scripture passages at least ten times. In order to become well acquainted with the 
material a teacher should first learn all the facts about the lesson. He should learn the names, th
places, the story, etc. This can be done on the first reading. Then he should read the main po
of Scripture, write down any thought th

thought he gets about the lesson, he would have enough material already prepared to prese
good lesson.  

These ten readings of the Scripture should be without helps, without a concordance, without a 
Bible dictionary, and without a commentary.  

3. Read the Sc

We should always look for Him in the reading of the Word.  

important to teach what the Bible says and what it obviously means than to look too far ben
the surface. However, in the teaching of adults it may be interesting to discuss types, numbers, 
etc. Especially is it important to look up the meaning of prop

5. Read the lesson with a list of the pupils in hand. As you read the Scriptures, look at the names 
your pupils. See if there is any particular application that should be made to help each of them. 
This is certainly an important part of preparation. It is easy to build a hospital and forget the 
patients. It is easy to build 

6. Finally, read the lesson with helps. Such helps should include a good concordance (I have used 
Cruden’s through the years), a good Bible dictionary (Davis’ and Cruden’s are excellent ones),
if possible, a commentary. Notice that we are not finding out what others say about the Bible until 
we have found out what the Bible says to us.  

7. Read carefully the literature provided by the church. This, of course, should be a help and not a
crutch. In some cases it may be a quarterly. We provide a mimeographed outline for the teachers.  

8. With all of the above accumulation of facts,



9. Brush over the lesson again on Sunday morning. Each teacher should allow himself from five to 
fifteen minutes each Sunday morning simply to reread his outline and reabsorb the lesson material.  

is 

 

 

 

With a prayer on his lips and a prepared body, mind, and spirit, the teacher may then approach h
class in order to prepare his pupils for his prepared lesson. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Weekday Duties of the Teacher 
Teaching a Sunday school class is more than just a Sunday morning job. It is a seven-day-a-week 
job. In this chapter we shall discuss at least some f the things that a teacher should do during the 
weekdays.  

1. Continual  about is 
known for weeks ahead of time. This allows the teacher to start studying the next lesson 

 one class session.  

stian. In 

ing 
me a successful teacher will have a time of private devotion. This 

should include a systematic reading and study of the Word of God along with a season of prayer.  

ne. 

f 

 success in God’s 
work the heart must be right, the mind must be clean, and the heart must be pure.  

5. Pray daily for each pupil. In order to have sufficient love one for another we must pray for each 
t 

e 

6. Visit in the homes of each pupil each quarter. There are many things that a teacher ought to 

d, 
weep as they wept, and mourn as they mourned. If one is going to be a good leader, he must know 

o

ly study the lesson. In nearly every Sunday school what the lessons are to be

immediately after one lesson is presented. So much preparation should be done during the week 
that the teacher is simply filled with lesson material. He should know much more than he could 
ever teach in

2. Have a daily private devotion. It is entirely possible for one to be a good preacher and not to 
be a good Christian. It is also possible for one to be a good teacher and not be a good Chri
other words, the mechanics of the lesson and the mechanics of teaching could be completely 
conquered, and yet if the teacher’s heart is cold, his teaching will be as sounding brass and tinkl
cymbal. Every day at the same ti

In addition to this, each teacher should certainly lead his family in establishing family devotions. 
Some call this a family altar, some call it family worship. Whatever it is called, it should be do
The family should gather around in a family circle, read the Bible, and pray. At our house we sing a 
song, sometimes memorized a Scripture, sometimes we talk about character building, we all quote 
together our family motto, and we discuss the Scripture that has been read.  

3. Have a pure thought life. The Psalmist said, “Let the words of my mouth, and the meditation o
my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength, and my redeemer” (Psalm 19:14). In 
Proverbs 4:23 the Lord reminds us, “Keep thy heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of 
life.” The Lord said of man, “For as he thinketh in his heart, so is he...” (Psalm 51:10a). Again the 
Psalmist said, “...cleanse thou me from secret faults” (Psalm 19:12b). To be a

4. Have proper motives. Unselfishness, sincere love for the pupil, and a desire to do all for the 
glory of God should certainly be the motive of every Sunday school teacher. Of course, he should 
want to build a big class, but this in itself should not be the main motive. This and other desires 
should all be subservient to the one desire of serving God and others.  

other. Love can never reach its ultimate unless prayer is included. One of the greatest things tha
one Christian can do for another is to pray for him. Certainly pupils of our Sunday school need to b
on the prayer list of their Sunday school teachers. Pray for them and tell them that you do.  

know. Uppermost, however, is the knowing of the lesson and the knowing of the pupil. Just to 
know the lesson material is not enough; the teacher must know the pupil. When Ezekial was called 
as a captivity prophet and a watchman on the wall, the Lord led him to go where the people were 
and to sit where they sat for seven days. He could feel what they felt, hunger as they hungere



the heart of the follower. Because of this, it is imperative that the teacher go into the home of 
each pupil at least once each three months. He may find needs that he never dreamed of befor

7. Visit every absentee. Remember that the most important absentee is the one that was absent 
for the first time last Sunday. Remember that absentees are people, and no one ever became a 
chronic absentee that wasn’t absent the first time. They should be gotten back as soon as possible. 
It should certainly be a part of every teacher’s job to visit every absentee every week. If the cla
is too large for such an endeavor, it should be divided into groups with the responsibility given to 

e.  

ss 

group captains.  

sonal concern for each pupil and should make this personal concern obvious to 
them. The pupils should feel that they could bring to him the most intimate problem or burden and 

t 

t 

 

  

n 
 
 

with me.  

It is also advisable for the teacher to make preparation each week so the classroom will be a little 

ave 

8. “Pastor” your pupils. In these days of population centers and population explosion, churches 
are becoming larger and larger, making it impossible for the pastor to pastor all of the people. 
There are simply too many people who need counseling, comforting, winning, helping, and visiting 
for the pastor to do it all. This makes it vitally important that each teacher pastor his pupils. He 
should have a per

that he would wisely advise and hold all in confidence. The teacher should let the pupil know tha
he is available at his request. Of course, in order to pastor the class properly, it becomes even 
more necessary that the absentees are visited and that the teacher enter into the home of the 
pupil regularly. If one teaches junior boys, it would be wise for him to go to the playground 
occasionally, watch a little-league ball game, find out his boys’ interests, play with them, and ge
to know them. He should get to know their likes and dislikes, their strengths and weaknesses, and 
their temptations and trials. It seems that in these uncertain days everybody needs help, but there 
are so few who know how to help. A teacher should be one of these who knows how to help and
does so.  

9. Have a monthly class meeting. The class should play together as well as study together. A little 
get-together each month is certainly helpful. Maybe the class could take a trip to the zoo, go to 
the teacher’s house for a meal, go down to the corner snack shop for a hamburger, have a picnic, 
or just have a simple little party. Whatever it is, the class should provide some recreation for its 
members.

These are days when the world has everything to offer. Certainly the church should not forget to 
provide for the needs for the whole life of the individual. What better time could a child have tha
to get to know his teacher as he plays with him. A monthly get-together is a very vital part of class
life. As I look back over my life, I thank God for those Sunday school teachers who prayed with me
and played 

10. Make the classroom attractive. Not all churches have beautiful educational plants; however, 
the teacher should certainly do the best he can with what he has. In the first place, the class 
should be as neatly decorated as possible. A nice picture on the wall, a covering for the table, a 
vase of artificial flowers, and other forms of decoration are certainly in order.  

different as if it were prepared especially for that particular Sunday. A simple rearranging of the 
chairs would be in order or maybe some fresh flowers would help. Maybe it would be nice to h
something written on the blackboard. The words, “Welcome, pupils,” with the date would let them 
know the teacher prepared for their coming on that specific Sunday.  

One sure way to do the above is to arrive early enough every Sunday morning to check over the 
room and make certain it is ready for the pupils to enter. It is so important to make the class 



personal. The personal touch can make the difference between a successful class and an 
unsuccessful one.  

11. Be a good Christian. Of course, there are other things that a teacher should do that all good 
 

s and 
rs and officers.  

 

 

 

Christians should do. He should tithe, be faithful to all of the services of the church, live a clean
life, etc. Teaching is not just a Sunday job. It must consume our lives. It must be of utmost 
importance to us. The proper kind of Sunday school leadership will instill this in the heart
minds of the teache

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Presentation of a Lesson 
The teacher has now prepared himself physically, mentally, and spiritually to teach. He has 
prepared his lesson throughout the entire week. He has arrived early enough to prepare his pupils. 
We now come to the climax of the week - the teaching of the lesson. This is the purpose of the 
Sunday school. This  remember.  

1. Leave all quarterlies and helps at home. Remember, the Bible is the textbook! The lesson should 
er 

at 
man says. Teach from the Bible!  

d privately ask him if he would read a verse, offer a prayer, or 
make a comment. It should be the law of the Medes and Persians for no pupil to be required to 

t of it. 
 

nd 
ord without embarrassment are certainly in order. Other 

than this, however, it is wise to use the lecture method in teaching.  

 boy, a lost sheep, a farmer, 
a man going forth to sow, a fellow who got robbed, etc. Simple illustrations that are down to earth 

ure 

6. Teach until the final bell rings or until it is time to dismiss. It is the unforgivable sin in our 

 is what it is all about. There are several things that he should

be taught from the Bible. As boys and girls grow older, they should have memories of a teach
standing with the Word of God before them at Sunday school. How many times have I attended 
Sunday schools where the Bible was not even present! The teacher just got up and read what some 
man said about the lesson. The purpose of the Sunday school is to teach what God said, not wh

2. Do not make any pupil read or talk. Many people quit Sunday schools because they are 
embarrassed to attend. Some do not read well. Some cannot think on their feet. When asked to 
read a verse, they decided they would rather not return. When asked to pray, they were 
completely embarrassed and unable to respond. It is certainly advisable for the teacher to contact 
a pupil before the class session an

read or talk in the Sunday school class.  

3. Seek limited participation. Do not ask the pupil to read a verse and tell what he gets ou
The teacher is not there to find out what the student gets out of it. The pupils are there to find out
what the teacher has gotten out of it through long hours of study during the week. The teacher 
may review by seeking limited participation. Sentences that the pupils can complete in unison a
questions that can be answered in one w

4. Be the right age for your pupils. Be sure that you approach them at their age level. Become an 
expert on knowing the age of your pupils, their likes, their dislikes, etc. This is very vital in 
teaching the proper lesson. Many good lessons have been wasted because they were presented in 
terms which were over the heads of their listeners. This is also true concerning sermons. Jesus 
always met people on their own level. He spoke of the lost coin, a lost

and appropriate certainly aid in the teaching of a lesson.  

5. Stay on the subject. Questions should be answered if they pertain to the lesson, but the lesson 
should never get away from the teacher. Remember, teacher, you have prepared all week. Be s
you transfer your knowledge to them. It is also wise to remember that teaching is not a display of 
knowledge, but a transfer of knowledge. Do not get off the subject.  

Sunday school if someone dismisses their class early. We have so little time; let us use it wisely! 
The public school have them for five days, seven or eight hours a day. We have them for about an 
hour on Sunday morning. Let us take advantage of every moment and not waste a bit of it.  



7. Make Sunday school seem part of the preaching service. When I taught a child’s Sunday scho
class, the reason I did not have a closing prayer was that I did not want the pupils to get the idea
that there were two services, but rather one. We simple dismissed by saying, “Now we go to the 
auditorium for the rest of the services.”  

ol 
 

r 

ediately think of the chalkboard. Every class should be 
provided with a chalkboard, eraser, and an ample supply of chalk.  

tc. 

ng 
iquor ads, tearing them up, putting them on the floor, and stomping on them in an 

effort to increase our hatred for that which is evil.  

ave 

elp. The truth is that silence itself is often a 
wonderful aid in teaching.  

in our 
y 

l the way back to the first lesson.  

t 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Use visual aids in the presentation of the lesson. It is accepted by all experts on teaching that 
pupils retain more of what they see than what they hear. To be sure, it is important that they hea
the Word of God taught. It is also important that their eyes are used in the reception of truth. Of 
course, in the field of visual aids, we imm

Many Sunday schools find it very helpful to use flannelgraph in their teaching the Bible. This is 
especially good for small children, but often it is an expensive item. Because of this it is wise for 
the teacher to learn to make his own flannelgraph materials. This can be done and is very 
effective.  

The teacher should also be on the lookout for appropriate pictures in magazines, newspapers, e
It would be wise for a teacher to keep an eye open for pictures which can be used in the teaching 
of the Word of God. I can still recall one of my Sunday school teachers many years ago taki
pictures of l

There are visual aids, however, which are very seldom recognized as such. The proper use of the 
hands, the face, and the body certainly add to the teaching of the Word of God. Oftentimes I h
regained the attention of an audience by saying nothing, but by simply moving the body. 
Sometimes even a silent facial expression can be a h

9. Review and preview. There is no way to learn without repetition. When a series of lessons are 
being taught, it is vital that the main points be reviewed each week. At the present time 
Sunday school we are teaching a series of lessons on the Tabernacle. Each week I begin my class b
reviewing the main points al

Then it may help the attendance for the next Sunday if the pupils have a little preview of the nex
lesson. This often can whet an appetite and be just the thing that tilts the scales toward their 
coming next week. 

 



 

Promotion 
In order to build a great Sunday school much attention should be given to promotion. Occasionally 
it is helpful to have a special day work e. For a number of years now I have 
led my Sunday school with a ten- to twelve-week spring program and a ten- to twelve-week fall 
program. Each of these programs is characterized by a number of promotional ideas. While no 

The following things may be included:  

(1) A gift may be given to each school pupil. This gift always has some kind of spiritual 
 

 printed on the side along with the name and address of the 
church. There are many kinds of pens.  

Another gift that young people and children love to receive as a gift is a notebook, or a 

e gave away five book covers to 
each pupil with the church’s picture and the pastor’s picture on the front. Other suggestions 

 

(3) Have the special music provided by the school students. Much care should be taken that 

ould be given to each school pupil who brings his teacher to the service. 
Announcement should be made both in Sunday school and preaching service for several 

upils of this special gift so they will have 
ample time to persuade their teachers to attend.  

ils 

level he teaches.  

ing for a high attendanc

church or pastor could use all of them, perhaps each church and pastor could use some of them.  

1. Back to School Sunday  

Once each year on one of the last Sundays in September a “Back to School Sunday” is conducted. 

connotation and is given to each pupil starting to school. One year a ball point pen could be
used. A scripture verse should be

One year we gave away the world’s smallest ball point pen. Another year we used one that 
writes in three different colors-- red, black, and blue.  

tablet, or maybe a ruler. Remember, on all of these use the church’s name and a Scripture 
verse. There are many other gift suggestions. One year w

can be secured from an advertising specialty company. These are located in most 
metropolitan areas. If the yellow pages do not reveal such a company, try contacting some 
corporation that gives Christmas gifts to its customers. These gifts are often secured from
such advertising companies.  

(2) Have high school boys perform the duties of the ushers. In larger churches this may not 
be advisable due to the complexities of the duties performed.  

the music is proper and well presented. It is usually better to use the older high school 
students for this.  

(4) Testimonies could be given by school students.  

(5) A special gift sh

weeks prior to “Back to School Day” informing the p

(6) The schoolteachers of the local church as well as those visiting the services with pup
should be honored publicly. They should be asked to stand, and each should give his name, 
the school he represents, and the subject or grade 



(7) An inexpensive corsage could be given to the lady schoolteachers and a boutonniere to 
the men. Have the pastor’s wife and, if needed, other important ladies pin these corsages 
and boutonnieres on the teachers. This, of course, would necessitate their coming to the 
front for special recognition.  

e 
 people.  

em diligence in their studies, separation in their 
Christian walk, and honesty in their character. A fitting word could then be spoken by the 

ar 

en we 
shall be like Him).  

2. Tea

This co day school attendance over a period of many weeks. It has been used 
very successfully in spring and fall programs.  

(1) Announce two or three weeks in advance that the church will have a Teacher 
d 

chool pupil to help give his teacher the biggest class 
ever on Teacher Appreciation Day.  

acher should stand, give his name and the department 
and class which he teaches.  

s 

s just before Promotion Day would be a suitable time. Through 
the months the pupils and the teachers have become close to each other. Now it is time to 

 
 or printed Scripture verses on it would be satisfactory. While the 

teachers are still standing these gifts should be presented to them.  

 
pastor or Sunday school superintendent should say, “Now before opening your present, 

(8) With the teachers at the altar, the pastor should lead in a prayer of dedication for the 
new school year. The pastor should ask God’s guidance upon them as they help to guide th
lives and destinies of our young

(9) The pastor should then ask all school students to stand, whereupon a special prayer 
should be offered for God’s guidance in their lives during the school year. In this prayer the 
pastor should certainly ask God to give th

pastor to the teachers and pupils, congratulating them upon the beginning of the new ye
and assuring them of the church’s cooperation in every right endeavor undertaken.  

(10) The pastor could then bring an appropriate message on a subject such as, “The School 
and the Living God.” He could speak of how to enroll in God’s school (salvation), how to be 
promoted in God’s school (growing in grace), and then finally the graduation day (wh

cher Appreciation Day  

uld increase the Sun

Appreciation Sunday. This Sunday may be promoted by having each teacher to have a recor
attendance and by asking each Sunday s

(2) When the Sunday comes the teachers should sit in a reserved section of the auditorium. 
The pastor and other church leaders should speak briefly concerning the appreciation the 
church has for the teachers. Each te

(3) A prayer of dedication should be offered thanking God for the teachers and asking God’
blessings upon them. This would be a good day to have near Promotion Day. Perhaps just 
before Promotion Day. Perhap

express appreciation and gratitude. Because of the plans presented in the following points, 
however, Teacher Appreciation Day should not be scheduled any nearer to Promotion Day 
than four Sundays.  

(4) A gift should be presented to each teacher. These should be gift-wrapped and have a 
card attached. The gifts should be of spiritual theme, or one of any number of items which
could have engraved

(5) The teacher should read the attached card first. As soon as the gifts are handed out, the



please read the attached card.” Words to this effect should be written on the card: “Th
gift is not to be opened until the class has ----- present in Sunday sch

is 
ool.” Then it should be 

explained to the teachers that they will have to put their gifts back on the altar leaving 

ce, 

 other 
 

ght 

t 

3. Car

The id ork 
hard fo sery break its record one Sunday, the beginners 
the next Sunday, the primaries the next Sunday, the juniors the next Sunday, etc. In larger 

merous departments within each age level, this could become quite a 
lengthy drive.  

re only 

ally good for summer use or winter use during the in-between times when no 
special drive is on. It has been very helpful in preventing summer slumps.) At this meeting 

the 

h 

e next Sunday. This 
superintendent or teacher pretends to be burdened down with the load as he or she walks 

ing 

y, 
ents 

 
 day, they will of necessity to bring their children. This is a way to have a big 

attendance every Sunday for several weeks with no one working very hard more than one 
Sunday. This would not be as advisable as some other plans for the spring or fall program, 

them unopened until they have reached their assigned goals. On the Sunday that each class 
reaches its goal the teacher then opens the gift. This could be done in the morning servi
in the departmental assembly, or at the weekly Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting. The 
message on the card should also inform the teacher that he has only a certain amount of 
Sundays to reach his goal. These should be no less than four and in larger Sunday school 
could extend on to ten or twelve weeks. With every teacher trying to reach his goal every 
Sunday, and some teachers reaching their goal each Sunday, the plan insures a big 
attendance for several weeks. Then, of course, when one class has a high day, it helps
classes to have high days. When the adults come in great numbers, more children come to
Sunday school with them. When the beginners or primaries do well, they are usually brou
by adults, so it becomes a very effective way to have a big Sunday school push. Not only 
does the aforementioned idea give a big Sunday on Teacher Appreciation Day, but i
guarantees several big Sundays to follow.  

ry the Load Sunday  

ea behind this is to have a program of several weeks and asking each department to w
r just on week. The idea is to have the nur

churches where there are nu

(1) Have a special meeting of all Sunday school workers. At this meeting explain to them 
that instead of asking each worker to work hard for a period of weeks, this time we a
asking each department to have a “super, colossal day” once during this big push. (This is 
exception

the idea should be presented that on the particular Sunday that each department carries 
load it is to have an unusually high attendance. Not only is it to break its record, but it is to 
surpass its record by far. Then the schedule for the program should be made informing eac
worker of the date of his particular big day to “carry the load.”  

(2) A huge sack should be used. This sack should be stuffed with paper or some other 
lightweight substance. It should be ten to twenty-five feet long with the following words on 
the side in big print: “Carry the Load.” In the morning service or in the teachers’ meeting 
the load should be given to the person who is carrying the load th

off the platform carrying the sack. The following Sunday this superintendent should br
the load back to the platform and give it to the superintendent next in line. Special 
recognition should be given to the superintendent who shall carry the load for the next 
week.  

(3) Bear in mind that if a department or class doubles its attendance on a particular Sunda
every department in the Sunday school should be up. On the nursery Sunday, the par
would have to be there. This is also true on the beginner Sunday. When the parents have
their big



but it is a splendid way to keep the attendance up during the summertime or during some 
other slow season.  

eball Game  

ea has to do with carrying the baseball theme throughout the entire Sunday school. This is 
ally adaptable to a spring program starting at the beginning of the baseball season. It can 

4. Bas

This id
especi
also be used for a drive during the summer.  

ch a baseball theme could be, “Winning in every inning.” This could be 
displayed on a huge sign and placed in the auditorium, departmental assembly room, or teachers’ 

 another church. Both churches or Sunday schools 
could choose a name such as the “Sluggers,” the “Tigers,” or some other appropriate name 

 be 

rning. The contest would last for nine Sundays with each Sunday being an inning, 
and each person attending Sunday school counting a run. For example, if the Sunday school 

uld be called the batting average. An 
average attendance for a period of weeks should be taken and called the base. Each Sunday 

ng 

e 

r 

e should present the bats to the winning department and class.  

-

should go all out to have its biggest attendance on this particular Sunday. This could be in a 
uch 

(7) The winning class and the winning department could be taken to a baseball game as a 

A good slogan for su

meeting room.  

(1) A contest should be conducted with

and an attendance contest should follow for “nine innings.” A huge scoreboard should
placed before the people. This could be permanent or could be carried in briefly each 
Sunday mo

has 150 in attendance, that would be 150 runs.  

(2) Instead of giving banners or trophies to the outstanding class and department, give 
baseball bats. These bats should be big-league quality and should be presented to the 
department that does the best job of increasing its attendance.  

(3) The departmental percentage of increase sho

the attendance should be compared with the base. The percentage increase is the batti
average. The classes and departments having the best increase should be awarded the bats 
as mentioned above.  

(4) The bats should be presented by a celebrity. Choose some good-natured person in th
church and call him “Slugger” or some other baseball title. Have someone make a uniform 
for him with the word “Slugger” across the front. In a contest of this sort we used “666” fo
the number on the back of the uniform. “Slugger” had his hat turned sideways and was a 
very funny character. H

(5) Other prizes could be given to boys and girls doing the best jobs. These prizes could 
include baseball gloves, baseball bats, etc. Such items autographed can be secured from big
league baseball teams for a small fee.  

(6) The biggest Sunday of all should be the seventh Sunday. Each class and department 

form of a rally day. A Christian baseball player could be invited to give his testimony at s
a rally. Naturally, this would be called “The Seventh Inning Stretch.”  

prize. Church buses could be used for this event. It would be a never-to-be-forgotten 
experience for the class and department.  



(8) It should be stressed to all classes and departments that they carry out the baseball 
theme. This should be done in opening assemblies and in attendance drives in the 
departments and classes. This can be a very, very profitable spring or fall program.  

5. Bibl

We ha
departments and classes in the Sunday school, for this is a contest formed on an individual basis. 

. Each team resolves to work over a ten-week period to bring 
visitors to the Sunday school. The winning team receives an all-expense-paid trip to a Bible 

church, 

the prizes graduate downward, but any prize is 
worthy of one’s work.  

e, 
t 

school to reach new people, but reclaim old ones also.  

 
ple is 

) Once the contest is begun, it should be carried on basically with the contestants. Little 

eep it before the people constantly. Weekly or periodical meetings could be 
eld just for the contestants at which time inspiration could be given and a challenge 

6. Fore

For the mote and has people who are easily inspired to work hard, this 
can be an unbelievable drive. It could be included in the Bible conference campaign mentioned 

ucted separately. We have found it beneficial to use the foreign mission 
trip as a part of the Bible conference contest. It is, of course, the grand prize. To the couple or 

e 

 

e Conference Contest  

ve found this to be one of our most profitable drives. This has nothing to do with the 

Two people join to form a team

conference. It is advisable to find such a conference that is conducted not too far from the 
so as not to incur an excessive expense. If the conference chosen is at some distance, perhaps a 
church bus could be used for transportation.  

(1) Several prizes should be given. If only one prize is given, the team in the lead could get 
so far ahead that the other contestants would lose interest. We find it advisable to have 
eight or ten prizes. You will notice that 

(2) Sometimes perennial absentees could be included as points in the contest. For exampl
someone who has not been to Sunday school for six months could be counted. This would no
only enable the Sunday 

(3) The rules for such a contest should be very clearly explained at the beginning. A 
mimeographed sheet should be passed out to each contestant. The following is a list of rules 
for such a contest and the prizes offered. 

(4) Each week’s contest standings should be mailed or given to the contestant. A sam
shown below: 
 
(5
public attention should be given to it. When a prize in a contest is a big one such as this, it 
is best not to k
h
presented. Because this involves a limited number of people, it should not be promoted 
publicly once it is underway. 

ign Mission Trip  

 pastor who knows how to pro

above or it could be cond

team or two bringing the most visitors over a period of ten to twelve weeks an all-expense-paid 
trip is given to some nearby mission field. Churches in the eastern part of the United States could 
use such places as Jamaica, the Bahamas, Bermuda, etc. Churches in the North could use Canada 
and Alaska in addition to the ones mentioned before. Churches in the extreme western part of th
country could use Alaska, Hawaii, or Mexico. This contest should be heavily promoted and a 
minimum should be set for the winner. Over a period of ten weeks we have found that the winners
usually bring between seven hundred and a thousand visitors. If the contestant does not catch on, 
it could be a waste of money, so a minimum number should be set in order for a person to qualify 



to be a winner. If the team which won first place brought only fifty visitors, they would not h
earned such a trip.  

The trip should include plane fare, hotel, meals, and tips. In smaller churches just the plane fare 
might be sufficient. With the proper promotion, inspiration, and challenge, this can be a 
tremendous boost to

ave 

 any Sunday school.  

e strays are rounded up. After the summer vacation it is 
a good idea for a church to round up all the “strays” and have a Roundup Day. The following are 

uch a day:  

should have special recognition in front of the people.  

y 
ce. 

undup Day - 
1969.” These come in several colors and are covered possessions by children.  

(4) A pony can be given to the child bringing the most visitors. In most areas a hundred 
 

ed in 
front of the church when the crowd is assembled for the taking of the picture. It is a good 

ont 

e. Opening assemblies, guests, costumes, etc., should do likewise.  

8. Can

For a n
workable, suggestion. Various contests are conducted and the winners go on an all-expense-paid 

anada is about 250 miles from our city, and such a trip bears with it certain 
glamour. In other sections of the country, a resort area could be chosen or just a nice trip to any 

hool 
teachers of the outstanding department could be awarded the trip. In a larger Sunday 

school more than one department could be included.  

7. Roundup Day  

Out in the West the roundup is when all th

helpful ideas for s

(1) Every class and department should be encouraged to have many visitors as possible in 
order to have a record attendance. (2) People may be encouraged to wear western-style 
clothing. Those who do 

(2) Cowboy hats could be given to every person attending Sunday school. Cardboard cowbo
hats may be purchased from advertising specialty companies for as little as 10 cents a pie
The name of the church can be printed on the hat along with something like “Ro

(3) The entire Sunday school should congregate at the front of the church or at some other 
advantageous place for a giant picture to be made as everyone wears his cowboy hat.  

dollars should purchase a nice pony. Of course, this should be announced for many weeks in
advance so as to stir up interest on the part of the children. This pony could be present

idea to have the pony several weeks before Roundup Day. Someone could have him in fr
of the church each Sunday so the boys and girls could have their appetites whetted as they 
come to Sunday school.  

(5) As on all special days departmental assemblies and departmental classes should have an 
emphasis centered around the theme. Decorations should be used carrying out the western 
idea of the roundup them

ada Trip  

umber of years our fall program has been centered around this idea. It is a very simple, yet 

trip to Canada. C

point that would require several hours of driving. Such a drive is conducted in the following 
manner:  

(1) The teachers and officers of best department or departments over a period of ten to 
twelve weeks are awarded this all-expense-paid trip to Canada. In a smaller Sunday sc
the 



(2) The outstanding adult class or classes could be included on the trip. In the case of a 
small Sunday school or small adult classes the entire class might be awarded the prize. We 
have found in our Sunday school that the classes are so large that only the teachers of the 
three outstanding classes with the trip.  

(3) When a church has a bus ministry, the captains of the winning bus or buses could be 
included. The most recent such drive that we conducted included the workers of the two 
outstanding departments, the teachers of the three outstanding classes, and the captains o
the ten best buses (we have 60 buses). Th

f 
e trip may be taken on a church bus. Since such a 

bus will normally care for about forty people, the number of winners should be limited 

(5) The hotel should have a private dining room large enough to accommodate the entire 

tart at noon Monday and end at noon Wednesday. This enables the group 
to arrive at the destination in time to have an evening meal and arrive back home in time to 

rs 

s 

 help in making the trip enjoyable. Tuesday should be a full 
day. It could begin with break- fast at the hotel, sightseeing in the morning, lunch in a nice 

 of 

 
 

n its usefulness each year as the people come back and report of the good times 
they have enjoyed on such trips.  

9. Vale

This is
for eac eces sending each member of the class a piece of the 
heart. The idea is for each member to bring his piece to the class Sunday and put together the big 

er heart. If all are present, they have prevented the 
class from having a black heart or broken heart. If the members are not all present, then the heart 

accordingly. It is much more fun to take only one bus and keep the group together.  

(4) Motel or hotel rooms should be reserved in advance. In some cases two to a room is wise. 
Sometimes even four to a room will be acceptable. Reservations should be made in a nice 
motel or hotel.  

party. This will enable the group to sing choruses and have testimonies, Bible studies, etc.  

(6) The tour can s

prepare for the Wednesday evening service. The drive should be no longer than 4 or 5 hou
and should be well planned.  

(7) Activities should be planned in advance. We have found it very nice to have stewardesse
on the bus. Two young ladies can arrange personally improvised stewardess uniforms (or 
even make their own) and take along such things as magazines, chewing gum, box lunches, 
and other surprises that would

restaurant at noon, and the afternoon given for rest and shopping. Recreation could even be 
a part of such a trip, and the highlight could be a lovely meal in an exclusive restaurant 
either Monday or Tuesday evening. This should be a dress-up occasion.  

(8) The pastor should accompany the group. This gives the pastor and people an excellent 
opportunity to know each other better. This actually adds a new dimension to the pastor in 
the eyes of his people. The pastor should enter into the fun and should be a definite part
the group.  

(9) This idea can be used for any type of contest. One well-known pastor was wise when he
gave such a trip to each person who brought a hundred visitors for a period of several weeks
. Regardless of the type of contest that a church uses, the idea can be a successful one, and 
it will grow i

ntine’s Day (Broken Heart Sunday)  

 just a simple little idea that can be used in any size Sunday school. Cut out a big, red heart 
h class. Then cut the heart into pi

heart. The pieces are placed over a black pap



is broken and a portion of the heart is black. Each class may display before the church or the 
department the condition of its heart after it has been put together. The biggest heart will win
prize.  

A letter can be sent to the members with such statements as, “Don’t break our heart,” “Have a 
heart,” “Be big-hearted,” “Put your heart into the Sunday school” and “Bring your heart Sund
that we will not have a broken heart.”  

 a 

ay so 

10. Christmas Cards  

 be a picture of the church or maybe even the church and 
pastor, or the pastor and family, or some other item of interest. The year that we used this idea, 

he interior of our auditorium. Poinsettias were purchased and the 
picture was taken in color. The cards were received in time for public display before the fall 

 

rementioned Christmas cards 
were used. When a person brings a visitor per Sunday over a period of Sundays, he receives the 

hould be purchased in plenty of time for proper promotion and inspiration.  

Testament. Of course, the offering that the visitors brought more than paid for the expense 

 
acation Bible school. This simply extends vacation Bible school by a day and gives the 

Sunday school the privilege of sharing in the good attendance. This can be in the form of a big rally 
 school age. It could also be enrollment day. Interest should be 

stirred in the hearts of the boys and girls so as to create in them a desire to attend vacation Bible 

ver 
 

ge 

During the summer months an order of Christmas cards can be made. Twenty or thirty can be in 
each box and the picture on the card can

we had a picture taken of t

program began. Any person who brought as many as ten visitors during the ten-week fall program
received a box of the Christmas cards. These must be very lovely, and should be ordered in plenty 
of time to stir the interest and whet the appetites of the people.  

11. Free books  

As soon as a Christian book is published that would be of interest to all the people or even to a 
majority of the people, it could be used in the same way as the afo

book. The book s

One year we ordered some little, black Testaments with the outline of our church building 
engraved in gold on the front. This happened to be our 75th Anniversary. We had the following 
engraved in gold underneath the church building: First Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana, 75th 
Anniversary, 1887-1962. Each person averaging one visitor a week for seven weeks received a 

incurred.  

12. Vacation Bible School Sunday  

This could be conducted the Sunday prior to vacation Bible school or the Sunday immediately
following v

for all the children of vacation Bible

school. If this rally is conducted after the Bible school ends, then it should be announced 
throughout the entire week or weeks in such a way that will instill in the children a desire to be 
present. We have found it best to have such a rally on the Sunday preceding vacation Bible school.  

We have unusual Bible school characters such as Silly Billy, the ugliest boy in all the world; 
Phooidini, the Gospel magician; the Old-Timer, who is over a hundred years old and has ne
missed vacation Bible school; Pee Wee, who is a big fat boy; etc. At the rally these characters are
introduced and the children are shown samples of what they may expect at Bible school.  

Not only does this increase the vacation Bible school attendance, but it also guarantees a lar
Sunday school crowd at least one more Sunday out of the year.  



13. Matthew Sunday  

While preparing a message on the conversion of Matthew, I was impressed with the fact that 
 

ting to tell the publicans and 
sinners about Jesus Christ and the salvation he had found through Him. This led me to have a 

is the Sunday when all of the people in the church are asked to round up 
their old crowd and bring them to Sunday school and church. Since Matthew gave a feast for 

hich 

ninety 

les’ Rally-Men’s Rally-Ladies’ Rally  

may want to 
give a picture of himself and his wife to every couple who attends. Eight-by-ten reprints can be 

 cents apiece. At the rally some couple should sing 
a duet, and then the pastor should talk very frankly to the husbands and wives.  

pecial gifts 
e, 

e each mother 
came and picked her “flower” from the corsage.  

 will always work if it is properly promoted and 
planned. A special event is given as a prize to the winning bus or buses. One year we took the 

and gave everybody a free plane ride. 
ll of the time a picnic was going on on the ground for those awaiting their plane ride. A trip to a 

ay trip to an important place, such as a state capital, or one of any number of 
similar ideas would be of great appeal to the bus passengers.  

es 

e increasing of the Sunday school 
attendance. During such a big drive appropriate things are given out that have to do with the 
Sunday school lessons. If the Sunday school lessons are about fishing for men, then goldfish in 

Matthew had a feast in his house and invited the publicans and sinners to attend. This feast took
place upon his conversion. It seemed tome that Matthew was wan

Matthew Sunday. This 

publicans and sinners, we encouraged our people to prepare a big Sunday lunch or picnic to w
they could invite the unsaved people with whom they used to run. We gave a free book to every 
family that prepared such a meal and invited the old crowd to Sunday school, preaching, and 
lunch.  

One by one they came to First Baptist Church bringing their unsaved friends with them. Over 
of these were saved as the power of God met with us. Matthew used it with success. The First 
Baptist Church of Hammond used it with success. May it be a help to many others.  

14. Coup

Approximately once each year I like to talk very frankly to the married people of our church. 
Sometimes it is in the form of a Couples’ Rally, where I speak to them concerning their 
responsibilities as husbands, wives, mothers, and fathers. At such a rally the pastor 

ordered in great volumes at about 8 cents to 10

Some years we have a Ladies’ Rally on Mother’s Day and a Men’s Rally on Father’s Day. S
can be given at this rally. On one occasion we ordered ball point pens which had little corsage-lik
artificial flowers on top. We placed these in a huge styrofoam board and called it the “World’s 
Largest Corsage.” On each pen the following words were printed: “Happy Mother’s Day-1966, First 
Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana-Jack Hyles, Pastor.” At the close of the servic

For the Men’s Rally Praying Hands “tie tacs” could be used. 
 
15. Bus Contest  

For a church which has church buses a bus contest

winning bus to a little airport nearby, chartered two planes, 
A
ball game, an all-d

There are also ways to have Sunday-by-Sunday contests between the buses. The best bus or bus
may be served ice cream on the way home. They may go by the Dairy Queen stands and be served 
ice cream on the way home.  

There are many other ways a bus contest may be utilized for th



plastic bags filled with water can be given to the bus children. Bear in mind as we have mentioned
before that all prizes should have a spiritual connotation or should be advertisement for the 
church. All of the prizes that h

 

ave been mentioned in this chapter have had to do with spiritual 
enrichment, Christian testimony, or church publicity. We do not use on a church wide basis prizes 

f 
s just the Testaments could be 

used without the fanfare. Don’t give up on holiday Sundays. Fight the Devil in his own back yard. 
ry in the seasons of the year which should be the best for the Lord’s work.  

the 
reminder 

Once each year the Sunday school should have a mass picture taken of its entire attendance or 

be made and that a free picture will be given to each person who attends on 
that particular day. The names of the people attending should be taken and the picture should be 

n to them at Sunday school at a later date. It should be announced 
again and again that the picture is to be used for many advertising purposes. Promises should be 

uld be a gospel tract with a 
place for the person to sign who accepts Christ as Savior. There should also be a card with the 

 to me 
s 

-----------------------------------  

 

that have not connection with the church or spiritual matters.  

16. Christmas Sunday  

This is usually a difficult time for a Sunday school. Because of this we like to have something 
special each Christmas. The pastor could land in front of the church in a helicopter with 
Testaments for each child. If possible, each child’s name could be imprinted in gold on the cover o
his Testament. This would certainly draw a big crowd. Sometime

Don’t give him the victo

A good thing to use on Christmas Sunday would be a Scripture text calendar with a picture of 
church on it. A very attractive calendar could be printed which could be used as a prayer 
through the year.  

17. Giant Picture Sunday  

enrollment. We have found it helpful to use this picture on our church letterhead, church 
envelopes, newspaper ads, and in other advertisement. For several weeks in advance we announce 
that a picture is to 

mailed to them later or give

received from the people that they will be present for the occasion.  

18. Helium-Filled Balloons With Gospel Tracts  

This idea can be used with the previous one, or it can be used on its own. Balloons can be 
purchased with the name of the church printed on them. They can be filled with helium and 
released at the same time in front of the church. This can be done at the time of the picture and 
the balloons could be seen in the picture. Attached to the balloons sho

following words: 

My name is -----------. I attend the ----------- church in -----------. If you will return this card
at my church address, you will receive a gift and so will I. If you have never received Christ a
your Saviour and are willing to do so now, please sign the enclosed tract and return it with this 
card.  

Name:--------------

Address:---------------------------------------------- 

 



19. Picture-Taking Sunday  

Once each year the entire Sunday school should have a Picture-Taking Sunday. This could be 
incorporated with the mass picture mentioned above. A picture of each class should be taken on 
icture-Taking Sunday, and the pupils should be given the opportunity of purchasing copies. The 

best classes or departments could be awarded free copies. People love to have their pictures 
ade. They will come for such a day. Using this idea annually it is entirely possible that a person 

could grow up having an album which would include a picture of every Sunday school class that he 

ra or 

est it is good to give weekly awards to the outstanding classes and departments. We 
mentioned previously the awarding of baseball bats in the baseball drive. Banners are always 

is 
e 

“Awful Cup” or “Lousy Cup” can be presented to the poorest one.  

One year we awarded a character named “Ezirp Yboob” to the poorest department. (“Ezirp Yboob” 

st 

 
 

e other expression of 
love and appreciation. A noon meal could be planned for those who are able to stay. This gives 

eserve it and brings some sunshine to the people whose days are normally 
dark.  

. 
 
rds 

 Largest Sunday school in Lake County.” Have a ten-week push to become the largest 
Sunday school in the county. On the big kick-off Sunday, give out the felt pennants to all who 

people constantly through the program. Be striving to be the 
largest. Most anyone will rally to this incentive.  

P

m

has attended.  

When the pictures of the babies are taken, they should be taken in color with a Polaroid came
some other good camera using color film. Some nice background could be prepared and a doll or 
teddy bear could be put into the baby’s lap and the picture presented as a gift to the parents.  

20. The Awarding of Banners, etc.  

During any cont

advisable. The “Awful Cup” or “Lousy Cup” is a good one. To make such a cup you take a tin can or 
bucket, turn it upside down, put a funnel through the top, and attach bent spoons for handles. Th
looks like a trophy. Beautiful trophies can be presented to the best department and class, and th

is booby prize spelled backwards.) He was a fellow six feet tall, stuffed with all kinds of junk and 
dressed up in a suit of clothes. He was a real character and was awarded publicly to the poore
department each Sunday. People love to be first place and recognized as such. It is amazing how 
hard they will work for a little recognition for their class or department.  

21. Shut-in Sunday  

This is especially good for churches with large Sunday schools and membership. Transportation 
should be provided for every shut-in who could attend the service. Ambulances, wheel chairs, 
hospital beds, etc., can be provided to make it possible for those who normally cannot attend the
services to be present on this special day. The shut-ins should be recognized in the public service.
They should receive some kind of gift, such as a nice book, plaque, or som

honor to those who d

22. The Largest Sunday School Idea  

Everybody likes to be a part of something that is the largest or the greatest. Perhaps your Sunday 
school could try to be the largest in the state, county, city, or the largest in a section of the city
Let your people know that you are striving to become that, and then work toward it. Have some
little inexpensive felt pennants made with the picture of your church on it and put on it such wo
as “The

attend. Keep the thought before your 



23. Charm Bracelet Idea  

Find a little bracelet with ten religious charms. On the first Sunday of the drive give the child the
bracelet. On the second Sunday, the first charm; the third Sunday, the second charm; etc. The 
idea, of course, is never to miss a Sunday during the entire push. Especially is this a good idea
working with children.  

24. Church License Plates  

 

 in 

ense plate is sold for the car. In such cases the front of the car may be 
used for church license plates. These may say simply, “We attend the First Baptist Church, 

n 

25. Pastor Speaks to Departments  

Some pastors find it profitable to make an annual visit to each department or class. Especially is 

ss in 

 ten-minute visits in particular departments. When I 
do make such a visit, I leave my class about ten minutes early.  

26. The Giving of a Financial Allotment to Each Department for a Spring or Fall Program  

e 

ion of its program.  

 
 only for 

ches through the years have declared their belief in the old-fashioned 
Gospel by having what we call Old-Fashioned Day. On this day we display a collection of antiques, 

ench 

ublishing 
House, price $1.95.)  

In many states only one lic

Hammond, Indiana.” They can be passed out on a big Sunday. This not only enables you to have a 
big crowd on a given Sunday, but your church is advertised all over the area. Each car becomes a
advertisement or a signboard for the church.  

this good for younger children. To them the pastor is really somebody and they can get to know 
him better by having him visit with them. For many years I did not teach a Sunday school cla
my pastorates. During these years I made an annual trip to each department and class for a little 
five-minute, get-acquainted visit. For the years that I have been teaching a Sunday school class of 
my own I simply stay available to make five- or

We ask in our church that each spring and fall program be promoted on three levels: a churchwid
basis, the departmental basis, and class basis. In order to encourage the departments to promote 
on their own, apart from the churchwide push, we allocate approximately $25.00 to each 
department for a twelve-week program. This money may be used by the department for their own 
promotional purposes. Some churches find it wise to put this in the annual budget, giving each 
department a stipulated amount to spend for the annual promot

27. Pack-the-Pew Day  

This is an old, and yet, effective way to get a crowd. Give each person a pew and have them 
promise to fill it for the big rally day. Put the name of the person on the end of the pew and make
some little reward and give some recognition to those who fill their pews. This is good, not
a Sunday school push, but for a big night in a revival meeting, or any special occasion.  

28. Old-Fashioned Day  

Once each year our chur

use a pump organ for the music, pass hats instead of plates, use an old-fashioned mourners’ b
covered with quilts, and use coal-oil lamps and lanterns for the light for the evening service. The 
people wear old-fashioned costumes, etc. (For a more detailed explanation of Old-Fashioned Day 
see the author’s book, How to Boost Your Church Attendance, published by Zondervan P



29. The Birthday Anniversary of the Church  

Many churches find it wise to celebrate their birthday in a big way. A huge birthday cake is 
purchased. Oftentimes the cake is in the shape of a Bible, a cross, the church building, or some 
other interesting design. Candles are sent out to the Sunday school pupils. Each one is asked to 
bring his candle on the birthday for the birthday cake. Birthday party invitations are sent out to th
pupils, and sometime 

e 
during the day the cake is served with coffee or soft drinks. Special guests 

acquainted with the founding of the church or the early days of the church history can come and 
h enjoyed.  

y 

rents. The nursery workers are 
honored. There is a service of dedication for the babies. The pastor simply asks the parents to 

ones to the altar, and he has a prayer for God’s blessings upon each of them. There 
can be a reserved section in the auditorium for the parents, and a special sermon could be given by 

 

he 

ted with a special 
invitation. Each family of the church brings a lunch and the noon meal is spread out-of-doors. (In 

ld be too cold for this during the Thanksgiving season; hence, an 
earlier date is more acceptable.) Following the morning service there is dinner on the grounds 

er 
 

 are 

people to break this record. On “Record Breaking Day,” when the announcement is made that the 
 broken, the record on display is broken over the Sunday school 

superintendent’s head. The pupils will work hard just to see this done.  

tell about the early experiences that the churc

30. Baby Day  

One of the highlights of the year for many churches is the annual Baby Day. There is the Baby Da
parade with the parents carrying their babies around the auditorium while the organist plays, 
“Jesus Loves Me, This I Know.” Special letters are sent out to each baby. Pink corsages are 
presented to all mothers of little girls and blue corsages to all mothers of little boys. Oftentimes 
pictures are taken of each baby and given as a gift to the pa

bring the little 

the pastor. (For a more detailed explanation of Baby Day see the author’s book, How to Boost Your
Church Attendance, published by Zondervan Publishing House, price $1.95.)  

31. Homecoming Day  

Homecoming Day is usually conducted in our church on the Thanksgiving weekend. Because of t
holiday many people find it convenient to go out of the city. Many of them, however, will stay at 
home and invite their own friends and relatives to come spend the holiday with them if there is 
something special at the church. This is a good time for Homecoming Day. Letters advertising the 
event are sent to all of the people. Former members of the church are contac

some areas of the country it wou

followed by an afternoon service. At this service the old-timers are recognized and other special 
guests are introduced. A song fest is usually advisable here as well as a message by some well-
known speaker. Testimonies as to what the church has meant in the lives of the people are in ord
at this special afternoon service. If possible, former pastors could be introduced at such a service. 

32. Record Breaking Day  

“Record Breaking Day” can be used to great advantage almost anywhere in the country. Letters
sent out to all of the people advertising it. It should be publicized in the church bulletin and also 
from the pulpit for several weeks in advance. Display a phonograph record on the platform or 
someplace where it can be noticed. Over the record write the words, “SUNDAY SCHOOL.” The 
previous record attendance should be announced and then a challenge should be made for the 

record attendance has been

 



33. Good Neighbor Sunday  

An opportunity to gain many good prospects is “Good Neighbor Sunday.” Ask each member to bring
as his special guest a neighbor, and then have them to stand and introduce their guests in th
service. It could be explained that a neighbor might be anyone who lives

 
e 

 within a fifteen-mile 
radius of the church. A gift could be given to anyone who brings his neighbor and a nice gift such as 
 nice Bible might be awarded to anyone who brings as many as fifteen or twenty neighbors. The 

pastor might then preach an appropriate sermon such as “Who Is My Neighbor?” - the Good 

ree was 
nd was used to represent the Wednesday midweek service. The containers were 

then covered with red, yellow, and orange crepe paper.  

Apples, pears, and oranges were mimeographed on red, yellow, and orange construction paper, 
ool and 

 
g 

on the pear tree, etc. Every member of 
the family would sign up and the apples, pears, and oranges were strung on the “tree” in the 

e 

 

om 

ther from Alabama, another from 
Tennessee, one from Ohio, one from Michigan and one from the Southwest (Texas, Oklahoma, New 

p was composed of those born inside the city limits of Hammond, and one 
was a Greater-Chicago group. These groups may bring anyone from anywhere to the contest. The 

ed, 
 an 

a

Samaritan story.  

34. Fruitful February  

“Fruitful February” could be one of the most profitable ideas. We have found it to be very 
successful. First, we cut down three medium-sized trees and placed them in containers of soil and 
put them in the auditorium. We called on tree an “apple tree,” which represented the Sunday 
school. Another tree was called a “pear tree” and represented the youth group. The other t
an “orange tree” a

and on each was a place for the person to sign his name. They were given to the Sunday sch
youth workers to cut out, and it was also their job to get everyone signed up who would promise to
be in Sunday school, youth meeting, and the midweek service every Sunday or Wednesday durin
the month of February. When they promised to come to Sunday school every Sunday in February, 
their red apples were placed on the apple tree. When they promised to be in the youth meeting 
every Sunday in February, their yellow pears were placed 

auditorium. Of course, as the people signed the fruit, it was interesting to see the “trees” becom
filled with fruit. Letters should be written to the members stating that if they have not already 
signed up to be faithful to all of the services of the church, they should sign the enclosed apple and 
bring it back to Sunday school the next Sunday. The pastor should start several Sundays in advance
promoting “Fruitful February” so as to build the attendance for the entire month. After having 
been faithful to all of the services for four weeks in succession, most of the people would have 
developed a good habit and then continue to be faithful.  

35. Contest by States  

In some churches, especially in metropolitan areas, people from many different areas attend the 
services. In such a case, there could be a contest for several weeks between the people born in 
different states. In such a contest at the First Baptist Church of Hammond, there was a group fr
Kentucky, a group from Northern Indiana, a group from Southern Indiana, another group from 
Northern Illinois, another group from Southern Illinois, ano

Mexico, etc.). One grou

workers are simply chosen from the various states.  

The flags of the states are brought in as well as a plant of the flower of each state. The song of 
each state should be mimeographed. For the winning state each Sunday the flag should be rais
the flower displayed, and the state song sung. The captain of the winning group could receive
all-expense-paid trip to some Bible conference in his state. There are many other ramifications of 



this same idea that can be used in the enlarging of the Sunday school and in the helping of the 
spring or fall pushes.  

Certainly no one person would agree with all of these ideas for special occasions, but we will be 

 

l occasions presented in the author’s book, How 
to Boost Your Church Attendance, published by Zondervan Publishing House. 

 

 

 

grateful to God if a few of them might be helpful to churches across America so that the 
attendance might be increased, and that more souls might be brought to Jesus Christ. Some will no
doubt think that the ideas presented are too sensational. Others will no doubt add more color to 
them. Take whatever is usable and suitable for you and use it for the glory of God. 
 
Note: There are other ideas for big days and specia

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

The Beginner Department 
(Written by Mrs. T. D. McKinney, Superintendent of the Beginner II Department of the First Baptist 
Church, Hammond, Indiana. Mrs. McKinney is also on the church staff as Director of Literature.) 
 
Years ago I was explaining to a friend in another c at I worked in the Beginner Department of a 
Sunday school. The reply was: “I suppose working in a department of this age is nothing more than 
a baby-sitting job.”  

I replied, “Oh, no. We teach preschool children. Children of this age ought to be taught as much as 

ght 
e Word of God in the Sunday school. Since the procedure followed in both the nursery and 

rade in elementary school. 
 

h 
eir 

ad been in the crowd when Jesus took a little 
hild and put the child on His knew as an object lesson. Jesus had said, “See this little child? Unless 

om of God. His faith is not obstructed by any 
doubt or reservation. he has pure humility. He is not coming to Me on any merit.” Jesus loved little 

 

 He said to the disciples, “You let the children come to me. Don’t you tell them not to 
come.” Jesus reached out to the children, took them into His arms, and blessed them.  

r 

said in Mark 9:42, “And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that 
believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast 

lity and 
obligation to the Lord to do the very best job that we can do. 

ity th

children in school--and they can be taught. As soon as the child reaches his second birthday he is 
promoted into the Nursery III Department, where he listens to a story and learns songs. He is tau
th
beginner departments is much the same, everything in this chapter, unless otherwise indicated, 
can be applied to ages two through five, or from the time the child reaches his second birthday 
until he enters first g

Why Teach Preschoolers in the Sunday School? 

The operation of these departments is based upon two main principles: letting little children come 
to Jesus and avoiding in any way offending them so that their faith in Jesus might not be 
destroyed. Remember the story found in the 10th chapter of Mark. Jesus had been discussing wit
grownups some very important, weighty doctrinal questions. Suddenly people started bringing th
children to Jesus. Perhaps some of these people h
c
you become like him you shall not enter the Kingd

children.  

As the parents came, each with the determination that Jesus would touch and see his child, the 
disciples said, “Oh, no, no, don’t bring the children to Jesus. Don’t bother Him with them. They 
are unimportant and very insignificant in our society. Can’t you see we have been discussing very
important things?”  

When Jesus saw the disciples trying to hold the children back from coming to Him, He was much 
displeased.

As soon as the child has seen Jesus and has learned to love Him, then we ought to be careful in ou
teachings and in our operations of the Sunday school never to do or say anything to disturb the 
faith in Jesus. Jesus 

into the sea.”  

Thus we approach the Nursery and Beginner Departments with a real sense of responsibi

 
What Is Needed Most in Reaching Little Children in the Sunday School? 



Prayer is needed most. Every plan, every procedure, and every activity ought to be saturated wit
prayer. We need love. We need understanding. We need the power of the Holy Spirit in conducting
our department

h 
 

s for our little children. “Lord, teach me to love the noisy child as well as the quiet 
child. Teach me to love the little child that might have dirty hands as well as the little child who is 

 
t it was like to be a child. May each 

hild under my care in the Sunday school someday truly learn to love Jesus and to turn his life over 
re 

 

ildren, a story rug that can be a remnant of carpeting or an 
expensive quilt spread on the floor, sturdy flannel board, a chalkboard, bulletin boards, and a 

or use while conducting the department.  

 

s 
 on the floor, table, or 

chair where a child has had an “accident” or has become ill. The departmental workers should 

er.)  

ps a combination of the two. Children love pictures on the bulletin boards--
pictures that illustrate what children do and pictures that set a gay, happy mood. There are some 

 

 clean, pretty, and 
uncluttered. Change them often. Seeing the children’s reaction as they enter a pretty room and 

absolutely clean and beautifully dressed. Help me to understand what they are thinking and how
they feel and how they are reading. Help me to remember wha
c
to Him.” This is the ultimate accomplishment of our task in teaching little children--that his enti
life might be turned over to Jesus. 
 
What Facilities Are Needed? 
 
Let’s start with the room. The Sunday school room for preschool children need not be luxurious, in
fact the more simple the better. The room must be attractive, clean, and bright. Individual 
classrooms are not needed for preschool children. The entire Sunday school hour is conducted in 
one room with all of the children together. The room should be furnished with a piano, chairs and 
tables of comfortable size for the ch
in
small teaching table or stand f

In addition to furnishings, there is need for a large double or triple-door closet in each room. In the 
closet are shelves for holding all supplies. Whenever any teaching aids are not in use they are
stored here.  

Other necessary supplies are handwork needs: construction paper, brass fasteners, glue, Scotch 
tape, scissors, etc. Every preschool department should also have a constant supply of paper tissue
for wiping noses, and a bag of custodial absorbent material for sprinkling

know where a custodian is or where his brooms, etc., are in case they are needed. (It is very rarely 
that problems like this arise, but when they do, they should be taken care of quickly and in a 
sanitary mann

Some underprivileged children come without stockings, even in the coldest winter. A supply of 
children’s stretch socks has been useful many times. The teacher quietly and nonchalantly puts 
them on the child’s feet in such a way so as not to embarrass the child.  

Now decorate the room. Change the decorations at least four times a year, either corresponding 
with the seasons of the year or corresponding with the particular program which is being 
conducted, or perha

paper plates that have funny cartoon animals drawn on them. Hang pretty decorations from the
ceiling or from the light fixtures. This makes the room come down to the child’s size, and lends 
more color and attractiveness. Whatever decorations are used, keep them

hearing their comments about our pretty room is indication enough that the giving of time, 
thought, and some money is worth it.  

Consider very carefully the arrangement of the room according to the number of children that will 
be in the room, the number of tables and chairs and the space they will take, and the space 
allowed for the story rug. The following is a suggested diagram for a room arrangement for the 
preschool Sunday school department. 



 
There is no merit whatsoever in setting up what some people call a worship center or interes
center. Just by setting the Bible before

t 
 the children, we will not create in them any kind of 

desirable attitudes, behavior, or actions. The Bible is a Book to be taught, not a memorial to be set 

er 
re registered. The class number assigned to all the children 

 also checked. This is the place where all attendance records are to be compiled. It is good to 

Let’s begin with the superintendent. The superintendent is the person who oversees the Sunday 

he 
d Fall Programs and 

ny other special times. She plans the Sunday morning program. It is a goo thing for one person to 
gs stored, 

eat, and ready for use the next time. The superintendent is a good person to be the housekeeper 

 

 bit 
rma.” 

 

 

y, 
the 

ot to take discipline 
problems from the Sunday school department back to the parents. She is also careful not to gossip 

ing 

s 

up. The contents of the Bible is our teaching tool.  

Just outside the Sunday school room in the hall is the secretaries’ table. This is a reception cent
for the children coming in. New ones a
is
keep the business of the secretary center outside of the Sunday school room. 
 
How Is the Preschool Department Staffed, and What Are the Duties of the Staff? 
 

school department. She is, of course, answerable to the pastor for program plans and for teaching. 
The pastor is, of course, directly responsible to the Lord for every detail of the operation of the 
church. In addition to the Sunday school lesson, the superintendent plans what other teachings s
would like to see in the department. She plans with the teachers the Spring an
a
be the housekeeper for the department, one who files visual aids and who keeps thin
n
for the department. The superintendent also ought to look upon her teachers as though they are 
her Sunday school class. She is their leader. She is their teacher. She is just as concerned about 
each of them individually as the teacher is concerned about each individual pupil. The final 
decisions about anything in the department depend upon the superintendent to lead the 
department, so the superintendent depends upon the teachers to build all the classes. There is a 
closeness of fellowship between the superintendent and the teachers of the department. We all 
have one common goal. That goal is to teach boys and girls the Bible and to love Jesus. When we
are together in our teachers’ meetings, we are all on a first-name basis with each other. However, 
when we come together on Sunday morning to work in the department with the children, we are 
quite formal with each other so that the children will be encouraged to show respect for us. For 
instance, we do not use last names for the teachers in our department. The last names are a
difficult for the children. We use first names preceded with the word “Miss.” I am “Miss E
Some of my teachers are “Miss Marie,” “Miss Dorothy,” “Miss Eilene,” “Miss Leona,” etc. When we
come on Sunday morning, we are careful not to carry on individual, personal conversations with 
each other. We try to confine our conversation with each other to the actual business at hand. 
When we address each other, we address each other as “Miss Marie,” etc.  

Under the Lord’s leadership a certain kind of personality of teacher has come to the preschool 
department. This kind of teacher has complete command of children. She sees the need for firm 
discipline without impatience and without temper. She sees the need for true love for them. She
has a rather quiet, not too aggressive, personality to work with preschool children. Because the 
departments grow, because new children are constantly coming--some frightened, some too nois
some hard to handle--the teacher of the preschool child has to be flexible to change. She loves 
children and she shows it. She tries not to tattle on the children. She tries n

about the child. She might, however, bring up the problem at the departmental teachers’ meet
in order to get advice from co-workers.  

Every child is born a sinner and every child is going to misbehave some time or another. If there i
a constant problem with the child, this problem indicates a need. Instead of becoming fed up or 



impatient or disgusted with a child who indicates a need, the teacher of the preschool child should 
be concerned. By praying for a child, by showing him that the teacher loves him, and by visiting 
him in his home and perhaps taking him a small gift and showing a little extra special attention, 
discipline problems can be overcome. If the teacher tattles to a parent about a child, this either 
puts the parent on the defensive because he doesn’t want anyone to think ill of his child, or it 
makes the parent discipline or punish the child for bad behavior long after the bad behavior is 

o 

ie’s 

 
he 

id, 

u and we are glad you are here in Sunday school, but you must be quiet now.” 
She insisted that Timmy stay in the chair, and she watched to see that her orders were carried out. 

 be reached 

 

ely 

ed to 

e teachers of the department there is need for some 
good secretaries. Two secretaries should be seated at a reception desk to take down the names, 

y 
 

one end of the town to the other to visit her absentees. After the new child is registered in the 

completed and has been forgotten by the child.  

Ernie was a brilliant little boy, far more brilliant than the other little boys and girls in his room. 
Because things went a little bit slowly for him in Sunday school in order that the other boys and 
girls might be reached, Ernie reacted with bad behavior. When the teacher caught onto the fact 
that Ernie was such a brilliant little boy, she started to find special little memory verses for him t
learn and to repeat to to hear the next Sunday. She started giving him extra little jobs that he 
could do to help out until Sunday school started or as Sunday school was ending. This solved Ern
behavior problem.  

Timmy came to Sunday school the first Sunday kicking, screaming, and throwing a regular tantrum
when his mother tried to leave him at the Sunday school door. The superintendent suggested to t
mother that she leave and that she was sure that Timmy would be all right. Timmy kicked the 
superintendent and insisted that he was not going to come into the department. The 
superintendent almost bodily dragged him into the room, firmly sat him down in a chair, and sa
“Timmy, until you can behave properly you will sit her alone; you may not sit with the other boys 
and girls. We love yo

She gave him a paper, but the rest of the morning Timmy sat alone on that chair. That afternoon 
the superintendent began thinking about Timmy and wondered if she had handled his problem 
properly. She prayed much for Timmy that day and all the rest of the week hoping that Timmy 
would come back to Sunday school and that he would learn to love it so that he might
with the Bible teaching too. The next Sunday, much to the superintendent’s delight, her came 
Timmy. He greeted the superintendent with a smile and said, “Here, I want you to have this.” The
superintendent took from his hand an old valentine that his daddy had given his mother. This 
seemed to be Timmy’s way of saying, “I like you and I want to be a good boy and I want to show 
you that I do.” Timmy and the superintendent have been fast friends ever since even though 
Timmy now is of junior age. The Lord knows the thoughts and needs of children, and He knows how 
to direct the superintendent and teachers even though they don’t understand that particular 
child’s problem. Without formal education in psychology and without the aid of a psychiatrist the 
Sunday school teacher can properly handle every problem that comes because the Holy Spirit 
understands all of these, and He directs.  

How many children should one teacher handle? Who can really set a maximum number. If it 
becomes apparent, however, that a group is growing too large for the teacher to visit effectiv
and work effectively with the children, then the superintendent ought to suggest to the pastor or 
to the one who is enlisting new teachers for the department that another new teacher be add
the faculty of the department.  

In addition to the superintendent and to th

addresses, telephone numbers, birthdays, and ages of the new children coming. The secretar
marks the class number or the name of the teacher of the class to which the child is assigned. It is
good to divide the class by areas so that the teacher in her visitation doesn’t have to travel from 



department it is good to have someone else take that child along with the duplicate of the slip that 
has been just filled out and introduce the child to his new teacher and to show him where he will 
sit every Sunday when he comes to the Sunday school. Unless it has been made clear by the person 

ps 

 

e 
d’s 

This 

This is the class where you sit.”  

 

 x 5 
y 

 them, 
and tie them. Then once again the letters are turned over to someone in the church office who 

et, 
or whatever she is holding. She is a cheerful lady who also loves children and greets them with a 

oor who pins a tag on each child who comes in. 
The tags have been prepared ahead of time by someone in the department. As far as the child 

 in 

 

 
nted 

who brings the child to the department that this child is definitely only a one-time visitor, perha
from a distant state, the secretary during the weeks makes up a class enrollment card for that 
child and inserts it with the other cards in his teacher’s packet. This card has room on it for the
name of the child, his address, his birthday, his age, his telephone number. There are also squares 
on the card for checking his attendance every Sunday of the year. Because the card is blank on th
back, this affords a place for the teacher to make any kind of notation she desires about the chil
home life--things that will be helpful to her in knowing the child and his needs and how to pray for 
him. The cards in the teacher’s packet are her property.  

In addition to this card the secretary makes in duplicate a 3 x 5 card to go into a main file that 
contains the names and addresses of all the boys and girls who are enrolled in the department. 
file is helpful inasmuch as the class number and the name of the teacher to which the child is 
assigned is marked on the card. It is not necessary to keep an attendance record on this card, for 
this is just a master file. We need to know the name of every child that is expected within the 
department. Oftentimes the child comes and cannot remember in whose class he should sit. We ask 
his name, go to the file that is in alphabetical order by last names, see the number of the class to 
which he has been assigned, then take the child and say, “

It is necessary to work with these files weekly. Sometimes the teacher in calling on the children
realizes that an address has been incomplete or incorrect. Upon learning correct and new 
information she tells the secretary so that the teacher’s packet can always be up to date, the 3
card file is made correct, and the addressograph plate is changed. The secretaries have this weekl
responsibility. They also aid in sending out the mailings each time there is a mailing to go out.  

In the church office letters are made up, mimeographed and folded. Then the secretaries take 
these letters, address them by using the addressograph plates, sort them by zip code, count

actually takes them to the post office for mailing.  

In addition to the two secretaries who are at the reception table, there is another secretary 
standing at the door whose primary purpose is to greet the children. She is holding in her hand an 
offering receptacle. As the child comes through the door he places his offering in the bank, bask

smile and has a little word to say to them as they pass through the door going to their class.  

As the department grows, the obtaining of an accurate head count becomes more difficult. So 
there is a fourth secretary standing just inside the d

knows, the tag is simply a picture or a pennant or something to represent the special program
which the department is involved. However, there is a number on the back of the tag, or the 
pennant, or whatever it is. The tags are consecutively numbered from one to however many 
children are expected in the department that Sunday. The number on the last tag used represents
the number of teachers and children present that day. 

How Are the Children Divided Into Classes, and How Do the Teachers and Pupils Become Acquai
With Each Other? 
 



Brief reference has been made as to how the department is divided. More detail follows. Beca
these are preschool children the classes can be mixed--boys and girls in each class. Names of 
children coming into the department are divided by the area in which they live. The 
superintendent and a co-worker evaluate the size classe
a
informed where the boundaries are. For instance, a particular area for a particular teacher should 
go from such and s
st

use 
the 

s by area. The boundaries are determined 
ccording to the number of pupils that come from the particular area. The secretaries are then 

uch street on the north to such and such street on the south, from such and such 
reet on the east to such and such street on the west. Of course, it is necessary to have a map to 

determine this. Then the teachers are informed of their areas.  

lasses 

 

 he sits when he comes to Sunday 
school, it is helpful to mark each class by some kind of picture. For instance, one class might be a 

otion 
all 

It is very important that the teacher will get into the home of each pupil just as soon as possible 

ugh to greet the first children who come. 
Our Sunday school starts at 9:40. Ten minutes after nine is not too early for a superintendent and a 

om to be sure that it is 
t up properly for the following Sunday. Everything that is needed in the way of visual aids, music, 

is sure that the tables and the chairs are in 
rder and that the room is exactly the way she wants it for the next Sunday.  

ee 
t sincere in this greeting, the child senses this. The pupil goes directly to his 

class table. If it is a day that he is wearing a coat and hat, he puts his hat with his coat and puts his 
. 

ll listen to everything 

In the department a table is a class. Because calling should be done two by two, two classes are 
put together. Two tables are set side by side or end to end. Two teachers work two c
together. This is called a class group. These teachers get to know the children from both classes 
and during the week they meet and do their calling together. One teacher might have an area in
one end of town and her partner might have another area for calling. They determine where they 
should go that week to do their class visitation.  

Because a little preschool child does not always remember where

class of lambs. The picture of a lamb is painted on the back of his chair. The teacher wears a tag 
that is a picture of this lamb. She might send the same tag to the pupil in the mail. At Prom
Day especially he wears this tag to Sunday school himself. The teacher, the pupil, and the chairs 
match each other. This way the child knows where he goes until he gets acquainted with his 
teacher and remembers where his class is in the room.  

after the pupil is new in her class. The pupil needs to get to know the teacher. The teacher needs 
to get to know the pupil. Interest in the child is an excellent way to get the foot in the door for the 
need of witnessing to the parents and other members of the family also. 
 
How Is the Department Operated on Sunday Morning? 
 
All teachers and superintendents should arrive early eno

secretary and at least one or two teachers to be there. The other teachers ought to be arriving 
soon thereafter.  

Sometime during the week the superintendent has made a check on the ro
se
etc., are set out by the superintendent at the time. She 
o

As the pupils come to the preschool department they are greeted cheerfully, each one being made 
to feel as if he has been expected and as if the teachers and the superintendent are thrilled to s
him. If they are no

coat on the back of his chair or the coat could be hung on a hook in the room or a place in the hall
The teacher is at the table expecting the pupil. She talks to him as he comes and lets him talk to 
her, showing her his new shoes, his sore finger, telling her about the new baby brother or sister in 
his home, telling her that Daddy has come to Sunday school today, etc. She wi



as if it is the most important news of the day. At the same time she is checking the attendance. 
She is marking on the card for each individual pupil the fact that the child is present today.  

Because some children have arrive so early, the superintendent has started what she calls the 
“Early Bird Club.” She has the children who arrive so early to come to the story rug after they have 
been to their table. On the story rug the children are sitting participating in the finger plays that 
the superintendent is leading, learning new Scripture passages and repeating them with the 
superintendent. About ten minutes before it is actually time for the department to start Sunday 
school, the superintendent sends the children back to their tables. This way the teacher makes 
sure that she did not miss any child in her original attendance check.  

Now it is time for Sunday school to begin. The superintendent has a hand bell. It is a pretty 
sounding bell which she rings. When the children hear the bell ring, they all come to the story rug. 
If the department has grown very large and the teachers are quite busy taking attendance because
of so many children coming in at the same time, the superintendent might have a public addr
system. She just picks up the microphone and says, “Teachers, whenever you are ready, send you
children, please, to the story rug. It is time for us to start Sunday school.” The piano player sitti
at the piano now is playing some little tunes while we are waiting for e

 
ess 

r 
ng 

verybody to get assembled 
on the story rug.  

hey might come to love Jesus, because Jesus loves them. Some Sundays children 
come to the superintendent and say, “Teacher, would you pray for my daddy? He is sick.” A child 

is 

eart 

time to sing. Singing the same songs Sunday after Sunday for a certain period of time 
helps the children to learn the songs. It also gets the song in their hearts and in their minds so that 

d 

the child is in 
kindergarten he is singing longer songs than the child in the Nursery Department. He is also singing 

an 

The pianist begins playing the opening song. We might sing together, “Our Sunday school has 
begun. Our Sunday school has begun. We will ask our heavenly Father, please, to bless us every 
one.” Then we all want to pray together. We say our little prayer verse: “My feet are very, very 
still. My hands I fold this way. I bow my head and close my eyes as quietly I pray.” Everyone gets 
very, very quiet, and the superintendent leads the department in a short prayer asking God’s 
guidance for the day, thanking Him that so many boys and girls have come to Sunday school, and 
asking Jesus that t

once said, “Teacher, my cousin was hit by a car this week and got killed. Would you pray for h
family?”  

The superintendent has learned not to ask for prayer requests, but because the children realize 
that she will honor the request, they come to her individually with something that is on their h
and ask her to pray for them. The superintendent also tries to remember to pray for any teacher 
who might be sick that day or have an illness or bereavement in the family so the children will 
learn to pray for everything and to be concerned about everyone else also.  

Then it is 

during the week they remember to sing the songs. The songs should be sung as slowly as they nee
to be for that age child to pronounce the words correctly, to know what he is singing, and to follow 
along so that everyone is singing together with understanding. In singing songs as well as in 
teaching, the ability of a child to understand and the progress he is making in growth and 
understanding should be taken into consideration. For instance, by the time 

songs with many different words in them. He is also learning to write his name and to spell his 
name. So we sing a little song that says, “I can spell a lovely name, J-E-S-U-S.” We are holding up 
five fingers, pointing to a different finger as we say a different letter. All preschool children love 
“Jesus Loves Me.” This is the basis of their singing. Preschool children should be learning to sing 
such songs as, “Trust and Obey,” “Oh, How I Love Jesus,” “Praise Him, Praise Him,” “Who C



Make a Flower? I’m Sure I Can’t, Can You?” “Jesus Wants Me for a Sunbeam,” “Oh, Be Caref
and little songs about Bible characters.  

After we have sung two or three songs, it is time for the Bible story. To have a Bible story early in 
the Sunday morning program is very important with little children. We need to teach them while 
they are still fresh before they get too tired to listen. We insist that they sit quietly and hear the
teacher who is telling the story. Since the department is all together for the entire Sunday scho
time, the teachers take turns telling the Bible stories. A schedule could be drawn up so that the 
teacher can anticipate when it will be he

ul,” 

 
ol 

r turn to tell the Bible story. All of the teachers have been 
taught the Bible story on Wednesday evening by the superintendent, but just one teacher actually 

od 

he 
 On Wednesday night at the teachers’ meeting the 

methods to be used in telling the story have been discussed. If there are objects to be used in 

e 

 

 
 that are unfamiliar to the children, the teacher just can count 

on the fact that she will lose the attention of the children who do not understand.  

oes 
ch 

After telling the Bible story the teacher teaches the children a memory verse. In the Nursery 
Department the children can learn a verse of about three or four words; therefore, only a part of a 

prepares thoroughly to teach the lesson. However, they should all know the story and be prepared 
to answer any questions the child has. It is also a good idea for another teacher besides the one 
assigned the story to be ready to tell it, for there might be sickness or some other reason why at 
the last minute she cannot be present on Sunday morning.  

At the beginning of Bible story time, the superintendent says, “Children, this is the most important 
time of Sunday school. Everyone’s hands are kept to himself. Everyone’s eyes are looking this way, 
and everyone’s lips are closed tight. We are not going to say anything unless our teacher tells us to 
say something. Today it is Miss Leona’s turn to tell the Bible story. As she comes we will say, ‘Go
morning, Miss Leona,’ and then we will not say anything unless she asks us to. Come now, Miss 
Leona. ‘GOOD MORNING, MISS LEONA.’”  

Then the Bible story is taught. The teacher has her Bible in her hand and before she lays it down in 
order to tell the story she tells the children, “This story that I am going to tell you today is from 
the Bible. If it is from the Bible, it is a true story. It really happened.” The teacher must be well 
prepared before she teaches the little children. She must not read any of the story. The teacher 
needs to forget that there are other teachers listening to her. She is there to tell the children t
story. She puts herself completely into it.

telling the story, they have been completely prepared. If flannel-graph is going to be used, it is in 
order so that the first figure to be used is on top, etc. The flannel-board is there for use before 
Sunday school begins. If the chalkboard is to be used, it is in its place. If the teacher is going to us
children to help dramatize the story as she tells it, she is sure that there is space enough at the 
front of the room to move around.  

The teacher comes prepared to use language that the children can understand. If there is a new
word that she wishes to teach the children that day, she has well thought out conversation, 
objects, or actions that she can use to teach the children that word. For example, “Joseph’s 
brother threw Joseph into a pit. What is a pit? A pit is a great big hole in the ground. How big is 
this great big hole in the ground? If someone were down in this pit, he couldn’t climb up.” If any
part of the Bible story utilizes words

Whatever Sunday school literature the teacher uses, the teacher is to remember that that 
literature is her tool and not her master. She is to take it and carefully consider it in prayer. D
it really teach what the Bible teaches? Does it teach what the children need to know? Does it tea
what the children need in their lives? If it does not, then the teacher must alter the lesson to make 
it what it ought to be.  



Bible verse that is applicable to the story can be learned. In the Beginner Department whol
sentences of Bible verses should be memorized.  

After the teaching of the Bible verse the superintendent or the song leader can lead the boys and 
girls in the singing of a s

e 

ong. Perhaps a new song will be learned. This is a good time to introduce 
the new song. How is the new song introduced? The superintendent sings it alone to the children. 

ong 

ay, “I 
at we are going to sing today.” The song becomes 

theirs, and it can be used eventually at the beginning of the Sunday school hour before the Bible 

t 

ill 
achers need to say, “This little boy is new today,” or “This little girl is new today,” 

and help them to stand up. The superintendent then says, “We are so happy to have you all here 

n each 
 children by 

 

o 
e 

or two children come at birthday time, each child could be honored separately. If, however, the 
t 

hday cake. 

e 

the 

One, 

“Children, I am going to sing you a new song today.” That is all the time that is given to that s
for that Sunday. The next Sunday she might say, “Some of you will remember the song that I am 
going to sing today. If you remember it, you help me sing it.” Then the next Sunday she will s
know a lot of you boys and girls know this song th

story is told.  

Now the children are tired and need to move around a little. It is not absolutely necessary now tha
they all remain so still that we can hear a pin drop, so this is a good time in the program to 
welcome new boys and girls--and new boys and girls need to be welcomed. Here the 
superintendent depends very largely upon the teachers to help the new boys and girls to stand up. 
The superintendent can say, “Who is new today?” Some boys and girls do not realize that they are 
new, and some boys and girls who have been there two or three Sundays already think they are st
new. So the te

today. We would like to learn your names. What is your name?” She hears the first name of the 
child, and everybody then says, “Hi, Sandra,” or “Hi, Tommy.” A welcome button is pinned o
new child there that day. Then a welcome song is sung to the entire group of the new
the children who have already been in Sunday school. “Welcome, welcome to our Sunday school. 
Jesus loves you and we are glad you are here. Please come back next Sunday. We will look for you.
You are welcome here in Sunday school.” The little boys and girls sit back down on the story rug.  

Now it is time for birthdays. “Teachers; who has had a birthday since last Sunday?” Don’t ask the 
boys and girls. Everybody has had a birthday some time or other, and they would all like to be 
honored. The teachers need to come to Sunday school each Sunday prepared to tell the 
superintendent who in their classes had a birthday since last Sunday. The birthday children come t
the front of the room. The superintendent carefully explains to the birthday children that the cak
we are using today is a make-believe cake. We do not use a real cake in Sunday school for birthday 
time a real disappointment to the children who think you really have cake to pass out. If only one 

department is large enough that there are five or six or more children who have had birthdays tha
week, the children need to be honored as a group so as not to take up too much time. IF the 
children are honored separately, as many candles as the child is old are place on the birt
If the children are honored as a group, there is a candle on the cake for each with them. The 
pennies are dropped one by one into the slot of the artificial birthday cake. We say, “Jesus loved 
Tommy one year; Jesus loved Tommy two years; Jesus loved Tommy three years, etc.,” for each 
child who drops his birthday pennies into the birthday cake. What if a child brings a nickel instead 
of five pennies when he is five years old? We carefully explain to the children that the nickel is th
same as five pennies, and so Jesus loved Tommy five years. The candles then are lit on the 
birthday cake. We are very careful at this time to teach the children caution about fire. Only 
superintendent lights the candles on the cake and the children stand back so as to be are lit, the 
other boys and girls sing “Happy Birthday” to the birthday children. Then the children count, “
two, three, blow,” and the birthday children blow out their candles.  



The department then has a little inexpensive picture to hand to each birthday child. We prefer to 
use the picture of Jesus and the sheep as a gift from the Beginner Department. As we hand t
picture to the child we say, “Happy birthday from the Beginner Department. You may take this 
picture home. It is yours to keep. You may hang it on the wall or put it on your dresser.”  

Now it is time to talk about the offering that we have put into the offe

he 

ring basket or the bank at 
the door. We take a container that has been emptied (by this time the money has been taken to 

nt 

, 
(pointing to one or two items on different Sundays that have been purchased with the money that 

will say, 

..”  

The child repeats, “Thank you that we can bring our offering.”  

“...use it to tell other boys and girls...”  

“...use it to tell other boys and girls...”  

“...about Jesus.”  

“...about Jesus.”  

“...In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.”  

“...In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.”  

Then the empty receptacle is handed back to the secretary and the child goes back and sits on the 

to their feet and relax. We might just stand and stretch and 
see how tall we can be or how high we can reach. We might sing a song while we are standing and 

. We might repeat together some memory passages that we 
have learned from the Bible. We need to remember that these are little children and that little 

.  

 
he 

the Sunday school office.) We choose a child to come up to the front and hold this empty 
container, and then we say, “When we brought our offering this morning, did I (the superintende
pointing to herself) get that money? Oh, no. Why do we bring our offering to Sunday school? We 
bring it that more boys and girls will get to know about Jesus. We use it to buy chairs, etc.

we bring to Sunday school).” Then the child who is holding the receptacle bows his head and he 
prays out loud thanking Jesus for the offering. The superintendent will say to the child, “Do you 
want to pray by yourself, or shall I help you with the words?” The majority of the children 
“I would like for you to help me with the words.”  

So the superintendent says to the child in the child’s ear very softly, “Dear Heavenly Father.

The child repeats, “Dear Heavenly Father...”  

“...Thank you that we can bring our offering.”  

story rug.  

Now all of the children need to stand 

relaxing from sitting for so long a time

children’s attention span is not as long as that of adults, nor are little children capable of staying 
in one place as long as adults

After the relaxation time the superintendent says, “Everyone sit down now.” With much 
enthusiasm she introduces the next time on the program. This is a good time for a conduct story, 
but she can’t just say at this point, “I want to tell you a story.” If she uses this method of approach
to the children at this time in the morning procedure, she won’t get the children’s attention. If s



is using flannel-graph figures, she should start out immediately to put a figure on the board and 
begin speaking with an action sentence or two about that figure. The children will be “with her” if 
she does it well.  

t 

 

me height as the teacher’s head. She is hiding behind the curtain and her hands 
are up in front of the curtain operating the puppets. The puppets could teach such things as: It is 

 
rought it back in and you at the fly. That was your supper.”  

 
d 

uld never stick out their tongues, should they?” The children will agree with him that this 
should not be done. This ends the puppet show for the day with Mr. Wise and Greeny saying good-

Before the teacher who is operating the puppet steps behind the puppet stage, she could say to 
 

Mr. Wise on another day might introduce Silly Willy to the boys and girls. Silly Willy is a wolf who 
ut 

 more effectively than we can by 
scolding and nagging at the children.  

t she 
ildren 

would like to see Mr. Church Mouse.” Since that Sunday he 
has been used almost every Sunday to make announcements about what is going to happen next 
Sunday in Sunday school.) The children just love Mr. Church Mouse. He stays in a shoe box because 

Perhaps the teacher has chosen to teach a conduct lesson with the story with the use of puppets. I
is good to give some thought to having a puppet stage in a preschool department, especially as the 
child reaches four and five years old. The stage need not be anything more elaborate than three 
boards hinged together behind which the teacher or the superintendent who handles the puppets
hide. The middle wooden board needs to have a window in it with a curtain over it. The window 
needs to be the sa

not nice to stick out your tongue. You could have a puppet who is an owl and name him Mr. Wise. 
Mr. Wise tells the children about a friend that he is going to introduce to them that day. Up comes 
his friend and it is a green frog. Mr. Wise says, “Green, how are you today?” (However, Mr. Wise 
tires to talk in a real deep voice.)  

Greeny just makes a sort of croaking sound as frogs do. Then Mr. Wise ways, “Greeny, I saw you 
stick your tongue way, way out and then draw it back in the other day. Greeny, why did you do 
this?”  

Greeny croaks. Then Mr. Wise says, “Oh, you do this to catch the food that you are going to eat. A
fly landed on your tongue and you b

Greeny croaks in agreement. Then Mr. Wise says to the children, “Frogs stick out their tongues so
that they can eat, but boys and girls don’t need to stick out their tongues to eat. In fact, boys an
girls sho

bye to the children and promising to come back another time.  

another teacher, “I am going into the woods to see if I can find Mr. Wise. Would you stay here with
the children and see that they are all right until I get back? That teacher comes to the front of the 
room and talks to the children about what they might possible see. This way they are kept in 
perfect order until the time for the puppet show to start.  

really does act silly and gets awfully wild in front of the children. Mr. Wise talks to Silly Willy abo
the fact that there are times when it is good to run, play, be loud and noisy, and laugh, but there 
are also times when we need to be quiet. We don’t run in the church building any more than we 
run in our homes. We can run outside though, and we can run in the basement of our house. 
Puppets can teach the children many conduct lessons much

After the conduct story the superintendent might want to make some promotional announcement 
about next Sunday’s program and how every boy and girl ought to be there and bring their friends, 
too. A big aid in making announcements has been a toy mouse. (The toy mouse was used two or 
three Sundays. Then the superintendent decided she didn’t need to use him any more but tha
could use something else in making announcements. The Sunday she did not use him many ch
said, “Where is Mr. Church Mouse? We 



a mouse can make his home any place. This shoe box stays on the closet shelf. Because Mr. Church
Mouse is in the church building all week long, he sees and knows all that is going to happen there. 
Sometimes before talking with Mr. Church Mouse the teacher can pretend that she hears a noise.
She goes closer and closer to the shoe box where the church mouse is. She picks up the box, 
listens, and says, “Yes, I think that noise is coming from this box.” She opens the box and tells the 
boys and girls that there is something in there that they ought to see. Of course, after he has been
used two or three times the children will guess that it is Mr. Church Mouse.  

“Do you think he is asleep today or awake?” We discuss what he is doing and what he has been 
doing. Then we take him out of the shoe box for the children to see. Because he is so cute you can 
just look around at the children and they are fascinated with him without any conversation for a 
few seconds. Then the superintendent can talk with the church mouse and ask him what spec
news he has for the children today. The church mouse then whispers into the superintendent’s ear, 
and the superintendent tells the children what the church mouse wants them to know. Because the 
children like to pretend so much, the superintendent pretends, too.  

 

 

 

ial 

p 

e 
he 

nizes the name of that child 
and sees to it that the child goes to the door to meet his parents or whoever is calling for him. No 

ll 
in 

or 

he program is geared to the understanding, interests, and needs of the boys and girls. For 

ring their friends to Sunday school, each Sunday they bring somebody they can come to the front 

 their policeman hats and the 
policeman uniform on the one child. They shake their fingers at all of the children in the room, and 

ay 
n his 

Now it is almost time to dismiss Sunday school. The children are sent back to their tables a grou
at a time. They are cautioned repeatedly to go very carefully and to go very quietly so as not to 
bump into somebody or to step on somebody. They are instructed to sit down on their chairs at th
tables. The teachers stay at the tables while the children are being called for by their parents. T
people who come for the children stand outside the door of the room giving the name of the child 
for whom they are calling. This is a time when a public address system is most helpful. A secretary 
at the door calls out the name of a child. A teacher at the table recog

child is ever allowed to leave the room alone. Either the parents or another adult relative must ca
for the child. In the case of a child who has come to Sunday school on a church bus, the bus capta
must come for him. Of course, bus children do not leave until the church service is over so they 
stay for the Story Hour taught in the same room during the church services. The Sunday school 
teachers stay with their classes until the Story Hour workers come in to take their places. 
 
What Do We Do During Special Promotional Times? 
 
For ten to twelve weeks each spring and fall our Sunday school puts on a special effort to reach 
new people. We work to grow during these periods so that more homes and more lives might be 
reached with the Gospel. Each department is instructed by the pastor to lay down special plans f
this promotional time and then to present these plans to him.  

T
instance, we might choose a theme of Christian traffic laws. To encourage the boys and girls to 
b
of the room and put on a policeman hat. The child who has brought the most boys and girls that 
Sunday is taken out into the hall or to another room and dressed in a policeman outfit. He is 
especially honored because he brought the most visitors that Sunday. Then these children who have 
brought visitors to Sunday school stand in front of the room with

they say all together, “We must do right.”  

This simple time of recognition is loved by the children, and they work hard to wear the policeman 
hat or to wear the entire policeman costume. We sing songs appropriate to this theme. One Sund
a man who is a Christian policeman and a member of our church comes into our department i
policeman’s uniform--including the gun. The superintendent interviews this Christian policeman. 



The children learn that the policeman is their friend and that he is there to help them to obey 
laws as well as to help them if they are lost, etc. The policeman explains to the children that the 
gun is not to be used by anybody but him an

the 

d that he doesn’t want to use it unless he really has to. 
In explaining the gun, he doesn’t lift it from his holster. He explains to the children each part of his 

From companies that sell inexpensive notions we order toys and gifts that the children can take 
hool 

res for our special spring or fall program within this 
allowance.  

h child 
r Sunday he will 

receive an inexpensive New Testament to take home with him. Whatever gifts the children take 

Another special promotional theme could be Christian soldiers. Plastic soldiers that look like 

d 

 age child than giving him a gift for bringing visitors to Sunday 
school. The child understands that the visitors that he brings must be those who come into his 

ually 

ber 

ore he 
will know the Bible when he reaches adulthood. The twenty-third Psalm can be taught to 

traight 
ng 

 themselves they say) is my shepherd: (With their hands back down at their sides they say 
leaning their faces on 

uniform--the badge, the cap, etc. Then he tells the boys and girls his Christian testimony. He tells 
that he trusts Jesus and wants to please Him in everything that he is doing.  

Another Sunday a Christian magician comes in and does some tricks that have an object lesson 
about Christian living or about salvation.  

We might have a special party time one Sunday when we have ice cream, or we might have 
cupcakes one Sunday. Before we eat we bow our heads, of course, and thank Jesus for the 
refreshments. This is teaching the children to pray before they eat at home.  

home with them. We are allowed a maximum amount of money to spend through the Sunday sc
funds, and we are to budget our expenditu

One Sunday everyone gets a policeman’s badge to wear and take home. Another Sunday eac
receives and wears a mouse pin that reminds him of Mr. Church Mouse. Anothe

home from the preschool departments, there is some sort of appropriate meaning in connection 
with the theme for that time of the year. All children receive that gift and all children receive the 
same gift on the particular Sunday.  

English guards can be purchased and put on the wall in the front of the room. If a child brings a 
visitor to Sunday school, he is permitted to march in the Christian soldiers’ parade. He is allowe
to choose a rhythm instrument to play. These children march around the room playing their 
instruments while the pianist plays “Onward, Christian Soldiers.” Just to give special honor, or 
special recognition, or a special activity to the child that brings someone to Sunday school at this 
age is enough, and is better with this

department with him, so the superintendent and teachers can see that these visitors have act
come. Here again the teachers help the superintendent to know which children have actually 
brought visitors with them and be sure that the children who deserve recognition get it.  

Of course, we seek to reach attendance goals during these special promotional times. Each num
that the department turns in represents a pupil who has attended for that day. This pupil 
represents a home and represents people who need Jesus or people who need a church home. 
 
Do We Teach Special Scripture Passages in the Beginner Department? 
 
Yes, we do. The sooner a child starts to memorize Scriptures and Scripture passages, the m

beginners. It is taught over a period of perhaps six months. It is taught a phrase at a time, using 
stories to illustrate each phrase. It is taught using motions. The children start by standing s
with their hands at their sides saying, “Psalms 23. (Pointing upward they say), “The Lord (pointi
to
shaking their heads), I shall not want. (Putting their hands together and 



th
reaching up with a hand as if they were putting it into someone else’s hand), He leadeth me 
beside the still waters. (Clapping their hands rapidly they say), He restoreth my soul. (R
out their hand as if they are clasping another’s hand again and say), He leadeth me in the (and 
then with their two hands held parallel they gesture straight out in front of them), paths of 
righteousness... (and pointing upward they say), for His name’s sake. (Then bowing their heads 
and covering their heads with their arms they say), Yea, though I walk through the valley of
shadow of death... (And straightening up with their arms back down at their sides and smiles on
their faces they say), I will fear no evil: for thou art with me. (And then as if clasping a rod
one hand they say), thy rod (as if they were clasping a staff in the other hand), and thy staff
comfort me. (As if they were straightening a tablecloth on a table, they say), Thou preparest a 
table before me... (they are clasping their hands together in front of them)...in the presence o
mine enemies:...(as if they were pouring a bottle of oil over their heads they say),...thou 
anointest my head with oil; (moving their hands in circular motion over and over each other they
say), my cup runneth over. (Holding up the index finger with one hand they say), and goodness 
and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: (They clasp their hands together in front of 
them and then stoop as if they are sitting down while they say), and I will dwell in the house of 
the Lord for ever.”  

Before and during the Easter season we learn Romans 3:23, Romans 6:23, and John 3:16 over a 
period of a few Sundays. On Easter Sunday we send home with the children a little Easter b
that the teachers have made out of construction paper. In the basket is a handful of Easter basket 
grass. Nestled in the grass are some jelly beans and a chocolate cross. We talk with the children 
about the significance of the colors of the jelly beans, using the “Wordless Book Chorus” colors.  

We also teach at least

eir hands they say), He maketh me to lie down in green pastures. (Straightening up and 

eaching 

 the 
 

 in 
 they 

f 

 

asket 

 the first three verses of Psalm 100 in the Beginner Department. While the 
passages are being taught conduct stories are told to illustrate the meaning of them. Children who 

the memorization of these passages. As with the Bible story the children understand from where 

s 
ng of Thanksgiving, 

Christmas, and Easter. At times like Memorial Day and the Fourth of July we want them to learn a 
that 

 

What Kind of Parties Can We Have for Our Department? 

t 

 
o 

lly appreciate the Halloween party. So while everyone else in the Sunday school is having a 
me to the Beginner Department they 

know what we have learned thus far are permitted to come to the front of the room and to say it 
to the other children or to lead the other children as they all say it.  

A promotional letter into the home includes the fact to the parents that we are memorizing a 
certain Scripture passage. Some parents will thus set aside time to help the child in the home in 

these passages come. They are coming from God’s Word--the Bible.  

Special effort and attention are given to explain the spiritual significance of the important holiday
of our year. We want the children to understand especially the meani

special pride in our country. For Mother’s Day and Father’s Day it is good to teach the children 
they should obey Mother and Daddy and that they should show their love for them. Many times we
make special gifts for them to take home to Mother and Daddy on Mother’s and Father’s Day. 
 

 
Children love parties! Preschool children love them just as much as school-age children. A
Halloween time everybody is having a party, but we do not have Halloween parties for preschool 
children. The masks and the costumes destroy so much of the identity of the children for each 
other that it is frightening to them. The entire party time would no doubt be spent drying tears and
trying to comfort the children if they had on masks and costumes before they are old enough t
fu
Halloween party, we have a circus party. As the children co



h
them a bag of popcorn. They sit down in a chair, eat their popcorn, listen to the music, and
around at the special circus decorations while they are waiting for everybody to come and for the
party to begin. There is a clown present who does some tricks for the boys and girls and makes 
them laugh. Then there is an animal trainer who comes. The animal trainer is a teacher who has 
made some cages from some boxes. She has cut slits in the boxes to make them look like bars an
has painted the boxes brown. These are the cages for the stuffed animals that the teachers ha
contributed for the use of the animal trainer for that day. The animal trainer takes the stuffed 
animals one at a time and pretends to do tricks with them. The children clap and have a big time.
The party includes time for a story--a story with a special Christian emphasis. Perhaps the story is
about the boys and girls inviting somebody else to come to Sunday school the next day with them. 
Then there are refreshments around the table. The children are led (a few at a time) to the tab
so that they do not bump each other around the tables. The table has been set by some teachers 
who have not been busy with other responsibilities during the party. Big animal cookies that are 
frosted and a simple punch drink are served. This light refreshment is thoroughly enjoyed by the 
children by now for they are thirsty, but not very hungry.  

Now it is almost time for the party to end. It lasted for one and one-half hours. It is time for the 
people to start coming for their children. They will come one at a time, however, so we need to do
something to keep the children busy while others are being called for at the door. We begin to play 
simple games. When the children are called for at the door, they just leave the game and go home
The others continue playing until their is called also. We play “Follow the Leader” and do things 
imitate different animals. We play “Ring Around the Rosy” or “Farmer in the Dell.” We try not to 
make the party too strict, nor too complicated, for we like 

ear circus music playing on a phonograph. They are greeted at the door by a teacher who hands 
 look 

 

d 
ve 

 
 

les 

 

. 
to 

the children to laugh and have a 
thoroughly good time at our party. We want them to see that the teachers and superintendent can 

ircle, 

op,” and as they leave they receive a peppermint 
cane to take home.  

 

 

ork During Sunday School Time? 
 

ning and Conducting of Our Preschool Sunday School 
epartments? 

laugh and have some fun with the children.  

We have a Christmas party. As the children arrive at the Christmas party they are each given an 
ornament to hang on the Christmas tree. Of course, they are given very careful guidance by one of 
the teachers as they hang their ornaments on the tree. Some Christmas carols are playing on the 
phonograph for the Christmas party. The children sit down and they start to sing with the person 
who is leading the singing of Christmas songs which they can sing. While the children sit in a c
one of the teachers reads a special Christmas story to the boys and girls. After simple refreshments 
the children play games again such as “Toy Sh

Throughout the year individual classes have parties also. In the summertime the teachers take their
classes to the park where they just swing, serve some refreshments, and take them home. Some 
teachers take their classes to the zoo. These kinds of parties are best conducted on the individual
class basis, or two classes join together so that two teachers can handle the group--asking for help 
from mothers and other volunteers. 
 
Do We Do Any Handw

No, there is not time to do any handwork in that period. The handwork is saved for the Story Hour 
after Sunday school is ended. The children who do not stay for Story Hour receive the unfinished 
handwork at the door so that they might take it home where someone can help them work on it. 
 
Why Do We Work So Hard on the Plan
D
 



It
do in order to influence the entire lives of boys and girls for Christ. We want the children to like 
Sunday school so that they will continue to come to learn the Word of God and to learn to trust 
Jesus some day as their personal Saviour. 

 

 

 

 is because it is the Lord’s business and we are answerable to Him to do the very best job we can 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Primary Department 
(Written by Mrs. Johnny Colsten, Director of Primary Work at the First Baptist Church, Hammond, 
Indiana) 
 
At the time of this writing we have two primary departments in the First Baptist Church of 
Hammond, Indiana. We have a separate department for all boys and girls in the first grade and 
another for those in the second grade. I have the privilege and responsibility of being the 
superintendent of the P s and girls. On 
Promotion Day at the cl l in our Sunday school 
who has completed kindergarten and is being promoted to first grade in public school is promoted 

eing promoted to second grade in the public schools are assigned to Primary II 
epartment. After the first Sunday in the new department, each department may get their visitors 

elow, 

ade. 

 
d 

f the 

romotion Day. Each year I arrange with the Beginner II superintendent to make this brief visit. She 

hen 
 

t particularly so with the very young boys and girls.  

tion 

4. Later in the week following Promotion Day, each first grader should receive another letter with 
l 

 the 
e 
in 

 

rimary I Department, which consists of first-grade boy
ose of the Spring Program each year every boy and gir

to Primary I. He is assigned to my department. All boys and girls whom I have had the past year 
who are b
D
and prospects from three grade levels--the grade level of the department, one grade level b
and one grade level above. Consequently, during the course of the year, Primary I Department 
consists mainly of first graders, but also has boys and girls in kindergarten and in second gr
 
1. Send a congratulatory card home with each graduating kindergarten child on Promotion Day. In 
our Sunday school the department for the kindergarten children is called Beginner II. On Promotion
Day I give their superintendent a supply of congratulatory cards from me. The purpose of this car
is not only to congratulate the child who is going to enter school, but also to inform him o
location of his new department. An example of the card we give to the incoming first graders is 
shown below. 
 
2. The Primary I superintendent should make a brief visit to the Beginner II Department on 
P
introduces me to the boys and girls as their new superintendent. I welcome them to Primary I and 
also remind them of the location of Primary I so they will know without a shadow of a doubt where 
to come the next Sunday. This visit to the Beginner II Department by the Primary I superintendent 
is of great benefit in giving the children the confidence that they will see someone they know w
they come to the new department the following Sunday. Of course, this is advisable for every age
department, bu

3. The new first graders should receive a welcome letter early in the week following Promo
Day. This will help the boys and girls to be reminded of the name and location of their new 
department. It will also serve as good public relations between the new department and the 
parents of the new boys and girls. After all, the children have been comfortably situated in a 
department for one entire year. Making changes is never easy for young children. Every effort 
should be made to make the transition a happy one. The welcome letter sent this year to the boys 
and girls coming to Primary I Department is shown below. 
 

his personalized name tag enclosed. Boys and girls need to see that they are wanted in a persona
sort of way, not just as a mass of children. For this reason I have found it very helpful to use
personalized name tag each year at promotion time. There is another good reason for this. Th
individualized name tags greatly assist the new children in finding their new classes. You see, 
Primary I the children are in small classes for the first time in their lives. Prior to this they have



had large departmental teaching for the entire hour. This will be their first experience in a 
departmental setup--an opening assembly and divisions of 

Some years I have used a particular theme such as animals, cowboys subjects, etc. This year I used 
simply different colors for the name tags. Most years I have used an object because all I wanted to 
put on the name tag was the child’s name. However, this year, because of our new building, the 
boys and girls coming into my department have to enter a different building and go up three ext
stories. Consequently, I felt it wise to print upon the name tag more than just the child’s name. A
example is shown below. 
 
The little poem on the name tag was a help to bus drivers and other adult

small classes.  

ra 
n 

s who assisted boys and 
girls in coming to Sunday school and finding their new departments. If a child had difficulty finding 

 tags of the children assigned to that particular class. Currently we have 
irteen classes in Primary I. This means that each class was assigned a different color. For 

s 

srooms, etc.; however, the class 
retains its color name throughout the entire year. This is helpful for children returning from 

 

s 
ary 

 Come 

g. Here he is. Mr. Gifford, this is 
Bobby Jones. Bobby, this is Mr. Gifford. He has an orange name tag on just like yours.”  

t the 
children will feel in their new location. This is vital! Many boys and girls are not encouraged by 

Primary I and all his name tag said was his own name, then anyone who wanted to help him would 
not be able to assist him at all. This way anyone finding a child looking for Primary I could help him 
find the department because of the information on the tag.  

5. Coordinate the colors of the teacher’s name tag, the teacher’s chair, and the classroom doors 
with the color of the name
th
example, let us take the color “red.” The teacher wore a red name tag on the first Sunday the boy
and girls came to Primary I. Each child who was assigned to that teacher was sent a red name tag. 
The teacher’s chair had a red sign on the back of that chair. The classroom door was also labeled 
with a red sign. These signs are helpful for the entire year. Any boy or girl who comes the first 
Sunday, of course, is helped by the labeling of the chairs, clas

vacation. They may not remember exactly where their class met, but they normally remember the
color of their name tag or the sign on the classroom door, etc.  

6. On the first Sunday in the new department the superintendent should be certain that plenty of 
assistants are on hand early so that each new first grader can be personally greeted and assisted in 
meeting his new teacher. No child should arrive in a new department and be left to find his place 
by himself. Each child should be warmly greeted. The assistant should greet the child that come
up the stairs with statements such as these: “Hi, there, Bobby. I am so glad that you are in Prim
I. Let’s see, you have an orange name tag. That means that you will be in Mr. Gifford’s class.
this way and I will take you to Mr. Gifford. I will show you where he sits and where his class of boys 
will sit. I will introduce him to you. My, you look fine this mornin

The secretary or the assistant then leaves Bobby with Mr. Gifford and quickly goes back to the 
entrance of the department to greet another child.  

7. The opening assembly on that first Sunday in the new department should be very simple and 
clear. New procedures must be explained, for as we have said, this is the first time these boys and 
girls have been in a departmental setup. The children before have had the security of entering one 
large room and staying altogether in that one room until the entire morning is completed. Now, 
things are different. The more simple and clear the procedure can be, the more confiden

their parents to come to Sunday school. They come only if they are happy and comfortably 
situated.  



The superintendent should lead the boys and girls in singing some songs with which they are 
familiar. She could teach them perhaps one new song, but no more on this first Sunday. In our case 
I taught the boys and girls our own welcome song and we sang it to ourselves. All the boys and girls 
were new in our department, and this way we could welcome ourselves to Primary I. This way we
also learned our welcome song so that on the fifty-one succeeding Sundays we could welcome t
boys and girls who would be new to our department.  

Although th

 
he 

e superintendent should be careful to make that first Sunday in Primary I interesting 
and exciting, she should never allow chaos to develop. Children should never feel that they have 

r to ourselves as first-grade boys and girls.  

e 
f 

ady 

This time they say, “PRIMARY I!”  

8. Dismiss the classes by the color of the name tag. The superintendent should close the opening 

 leave altogether. The superintendent should observe that all are sitting very 
straight and keeping their rows very neat. She should call the name of the teacher and the name of 

ve in a straight line and walk to their class areas. She could say 
something like this: “Now we will excuse the girls in Mrs. Springel’s class. Mrs. Springel and all of 

hairs. The girls have not left their wraps or their 
purses or Bibles on their chairs. They have taken everything with them. See how nicely they are 

t 

d to 
 

 of 

become free to misbehave in any way. Of course, a very well-planned opening assembly will 
prevent any such problems. Another prevention of problems is the simple stating of rules. Boys and 
girls who are going to be six years old are coming to a stage where they enjoy the feeling of 
belonging to a group with special rules. Organization has an appeal for them. So we call ourselves 
first graders immediately. Even though the boys and girls will not become first graders until 
September, throughout June, July, and August we refe

On the first Sunday in Primary I we practice saying the name of our new department and the nam
of our new superintendent. I tell the boys and girls, “Let’s open the windows and tell all the city o
Hammond what department we are.” So we open a few windows a little higher than they alre
were opened, and we put our hands around our mouths. Very loudly we all say, “Primary I.”  

I reply, “Do you think they heard us three blocks up the street or just one? Maybe they didn’t hear 
us. Let’s try again.”  

Team spirit is important, and it must be developed from the start so that boys and girls will have a 
sense of truly belonging to the department.  

assembly early enough to allow time for orderly dismissal of classes. The boys and girls should 
never be permitted to

the class color and ask them to lea

her girls have lavender name tags. The lavender class may go now. Boys and girls, do you hear any 
sound? I do not. They are not bumping their c

going to their class. That is wonderful, isn’t it?” With statements such as those the superintenden
is likewise encouraging everyone else to be just as neat and just as careful about leaving the 
departmental assembly room. Also, every boy and girl in that class is being reminded again of their 
class color and their teacher’s name.  

9. The transitions from the kindergarten to the first grade department should not be made too 
abruptly. Some activities should be planned which are very similar to those enjoyed in the previous 
department. For example, if during the course of a Sunday morning, the kindergartners are use
having light refreshments (perhaps milk and cookies), then occasionally this should be done in the
early weeks in the first-grade department. Some of the same songs should be sung in the new 
department. If the previous department had any pet characters, such as puppets, perhaps one
those characters could visit the Sunday school department and this will enable the children to feel 
less strange.  



All of the children have to learn to grow up. The leaders of the new department should certainl
plan each Sunday’s activities so that the changes will not be such that will drive the children away, 
but will rather interest them in continuing to attend the new department. 
 
 
Division of Classes 
 
1. Boys meet t

y 

ogether in classes and are taught by Christian gentlemen. It is very wise to begin 
early in the grading of the Sunday school with men teachers for boys. In the First Baptist Church of 

en who teach these 
oys should dress, act, live, and teach in a way that the boys can hope and plan to become just 
ke their teacher.  

. Girls meet together in classes and are taught by fine Christian ladies.  

town area of Hammond, Indiana, most of our people live some distance from 
our church property. Consequently, it would be possible for a teacher to have boys in his class that 

divide our classes by 
areas so that within a given number of hours a teacher is able to accomplish more visiting. Also, 

the 
, if the classes are divided 

by areas.  

he neighborhood stores, etc. The teacher can have a good influence on his class 
throughout the week. 

 
 one 

he seven teachers who have classrooms are rotated annually with the six teachers who meet in 
e assembly room divisions. Divisions for these classes are made after the opening assembly period 

Hammond a boy has a man teacher when he enters first grade, and from then on he is taught by 
men. No lady teaches a man or a boy the Word of God after he becomes a first grader. It is not our 
intention to raise sissies for God. It is our desire to raise men for God. The m
b
li

2

It is important at this age level to give the girls an opportunity to have a lady who teaches just girls 
and who cares about their problems. The lady teachers should dress, live, teach, and conduct 
themselves in a way that they can be examples for the girls to follow.  

3. The classes are divided by areas for the sake of convenience in visitation. Because we are 
located in the down

live many, many miles from each other. For this reason we find it wise to 

the boys who bring friends from their neighborhood will have the privilege of having their visitors in 
the same class with them. Children who come on their own are more likely to find someone in 
class they already know from school, the neighborhood playground, etc.

4. The superintendent should carefully and prayerfully select the teacher for each class after 
dividing them by gender and by areas. She should consider what the needs of the boys and girls in 
that area may be and what teacher could best meet these needs.  

It is often helpful if a teacher can teach a class whose area includes her own home. This will 
enable her to do much more calling and also will make it easier to plan social activities for the 
children in her class. The children are also more likely to see their teacher in everyday life--on the 
street, at t

 
 
Departmental Setup 

1. Our staff consists of a superintendent, two secretaries, two general teachers (one lady and
man), and thirteen regular teachers. This is our staff at the time of this writing.  

2. We are located on the top floor of Miller Hall. Our room arrangement is shown below. 
 
T
th



by pulling accordion d
 
 
The Opening Assembly 

oors. 

 
ould not 

egin at 9:41. It should begin at 9:40. Lateness in beginning the hour not only wastes the time of 

uld last no more than twenty minutes. This includes the dismissal of 
lasses. Promptly at ten o’clock our classes should be in session for the remainder of the Sunday 
hool hour.  

. Have a well-planned opening assembly. My outline has usually been as follows: Sing a little. 

r to them. We 
sing several familiar choruses, and we also sing a welcome song to our visitors. Each visitor stands 

 a welcome here, a welcome here,                                                                  
There’s a Christian welcome here.                                                                        

 a welcome here,                                                                    
There’s a Christian welcome here! 

 
ng words: 

    
    
     

Each child who stands in honor of his birthday is privileged to tell how old he became that week. 

The singing of songs in the Primary I Department should be both delightful and spiritual. For 
examp  
the sup
raised 
that Je ne? Let’s sing it. Let’s sing, ‘Jesus Loves Me, This I Know.’”  

 hearts and 
voices in singing: 

1. Begin on time. If Sunday school is announced to begin at 9:40, the opening assembly sh
b
the people who come on time, but it encourages people to come late all the time.  

2. The opening assembly sho
c
sc

3
Teach a little. Promote a lot!  

4. Sing a little. Boys and girls love to sing, especially if most of the songs are familia

and the boys and girls join in singing for them: 

There’s

Hallelujah!                                                                                                                 
There’s a welcome here,

We also recognize those who have had birthdays the past week. We sing our birthday song to them.
We use the traditional tune and sing the followi

Happy birthday to you                                                                                                 
Only one will not do;           
Take Christ as your Saviour           
And then you’ll have two. 

Personal attention is given to these boys and girls, and the song is sung for them.  

le, instead of simply announcing, “Now we will sing ‘Jesus Loves Me.’” it would be well for
erintendent to ask first of all, “How many of you boys and girls love Jesus?” After they have 
their hands, she could say, “You love Him because He loves you. I know a song that tells us 
sus loves us. Do you know o

In turn, the superintendent could encourage the children to let Jesus know they love Him. The 
words of the chorus could be changed very slightly and the children could join their

Yes, I love Jesus,            
 Yes, I love Jesus,            
 Yes, I love Jesus,            
 I love to tell Him so. 



Every effort should be made to make the singing in Primary I meaningful but also full of praise a
delight.  

nd 

5. Teach a little. The superintendent should have clearly in mind what new concept, song, Bible 
verse, ing 

 
 

that the superintendent may want to teach a new song. If this is what she has planned 
for the particular Sunday morning, then she should teach it well and teach it thoroughly. She 

g 

 a new song, she should capitalize upon this purpose and do it thoroughly and 
right.  

she 

es 

d girls love to hear stories, and from time to time the superintendent may choose to tell a 
short story during the opening assembly time. If she does, she must be careful to watch the clock. 

y 

Re-emphasizing our rule “teach a little,” may I suggest that only one of the following teaching 

 It 

rit de corps is vital for growth in any age department, but 
especially for boys and girls of young age.  

t, and they must 
become very familiar with the name of the new department. In order to accomplish this, in the 

m the 

hen I ask them to hold up on finger and point that 
finger at me as they say each syllable of Primary I. I suggest to them they invite their friends who 

r second 
u 

lesson, etc., she intends to teach the boys and girls during each Sunday morning’s open
assembly. She should not try to teach them so many things that they cannot remember any of
them. One main point should be well taught and well learned. For this reason I use the phrase
“teach little.”  

It may be 

should teach it early in the twenty-minute period. Then after recognizing the visitors and honorin
those who have had birthdays, she could have the children sing the new song again. She could 
continue her opening assembly by having her usual time of promotion, and just before the children 
go to their classes, she could have them sing the new song again. In other words, if it is her 
purpose to teach

If the superintendent has prepared an object lesson for presentation in the opening assembly, 
should be careful not to make too many applications. Boys and girls will not remember any of them 
if too many are taught. It would be best to present a brief, interesting object lesson which mak
clear a scriptural truth and let it go at that. It is far better to teach one truth well than to make so 
many applications and have those poorly taught.  

Boys an

Stories are fun and exciting to tell, and a good storyteller may get so involved with her story that 
she fails to realize that time is slipping by. Regardless of how effective a superintendent is with 
boys and girls, she should not be delinquent about obeying the rule of holding the opening assembl
time to twenty minutes at a maximum.  

techniques be used per Sunday: the giving of an object lesson, the teaching of a new song, the 
telling of a short story, the teaching of an extra Bible memory verse, etc.  

6. Promote a lot. Here is perhaps the greatest responsibility of the departmental superintendent.
is her job to create a departmental team spirit within her department. She must develop 
enthusiasm for growth. Departmental esp

Departmental spirit is very important when the boys and girls are first new in a particular 
department. They are used to calling the name of their previous departmen

opening assembly of the first three or four Sundays with my new boys and girls, I spend a few 
moments each time helping the boys and girls learn to say “Primary I.” First of all I tell the
name of our new department. Then I ask them to repeat it to me. I then ask them to tell each 
other. Then I ask them to tell the teacher. T

are going to be in first grade as well as their neighbor friends who will be in kindergarten o
grade. Then very abruptly in the midst of my conversation I say, “To what department will yo
invite them?”  



They all respond enthusiastically, “Pri-ma-ry I,” shaking their fingers at me just as I had taught
them to do. Anything that can indelibly and effectively place the name of the new department in 
their minds is important to do.  

During the opening assembly, big days, departmental drives, contests, etc., should be announced 
enthusiastically. The superintendent could use posters, puppets, surprise guests, secret codes, 
etc., to announce big days. She should never simply say, “Next Sunday will be very important. W
want everyone 

 

e 
here.”  

“June 23.”  

“June 23.”  

The boys and girls will get the idea that on the twenty-third of June something wonderful is going 
ent can then further explain what will happen on June 23 by telling it 

with much expression of by having some object or picture there to describe what will happen. 
ropriate articles, she could say something like this: “O-o-o-oh, this sunbonnet will 

help keep the sun out of my eyes. The sun is so hot this summer, but it will not make me miss 
day school either. Next Sunday, June 23, might be a 

hot day. Just because it might be hot, we are going to do something special for you. See this 
ool-aid? See this ice-cube tray? See this package of cookies? Every teacher is going to 

bring cookies and Kool-aid next Sunday. What day?”  

“No. No.”  

“Well, what day is it?”  

“JUNE 23!”  

“Oh, I see. December 15.”  

“No-o-o-o-o-o-o.”  

Rather, she should say, “Do you know what day next Sunday is? It is June 23. Say that with me, 
boys and girls. Ready?”  

“Can the teachers say it?”  

“June 23.”  

“What day is next Sunday, boys and girls?”  

to happen. The superintend

Using the app

Sunday school! I do not want you to miss Sun

package of K

“June 23.”  

“Oh, I see. February 10.”  

“No, June 23.”  

“Oh, I see. We are going to have cookies and Kool-aid on July 19.”  



“Well, boys and girls, you must tell me once more. Mrs. Colsten just doesn’t seem to learn. What 
day?”  

“June 23.”  

“Oh, yes, and we are having snowballs.”  

“No, no.”  

re we having?”  

 will not forget that on the 23rd of June they will have 
cookies and Kool-aid. All of that may seem a bit juvenile to the adult reader of this book, but 

aching juveniles? Aren’t we teaching little boys and girls? Why shouldn’t we teach and 
lead in such a way that we will get children as excited about Sunday school and church as they are 

sion program?  

on of promotional activities by means of posters and charts, the 
superintendent should be conscious of the reading level of her Primary I boys and girls. As the 

 
ir 

school so that she may utilize a great many of the same 
words that the boys and girls are learning in public school. She should also make use of these words 

rs, etc., 

 

 

Boys and girls love discipline and need it. Children who do not get discipline and act in a rowdy 

1. Each teacher has a small packet in which he keeps his attendance cards. A blue card is made for 

 entire year’s attendance record can be kept on this card.  

. Each visitor who comes to our department is registered. The secretaries take down his name, 
information that he may know about himself such as phone number, 

“What a

“Kool-aid and cookies.”  

You can readily see that the boys and girls

aren’t we te

about the average televi

In planning the presentati

school year progresses, she can use more words, of course, because they will have learned to read
better. In the days preceding their days in public school first grade and in the early days of the
firs-grade experiences, she would utilize many pictures and repeat simple words on her charts. It 
would be very wise for the superintendent of Primary I boys and girls to secure a vocabulary list 
from the basic readers used in the local 

in departmental mailings that she sends to the boys and girls as well as on the charts, poste
that she uses in the departmental assembly.  

7. Dismissal to classes. At the close of the opening assembly time I call upon one of the gentlemen
to lead in prayer. Of course, all of the boys and girls are very quiet and very settled. With this 
attentiveness still intact the superintendent may dismiss the classes by colors (according to their
name tags). Each class files out of the assembly room in orderly fashion. Those classes which 
remain in the divided assembly room for their class sessions are instructed to wait to close the 
accordion doors until I give the signal.  

manner may appear to be enjoying the chaos, but they really do not. Boys and girls want and need 
strong leadership. 
 
 
Departmental Records 
 

each child on his roll. This card is made in our church office. An example is shown below. 
 
You can see that an

2
address, and any other 



b
superintendent. They send the original copy with the child as they introduce him to his teacher and 
show him where he may sit. As the teacher becomes acquainted with the child, he puts this 
v
attendance is taken, the secretaries make a blue attendance card so that every

irthdate, etc. They make a carbon copy of this and retain the carbon copy for my use as 

isitor’s registration slip in his packet. When this packet is returned to the secretaries after 
 time thereafter 

that child attends Primary I he does not feel like a visitor, but rather he feels that he belongs.  

. 

t is 
ch 

4. It is the responsibility of the superintendent to keep an up-to-date mailing list of the boys and 
n to 

er by the previous department on Promotion Day. From time to time she can use the words 

 
, 

they should inform their 
superintendent of the same. The superintendent must also be prompt in adding visitors’ names and 

Teacher-Pupil Relationship 

e 

y need the security of consistent 
adership.  

 boys and girls in each teacher’s class that they are loved deeply, 
rayed for sincerely, and cared about by their teachers. 

 
 church 

ell. Many times the children of faithful families are overlooked because a visit is not 
considered essential to the child’s attendance. However, every Sunday school teacher makes an 

3. As soon as each teacher has taken attendance he fills out the attendance slip shown below
 
One child is chosen from the class to bring the slip and the packet to the departmental desk. There 
one of the secretaries tallies the information on a sheet which is made in triplicate. One shee
retained in the departmental records; one sheet is turned into the church office for the chur
records; and one sheet is given to me personally as superintendent.  

girls in her department. Initially she has a mailing list from the list of names and addresses give
h
“Return Requested” on her mailings to the boys and girls. This way she can receive from the post 
office any available forwarding addresses. Her teachers should also be very prompt in reporting to
her any changes of address or any situations where the family has moved far away. The teachers
of course, find these bits of information as they do their visiting, and 

addresses to her current mailing list each week so that the new boys and girls get in the mailings 
from the department.  

5. Each teacher should have a complete up-to-date list of his own class available at home. He 
should not have to have his packet at home in order to be aware of the boys in his class. Often the 
packet is needed by the superintendent and secretaries to keep information up-to-date. For this 
reason the teacher should have at home a complete list of the children in his class. He can use this 
for visitation purposes as well as in his daily prayer time. 
 

 
1. Though the teacher will endeavor to be a pal to his boys, he must remember that firm discipline 
is essential. An orderly-conducted class is vital. Even roll call should be conducted in a businesslik
manner. The rules the teacher would like followed in the class procedure should be made simple 
and clear. You see, first graders are easily taught, but the
le

2. It should be obvious to the
p
 
3. The teacher should visit in the home of every pupil on his roll as soon as possible. Immediately 
upon receiving a class list the teacher should begin visiting the children in his class. He should not
wait for a child to be an absentee. He should be careful to make calls on children of faithful
members as w

impression on the child, and this impression should be a good, lasting one.  



4. The teacher should be an example to whom the child can look for guidance, love, and Christian 
leadership. The manner of attire and conduct on the part of the teacher should not only be above 
reproach, but should be the very best.  

5. Learn and keep a written record of each child’s birthday, phone number, vacation plans, pets,
favorite foods and colors, and family members. Yes, a teacher should get to know his child well!  

 

do so. In an extremely large class the teacher could follow 
a cycle and pray perhaps for five or ten names each day of the week.  

ways. He may do some of this on an individual basis. Depending on the size of the class he may 

se, many ideas along this 
line could be suggested, but the important thing is that the teacher should spend time with the 

 
c. The 

 

8. The teacher should take his class members on visitation with him. For example, Mr. Gifford 

nd 
 

e to visit prospective 
class members with his teacher, but he has learned to go soul winning. This is vital. In the little 

e boy 
eed 

hildren 

s 

 should make mention of this in the class. He should tell the other boys, 
“Jack was baptized. Isn’t that fine? He obeyed the Lord. After we are saved we should be baptized 

6. The teacher should pray regularly for each child by name. Each child should be prayed for at 
least once a week. In some cases, the class is small enough for each teacher to pray for each child 
every day if he will discipline himself to 

7. The teacher should have planned social activities regularly. He may do this in any number of 

choose to have a personal social activity for each child in his class one time during the year. For 
example, he may take one boy out for pitch and catch each Saturday until he has an 
“appointment” with each boy. In the case of a lady teacher, she may choose to have a different 
girl from her class home with her for Sunday dinner each week. Of cour

pupils individually as well as in a group.  

If the teacher’s class area is rather large, perhaps covering several suburbs, he may have a social
time with the boys in one area one Saturday and those from another area the next, et
complete class, however, should have something planned all together with the teacher at least 
once each quarter. A class should have more to remember than a mere Christmas party after they
have left our departments. There should be much feeling of unity.  

could call and make arrangements to meet Bobby at his home at three o’clock on Saturday 
afternoon. He could stop by for Bobby and take him along to visit three or four of the class 
members in the same general area. After making the visits he may stop by a refreshment stand a
purchase an ice cream cone or some sort of refreshment for Bobby and himself. This would give the
teacher and the boy a feeling of comradeship. The boy has not only been abl

social time following the visitation, the boy has had an opportunity to spend a few minutes 
chatting with his teacher, and, of course, the teacher has become better acquainted with th
and his needs. Of course, the teacher should always have the boy back home at the time agr
upon with his parents. This could be a highly valuable time for the boys and girls and one to which 
they would look forward with anticipation. After all, an appointment with a Sunday school teacher 
is something very big!  

9. The teacher should be alert to the spiritual needs of his children. He should observe the c
with special care. He should observe the children’s progress spiritually. He should be aware of the 
decisions they make in the public church services. For example, when a man sees a boy in his clas
is under conviction and ready to accept Christ as Saviour, he should be prompt to lead him to the 
Lord. If the family is un-churched, he should make a visit promptly and encourage baptism. When 
the child is baptized, he

immediately.”  



The teacher should watch closely to see other times when a child has indicated spiritual progress. 
Perhaps in a Sunday evening service at invitation time the child has gone to the altar to pray 
privately. If the teacher is alert to this sort of thing, he can speak to the child after the service a
simple encourage him to stay close to the Lord and always be willing to pray at the altar. Perhaps 
the teacher and 

nd 

the boy could be seated in one of the church pews and have a brief word of prayer 
for the child to continue to grow in grace.  

ion, he should send each child in his class a note or a 
picture postcard while he is gone. This will help to keep the class attendance up and will also 

arly. Many a 
child has been lost to the Sunday school because during a prolonged illness there was no contact 

13. At the close of the year the teacher should write each child a personal note. The teacher 

This may seem needless to say, but nevertheless it is true: Every person who is now doing a work 
y 

st-

y I 
r 

 

 

 

10. The teacher should send personal Christmas cards and other special occasion cards. Each 
teacher should plan to send each child in his class a card on his birthday. If any child has won any 
particular honor, the teacher should be alert to send him a word of congratulations.  

11. When the teacher takes a summer vacat

assure the children that the teacher is thinking of them.  

12. In case of a child’s illness, the teacher should visit, write, or phone the child regul

with the Sunday school and when he got well he did not care about coming back. No one 
encouraged him and no one showed any interest. This is very sad!  

should express what a wonderful privilege it was to have him in his class, encourage him to grow 
spiritually, remind him to be faithful to the next class and teacher, and reassure him of the 
teacher’s continued love, prayers, and interest as the child grows older.  

for God was at one time six years old. Someone influenced his life at that early age. It is a ver
impressionable age. It is a vital age! The very best of teaching should occur in the early years of 
childhood. No teacher should regard carelessly the privilege and responsibility of teaching fir
grade boys and girls.  

Of course, every age is important, and each teacher makes his impression for bad or good, 
mediocrity or excellence, faithfulness or carelessness in the life of each child. May every Primar
teacher and superintendent around the world determine to do his best to accomplish the most fo
Christ in the life of each precious little first grader. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The Junior Department 
(Written by Mrs. Lewis Shoaf, Superintendent of the Junior I Department, First Baptist Church, 
Hammond, Indiana) 
 
Duties of a Junior Depar
 
Every superintendent should be 100% behind the pastor and the work of the church. Big decisions 

ld 
rs of her own family interested in her department.  

rintendent should make teaching as pleasant as 
ossible for her teachers. Checking the classroom for erasers, chalk, chairs, flannelgraph boards, 

 for the pupils. Praise a 
job well done. Never show discouragement. The superintendent should not expect to much from 

 planned for Sunday afternoon about two hours before the 
evening service. This will save the teachers and workers an extra night away from their families. 

he 

 

upils are to be treated 
as active pupils. The name of an inactive pupil is not to be removed from the class records until all 

the 

 
al for a teacher to 

tell me he has led a pupil to the Lord in his Sunday school class. This happens almost every Sunday 

tmental Superintendent 

should never be made without first discussing the matter with the pastor. A superintendent shou
also keep the membe

1. Make teaching a pleasure, not a chore. The supe
p
etc., will help the teachers. Registering new pupils before going to the classroom is an asset to the 
teacher. Encourage each teacher to decorate his classroom. Should any teacher fail to do so, the 
superintendent should take this responsibility to make the room attractive

her teachers--financially or physically. Use husband and wife teachers as much as possible and 
assign them the same teaching area.  

2. Keep teachers informed. It is the responsibility of the superintendent to make certain that all 
teachers and workers are informed of any changes made in the department. When planning a 
departmental teachers’ meeting (usually only two or three are necessary for the year), or any 
other activity, everyone should know the date, time, and place of meeting at least a week in 
advance. A teachers’ meeting could be

Have the entire staff attend this meeting. The teachers and workers should each have a copy of t
name, address, and phone number of the entire staff in the department.  

3. What shall be expected from the teachers. Teachers are expected to be faithful to all the 
services. They should love their pupils, be burdened for them, and seek to win them to the Lord. 
They are required to visit in the homes of each absentee and visitor weekly. Teachers should keep
their records up to date and inform the superintendent if a pupil has moved or is attending another 
Bible-believing church. No teacher is to have an inactive list. All inactive p

possible means have been used to get the pupil back in Sunday school. Teachers are to notify 
superintendent as far in advance as possible when planning to be out of town.  

4. Be conscious of lost souls in the department. Oftentimes the pupil with the biggest discipline 
problem is not only seeking attention but is really wanting someone to show him the way of 
salvation. The superintendent should make the way of salvation clear during the opening assembly 
either by explaining it through a song, object lesson, story, etc. She should invite the pupils to tell
their teachers if they are not sure they have been born again. It is nothing unusu

in our department.  



5. Be enthusiastic. Enthusiasm and smiles are contagious. Juniors love enthusiasm. Always look for 
juniors wherever you go and greet them warmly. They are pleased when they see you on the street 
or in a store.  

6. Be an example to the teachers. Every superintendent should have taught several years in the 
Sunday school to know exactly what her teacher faces. She should be consecrated and dedicated to 
her work as well as an example to her entire staff. The superintendent should be willing to do more 
than her share of the work if necessary. She should not expect from others what she would not do 

nd 
dent must bear the weight 

the rest of the time. During every opening assembly she should always have something exciting to 

 
he classes who reach 

their goals.  

erself from registering visitors, teaching, figuring percentages, and other duties which 
are time-consuming. Secretaries, substitute teachers, and helpers should share in these 

mental 
nrolled in the department. This includes all who attend faithfully, all who do 

not, each visitor, and each departmental staff member. The letter should include an attractive 

ph 

is lost, thus creating discipline problems. During contest weeks, plan the entire 
contest before it begins. Be organized! Expect the calamities and be prepared for them. Plan for 

ave 

gin playing five minutes before the opening assembly. Only the superintendent 
knows how much she has to accomplish in her opening assembly. She may have a teacher who 

 

herself. She should set the pace for her department. Her example in conduct, dress, work, and 
faithfulness will influence her department. She must be willing to sacrifice and share her time 
whenever needed. The superintendent should be the first one to arrive in the department on 
Sunday mornings and make sure everything is in readiness for the day.  

8. Work the department all year long. Never expect a summer slack, a holiday slump, or bad 
weather low attendance. Work harder during these times than ever before. During the spring a
fall contests teachers and pupils will help carry the load, but superinten

say about the next Sunday and some future event coming up in a few weeks.  

9. Set high goals. Plan to nearly double your attendance from what you had on Promotion Day. 
Plant this goal and desire in the hearts of your teachers and pupils. Talk about it each week. During
contest weeks, set goals for each class and for the entire department. Honor t

10. Share responsibilities as they increase. The superintendent should not allow herself to become 
so burdened with detail duties that the more important things are neglected. The superintendent 
should free h

responsibilities.  

11. Departmental letters should be sent often. Every junior boy and girl likes to receive mail. When 
promoting something special in the department, the superintendent should send a depart
letter to each pupil e

picture, a short description of the special event, the name of the church, department, location, 
and date. If using a postage permit, the superintendent can take advantage of this and mimeogra
the permit and church return address on the backside, fold, and address, thus avoiding the use of 
envelopes.  

12. Be thoroughly prepared at all times. Start and dismiss opening assembly exactly on time. Never 
cheat a teacher of precious teaching time. Have each minute planned! If one minute is lost, the 
entire group 

future events.  

Much time should be spent in preparation for the coming Sunday. The superintendent should h
the songbooks with a slip of paper stating the songs and page numbers ready for the pianist. The 
pianist should be

would make a better song leader than she but who would take more time singing than can be 
spared. It is better that the superintendent lead her own singing and get her program across even



though it may not be as good. The superintendent should keep a written copy of each of the 
opening assemblies and file according to date with the attendance written in the corner. An 
example of a twenty-minute opening assembly follows: 
 
Date -----------------  

Attendance--------- 

(1) Signal for reveille to be played on trumpet by teacher.  

”--pupils stand at attention.  

ren #3, page 21) “On God’s Word 
I’ll Stand” (Salvation Songs for Children #4, page 35)  

(4) I wonder how many of you boys and girls have had a birthday this past week. If you have, 

hose having birthdays. Birthday cake 
to be put on flannel-graph board by pupil is also given to pupil before opening assembly. 

il before 
opening assembly to hold during this prayer time.)  

ys, are you really going to let the girls 
beat you? Girls, you are really going to have to work or the boys will pass you up next 

 
tage 

y Mrs. ------- and Mr. -------. Let’s all say “Ahhh.” I’m sure you don’t want a broken 
sword in your class next Sunday, do you? The only safe way to keep from getting one in your 

 

(9) COMING IN JUST 3 MORE SUNDAYS-- “ICE CREAM SUNDAE, SUNDAY” How many of you like 
ice cream sundaes? Good! Do you know that we are going to have an “Ice Cream Sunday, 

(2) “Attention

(3) Songs: “I’m in the Lord’s Army (Salvation Songs for Child

then come up and let us sing “Happy Birthday” (Action, page 51) to you. Birthday pencils are 
given to pupil before opening assembly to pass out to t

When we sing about two birthdays, we are singing about the first time we were born. We 
were born into the family of our mothers and daddies and sisters and brothers. The second 
time is when we accept the Lord Jesus as our Saviour and are born into His family. Everyone 
must have two birthdays to go to Heaven. How many birthdays have you had?  

(5) Boys and girls, look at our prayer puppet. He is going to shut his eyes while we pray. 
Every boy and girl in the room must shut his eyes and not talk while Mr.------- (man teacher 
of the department) comes to lead us in prayer. (Prayer puppet is given to a pup

(6) CONTEST REPORT:  

Look at Mount Victory! The girls are ahead by 1%! Bo

Sunday.  

(7) SWORDS: (Good swords will be awarded to the boys’ and girls’ classes having the highest
percentage again. Broken swords are “awarded” to the classes having the least percen
gain.)  

Today the classes taught by Mrs. ------- and Mr. --------- are awarded the good swords. Let’s 
give them a hand. My, how I hate to give out these broken swords. They go to the classes 
taught b

class is to come and bring others with you to Sunday school.  

(8) SURPRISE BOX: “What do you think is in here?” You will never guess because it is a 
SURPRISE BOX. One will be given to the boy and one to the girl who bring the most absentees
or visitors to his or her class next Sunday.  



Sunday” here in our Junior I Department? The sundaes will be served between the Sund
school hour and the church service. I will be telling you more about it and will send you a 
letter telling you all about it in a couple of weeks.  

ay 

d 
 

13. Ch secretaries make a carbon copy of the 
attendance sheet for the superintendent. Check class attendances and teachers’ packets regularly. 
Pupils 
superin
will not get visited. Teachers must leave their packets at the church on Sundays and can pick them 
up Wednesday at the regular Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting if they so desire.  

ll 

st keep these 
things in mind at promotion time and place each teacher according to his ability. Watch each 

 

 
 

 

ot 

n 

ance. 

 which the superintendent may forget to mention.  

 rooms 
 the department.  

(10) STORY: “The Tragedy That Inspired Victory”  

(11) No junior boy or girl will leave the department after Sunday school unless accompanie
by the teacher. Teachers may leave for classes. ATTENTION! Junior I soldiers will march to
classes beginning with the front row.  

eck individual class attendances weekly. Have the 

should not be allowed to slip into the wrong class unless exception has been made by the 
tendent or the head secretary. This would often mean that the pupils from another area 

14. Pinpoint weak spots in the department. If the superintendent checks her class attendances and 
packets weekly, she can almost always tell which teacher is working and which is not. She can te
which teachers could take bigger areas. When a teacher often sends pupils to her for discipline, 
the superintendent has a right to feel this teacher is either not as prepared as he should be, cannot 
control his pupils, or is unable to handle a very big class. The superintendent mu

teacher’s interests in his pupils. Does the teacher sit and talk with his pupils before the opening 
assembly? Is the teacher eager to see his pupils or does he visit with another teacher? Is he faithful 
to the Teachers’ and Officers’ Meeting on Wednesday nights? When he has missed a Sunday, does
he call and ask how many were in his class and check who was absent? When a class seems to be at 
a standstill, it is the superintendent’s place to call in the homes and find out why the pupils are
not coming. If she finds half of the pupils enrolled are not attending and have no interest, it is
advisable to divide the class. She should talk to the teacher about his class and remind him of his
promise to visit when he became a teacher. She may suggest that he divide his class, giving the 
new teacher as many active pupils as he keeps. The superintendent should never try to divide a 
class on her own, for she does not know the pupils and their relationship with their teacher. 
Dividing a class in the middle of the year can be a very serious thing and may cause some pupils n
to return.  

15. Give new teachers and workers in the department an opportunity to become orientated. Whe
a new teacher or substitute teacher comes to your department, have him sit in a classroom with 
one of your teachers the first Sunday or two. Inform the veteran teacher of his coming in adv
The teacher can show and tell the new teacher little detail things which are done in the 
department

16. Have each classroom numbered and have the teacher’s name printed on the door. This can add 
to the attractiveness of your department as well as make your teacher feel it is his own personal 
room. Out teachers pay the expense of having their name plates printed. Name plates should read, 
MR. TERRY WRIGHT or MRS. HARRY DAVIS. Never use the teacher’s first name. Having the
“named and numbered” is helpful to both pupils and workers in

17. General teachers are to be as diligent as regular teachers. The same rules apply for general 
teachers as regular teachers. They are expected to be prepared to teach at all times. Secretaries 
are also expected to be prepared to teach should an emergency arrive. Classes should never be 



combined. This is admitting defeat and is certainly unfair to the class. The general teacher should
be called at the earliest date possible. He should be informed of the classroom num

 
ber, teacher’s 

name, and area he will be teaching. A typewritten list of general teachers and their designated 

 

n constant lookout for improvements. The superintendent should read everything she can 
find. She should seek ideas from other superintendents, pastors, and teachers. The teachers should 

om 

 sent by the superintendent from the teachers and officers of the department with 
an added note of appreciation. Congratulatory cards are sent to those having babies.  

 

21. “Lost and Found” articles should be handled efficiently. Juniors are careless, and many things 
 

Departmental Promotion and Setup of Classes 

e same abilities and must be 
laced accordingly.  

acher an opportunity to state the desired area he 
ould like to work for the coming year with the understanding that bus captains, bus drivers, and 

 as 
 

far from home.  

 
king 

classes should be posted on the bulletin board along with a list of teachers who are available to 
teach.  

18. Have jobs for everyone. Keep your staff busy. Never let anyone be idle. If this should ever 
happen, let him help clean the assembly room while pupils are in their classes. Make everyone feel
he is needed and that his job is important, for it is!  

19. Be o

know she is anxious to get their ideas. It should be made easy for the teachers to give their 
suggestions to her either personally or by the use of a suggestion box or a designated place in the 
department.  

20. The superintendent and her staff should have a good relationship. The superintendent should 
pray daily for her entire departmental staff. She should love each one and be burdened for each 
one. When one of the staff is in the hospital, flowers should be sent by the superintendent fr
the department. An offering can be taken in a teachers’ meeting to cover this expense. Birthday 
cards should be

It is not wise to have lady teachers compete against each other, or men teachers compete against
men teachers. It is best to have all lady teachers working together in competition against all the 
men teachers. The superintendent should make rules for the department and expect them to be 
carried out.  

are left in the department. Assign someone in charge of the lost and found. Our custodian cares for
this for us and keeps a list on all articles left in the department.  
 
 

 
Departmental promotion can be one of the most crucial times for the department. The 
superintendent must keep in mind that all teachers do not have th
p

1. Divide classes according to areas. Give each te
w
visitation captains have first choice of areas. Place the teacher as near the desired area
possible. It is a waste of your teachers’ time to live in one area and be expected to make weekly
visits in another area 

Get a large city map from the City Hall and a listing of the school districts from the School Board. 
Outline each school district in a different colored pencil and shade the block in which the school is
located on the map. Post this in a convenient place so the teachers may refer to it when loo
for street locations.  



Assign pupils according to school areas in city limits and according to suburban areas outside of city
limits. It may be necessary to divide some school areas into two classes or combine two or three 
schools. This will depend on the number of pupils coming from that particular area. This will mak
it possible for for your

 

e 
 pupils to know someone in their Sunday school class and take away the fear 

of being alone. It will strengthen the pupils to live for the Lord at school, and it also makes them 

nt of six or seven, but assign all inactive names and addresses from 
the specific area to the teacher of that class. Expect the classes to double in attendance, 

 

 and 
, thus changing and saving his entire life.  

d 
em the coming Sunday. 

Plan something special for the first day in the new department. Sing songs that are familiar to the 

y 

6. Make the first Sunday an impressive Sunday. Avoid as much confusion as possible. Call your new 

 
er to their class.  

 do not belong to the department. Have plenty of lively games, 
plenty to eat, and a songfest by the fire. This will encourage your teachers to call on their pupils 

ll-time record on 
olidays by promoting special Sundays. A promotional Sunday will only be as successful as the 
perintendent makes it. It must b thoroughly planned and publicized well in advance. One time, 

, one teacher asked, “Won’t the pupils come to Sunday school 

conscious of schoolmates who do not attend Sunday school. Placing a new pupil in the wrong class 
may mean losing him forever.  

2. Start your classes small. Do not burden your teachers on Promotion Day with a big enrollment. It 
is far better to curtain your assembly room, divide present rooms, use buses for classrooms or 
utilize other means of division than to expect the impossible from your teachers. Begin each class 
with an average active enrollme

especially those in the city.  

3. Never have an inactive list as such. As a rule, inactive pupils are a result of a neglectful teacher.
Never allow an inactive list. Teachers are expected to treat the inactive pupils as they do the 
active in visitation, parties, etc. The inactive pupil may come one Sunday for a special day
accept the Lord as his Saviour

4. Prepare teachers and pupils for Promotion Day. Each teacher should be given a typewritten list 
of his new pupils (names, addresses, and phone numbers) the Sunday before promotion takes 
place. A letter should be sent to each incoming pupil telling where the new department is locate
and how the teacher and superintendent are looking forward to seeing th

new pupils. Teachers’ packets and new attendance cards should be typed for each class by the 
Wednesday night before promotion takes place.  

5. Have teachers, helpers, and secretaries greet new pupils promoted from another department. B
having each child greeted warmly and shown where to sit in the assembly the new pupils will feel 
more at ease.  

classes by school areas and outlying areas. Have the teacher stand as his name is called. Announce 
the classroom number and the location of his classroom. Have all pupils living in that area to follow
their new teach

7. Have a contest with your teachers immediately after promotion. Have the lady teachers 
compete with the men teachers in a contest to see who can call in the homes of all their pupils 
first. Set a deadline. The losers treat the winners to a wiener roast. Husbands and wives are invited 
but are charged a small fee if they

soon after promotion. The outing must be planned in detail to be successful. 
 
 
Promotional and Contest Sundays 
 
Promotional Sundays are necessary throughout the year. We have broken our a
h
su
when planning a promotional Sunday



ju
luncheon; however, they will get more than the luncheon. They will get a good lesson taught by 
the teacher, a good message on salvation by one of our pastors, and many will accept the Lord
their Saviour. Each teacher will receive new names and addresses for his class which will be good 
prospects. It is not all in vain!  

Listed below are some promotional ideas we have used in our Junior I department:  

1. ICE CREAM SUNDAE, SUNDAY. We serve the sundaes immediately after the Sunday school hour,
but before the church service. D

st because we are going to have a luncheon?” Yes, many pupils will come only for the little 

 as 

 
ixie cup ice cream (purchased), chocolate syrup (furnished by men 

teachers), chopped nuts (furnished by lady teachers), and whipped cream (furnished by the 
 class lines up 

with their teacher. As the pupil takes the ice cream, one helper pours the chocolate syrup, another 

rs) can 

3. WORLD’S LARGEST CANDY BAR. The candy bar can be made of two large sheets of cardboard 
h 

tees to 
his class on a designated Sunday. Show it two or three Sundays before the presentation date.  

5. A TICKET TO THE ZOO OR MUSEUM. Plan an outing for the department, but make the pupils 
 

time the group will return. The ticket should have a place for the 
signature of the parent and should be returned by the pupil when leaving for the trip. Have each 

g an 
one 

f the names of pupils in his 
charge. Let me teachers care for the boys and lady teachers care for the girls. The entire group 

e 
d for.  

secretaries and helpers) are used. We use five serving tables going at one time. Each

adds the nuts, and another, the whipped cream. Each class returns to their room with their 
teacher. All empty containers are put in large paper bags brought by the teacher. Approximately 
600 pupils can be served in a very short period of time.  

2. LUNCHEON. Wieners with buns (furnished by men teachers), barbecue with bus (furnished by 
lady teachers), catsup, mustard, relish, and potato chips (furnished by secretaries and helpe
be served in the same manner as the ice cream sundaes but allow for a little more time.  

taken from an empty carton. Place nine jumbo chocolate candy bars between. Wrap the ends wit
aluminum foil and the outside center with plain white shelf paper. Print WORLD’S LARGEST CANDY 
BAR in large letters on the wrapper. Use as an award for the pupil bringing the most absen

4. MOTHER’S SAY FLOWER. Get a flat of petunias, or some other flower in bloom. Put each plant 
in a colorful paper cup with soil, and award to each pupil who brings a visitor or absentee. Also 
give one to each visitor.  

come to Sunday school the previous Sunday to be eligible to go. Mimeograph tickets to be given the
Sunday before the outing and give one to each pupil present. The ticket must state the event, 
time, meeting place, and 

pupil bring a sack lunch, and the teachers can furnish Kool-aid.  

Plan the outing in detail. Have one sponsor for six pupils or less. Make sure each pupil is wearin
identification tag before he gets off the bus. The tag should have the name, address, and ph
number of the pupil. Each bus should have a captain who will write the names of the pupils, 
teachers, and driver of her bus. Each teacher should make a list o

need not stay together but all groups must know the designated time to return to the buses. Read 
the list of names before beginning the return trip to make sure every pupil is on the bus. When th
buses arrive at the church, each teacher should stay until everyone in his group has been care

6. HAPPY BIRTHDAY PARTY. This can be used to celebrate the birthday of a character in a story 
the superintendent has been telling, etc. Teachers bring cupcakes with candles, and balloons are 
left at the door of each classroom. Cupcakes are to be eaten in the classroom after Sunday school 
has been dismissed.  



7. KING AND QUEEN SUNDAY. Make, or have made, two robes-one for the king and another for th
queen. Crown the boy and girl with crowns (made from colored poster board and glitter) and put 
the robes on the honored pupils. Take their picture with a Polaroid camera using colored film. 
Pupils may take the p

e 

icture home with them. This can be used for the boy and girl bringing the 
most absentees, visitors, etc.  

 

9. JAPANESE SUNDAY. Make Japanese lanterns from construction paper and give each pupil one to 

10. SILLY BILLY AND OLD TIMER. These characters are used in our vacation Bible school and loved 

rls like to see themselves on the screen. Set aside a 
Sunday to take moving pictures of the department. Promote this two or three Sundays in advance. 

r them to write on before opening assembly and put in a large 
decorated box. Have Santa’s helper come to the department and draw a name. Award a box of 

 

es the superintendent would like to tell the Easter 
and Christmas stories using scene-o-felt on the flannelgraph board. This may take an extra five or 

 
te for the 

presentation as it portrays the beautiful Bible truths in colorful scenes and is impressive on the 

e 

gh, but not too high to reach), and a goal for each class (usually figured 
on percentage). Each teacher should give the superintendent a written copy of what he is going to 

 

8. BRING A FRIEND SUNDAY. Have teachers carry placards which they made advertising, “Bring a 
Friend Sunday,” and display the placards around the department the previous Sunday. Then give
suckers to every pupil who brought a friend and to every visitor.  

take home. Decorate the assembly room in Japanese fashion. Have a missionary from Japan speak 
during the opening assembly.  

by our juniors. They are usually in the department from seven to eight minutes.  

11. MOVING PICTURE SUNDAY. Boys and gi

Make another “big Sunday” when the pictures will be shown. We showed ours between the Sunday 
school hour and the church service.  

12. SANTA’S SAD HELPER GETS A NAME. During the month of December build up “Santa’s Sad 
Helper,” who wants a name, but everyone is too busy to stop and give him a name. Have make-
believe telegrams, letters, phone calls, etc., to build this up. Let the pupils give him a name by 
making pencils and paper available fo

chocolates to the child whose name is chosen.  

13. SKITS. Favorite T.V. characters such as Bat Man, Gomer Pyle, Beverly Hillbillies, etc., can be
imitated to create much enthusiasm, but the skit should never last over eight minutes.  

14. SPECIAL FLANNELGRAPH STORIES. Oftentim

ten minutes of the teachers’ time. She should talk it over in teachers’ meeting and take a vote. If
the majority votes against it, she should omit it and forget it. However, most of them vo

hearts and minds of the pupils. The superintendent must be careful not to take anything away from 
the lesson which the teachers have prepared to teach. This should never be done without the 
consent of the teachers.  

15. DEPARTMENTAL CONTEST. Each contest must be prepared entirely at least two weeks befor
it begins. The success of a contest will depend on the superintendent. It should be announced and 
publicized greatly in advance. The contest should have a theme, a theme song, a goal for the 
department as a whole (hi

do in his class during contest weeks. The superintendent should make sure a copy is given to her by
each teacher.  

In the junior department, it is always good to have the boys compete against the girls. Have a 
chart, picture, or something to show the gain and loss of each team weekly. Treat the winning 



team. Award the winning class with the highest percentage gain and the losing class with the 
lowest percentage with a good and bad token respectively which correlates with the theme. Cheer 
for the good classes and everyone says “ahhh” for the losing classes. No booing. 

rtment. It is most 
portant that he knows what is expected of him. He must be cooperative with the superintendent 

nd be patient, polite, and understanding with the pupils and fellow workers. His work must be 
 up-to-date. The secretary should arrive early and have everything ready by the 

me the pupils begin to arrive. Be organized.  

ent it is impossible for the superintendent to care 
for the many detail duties. A head secretary can be very helpful. This is preferably a man, 

ll classrooms to make sure all 
teachers are present. In the case of an emergency absence by a teacher the head secretary fills the 

 office 

 
hool 

ne 
ttend, and the date. He is placed in a 

class according to the school he attends. A carbon copy is made of this and given to the 

o-date.  

After new pupils have been registered a hostess takes the pupils to the teacher and introduces 
ew pupils a feeling of security in 

 strange place.  

4. The secretaries collect class attendance slips and offering. Each teacher checks attendance 

ecretaries. The secretaries give the attendance slips to the attendance 
secretary, empty the offering in a money bag, and put a new slip (new date and classroom number 
are written on it) and the empty offering envelope in each packet for the following Sunday.  

 
 
Secretarial Duties 
 
The departmental secretary shares a big responsibility in the success of your depa
im
a
neat, accurate, and
ti

1. Do not work short-handed. If the department occupies more than one floor, there should be an 
attendance secretary and as many helpers as needed for each floor.  

2. Appoint a head secretary. In a large departm

especially since it requires a lot of running around. The head secretary is responsible to see that 
someone is assigned to stamp the hands of our bus pupils. He checks a

position immediately from the names listed on the bulletin board. The head secretary takes the 
attendance and offering to the church office. It is his responsibility to see that it gets to the
in time. He also posts a man teacher at each entrance to make sure no pupil leaves the building 
once he has entered. He aids the secretaries with their needs and supplies. When pupils other than 
Junior I age come to the department, he takes them to their tight department. When planning an 
outing, he gets the buses and bus driver lined up. He gets the tables and things needed for a 
departmental luncheon the Saturday before the luncheon is to be served. He also cares for the 
microphones and helps maintain order in the department.  

3. Register new pupils before the opening assembly begins. Registration is done only on the main
floor of our department. Each secretary has a mimeographed directory listing the names of sc
or area, classroom number, and name of teacher. The pupils is registered by name, address, pho
number, name of school, grade in school, the class he will a

superintendent. The pupil takes the original copy and gives it to his teacher when entering class.  

A sample portion of our departmental directory is shown below: 
 
The directory should be in alphabetical order according to school and should be kept up-t

them to the teacher or another pupil in the class. This gives the n
a

and takes the offering immediately upon entering the classroom. The attendance packet, 
attendance slip, and offering envelope are left on the floor in front of the classroom and are 
picked up by the s



5. Secretaries assist teachers and superintendent. The secretaries assist the teachers in every 
way they can. They also help in addressing departmental letters. Each secretary has specif
amount consisting of certain areas. The secretary types the name and address neatly and com
mail for sisters and brothers.  

When we plan a departmental luncheon or treat, the secretaries are in charge of the tables a

ied 
bines 

nd are 
responsible for getting plenty of help. They know which table they will work and what is expected 

ill 

n a pupil who arrives late.  

ersonally or calling each one on the 
phone. Packets, notes, announcements, returned letters, etc., can be placed in the boxes. Each 

Decorating the Department 

. Keep a file of pictures. Children love pictures. Every superintendent should keep a file of 
ictures. This should include Bible pictures, seasonal pictures, and promotional material. The 

olorful. Pictures should be hung at the eye level of the pupils and be 
hanged several times a year. Never let a picture or sign hang crooked.  

nese Sunday, make large 
Japanese letters from construction paper and put them on the wall, strings paper lanterns across 

e 

 

 of 
s as you 

e 
tree on both floors. Get a Christmas tree large enough for the department and 

decorate it beautifully. Artificial flowers also add much beauty to a department.  

of them. Time is a very important factor and cannot afford to be wasted because of poorly 
organized help. On special occasions when treats and awards are to be given, the secretaries w
leave these at the door of each classroom. At no time is the classroom door to be opened during 
the teaching unless it is to let i

6. Keep a “Dead File.” This file is not for inactive pupils, for no such file should be kept. This file 
is only for pupils who have moved away, who are attending another Bible-believing church, or 
whose parents refuse to let them come again.  

7. Use pigeonhole mailboxes for teachers. Pigeonhole mailboxes are convenient for the 
superintendent. This saves her having to see each teacher p

pigeonhole is labeled with the teacher’s name and classroom number. 
 
 

 
Keeping the assembly room and halls of the department cheerful and attractive is wholly the 
responsibility of the superintendent. Use as much color as possible.  

1
p
pictures should be large and c
c

2. Decorate the department for special days. If you are having Japa

the room, and carry out your theme. If you are having a contest using armies as teams, use th
Christian soldier and a silhouette of an American soldier. Use long sheets of crepe paper as 
background for your pictures. This will change the appearance of the room and give it freshness 
and color.  

Decorate the walls with colorful leaves cut from construction paper and autumn pictures taken
from magazines in the fall. In the winter months use winter snow scenes and snowflakes cut from 
white paper. In summer use flowers and summer scenes. The Christmas season is the choice time
the year because you can use much color. Make your department as decorative for Christma
can. Since we have space on both the main floor and the second floor in our department, we hav
a Christmas 

3. Make attractive posters. Get a small, inexpensive enlarger, and enlarge simple pictures on 
colored poster board. Paint them with water paints, and you will be surprised what this will do for 
your department.  



4. Use neat lettering on all signs. Oftentimes you will have a teacher volunteer to do letter
you. If you consent, then you must use it. However, it is best to buy large letter gu

ing for 
ides and do the 

lettering yourself. A neatly printed banner adds much to the theme and can be used effectively on 

Floor Plan of Junior Department 

 

a promotional day. Make the lettering large enough to be seen across the room. 
 
 

 
Our Junior I Department occupies an entire building which consists of a basement, main floor, and 
a second story. Our large assembly room is on the main floor. Classrooms are located on all floors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Special Classes 
There are many people in every city that could not be happily situated in any of the usual 
departments or classes provided by the Sunday school. The reaching of these people should 
certainly be given serious consideration by every pastor and Sunday school superintendent. There 
are many such classes provided by ond, Indiana.  
  

 
k Miss Jeffries 

bmits the following: 
 

 deaf:  

 
nd someone to come to your church and teach the sign language to 

rospective workers. If this is not possible, send your workers to the Bill Rice Ranch, Murfreesboro, 
e at their summer school.  

he 

area telling them that on October 
14, 1962, a very important new class was being established just for them. Saturday night, October 

 with a letter introducing themselves 
and inviting the deaf to come the next morning to their new class.  

 the deaf in your state and ask if they would give you the names of the deaf 
and hard-of-hearing in your area.  

(3) Check in factories, printing shops, newspaper offices, shoe repair shops, I.B.M. installations, 
ls.  

(5) Write to the Bill Rice Ranch, Murfreesboro, Tennessee, and ask them to send you a list of names 
st 

 the First Baptist Church in Hamm

1. The Deaf Department  

One of the most blessed works of our church is the work with the deaf. The director of this work is
Miss Maxine Jeffries, a full-time paid member of our staff. Concerning the deaf wor
su

How to find a leader for the

To start a deaf work in your church find someone who has a burden and concern for the deaf. Since 
most people cannot communicate with the deaf, provisions will have to be made for their learning
of the sign language. Fi
p
Tennessee, to learn the sign languag

How to generate enthusiasm in the church for a deaf work:  

As with any ministry within the local church it is up to the pastor to bring the need before t
people. Before the deaf class was started at the First Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana, the 
pastor, Dr. Jack Hyles, sent out letters to all known deaf in our 

13, the deacons met and went two-by-two to each deaf home

How to find the deaf:  

There are many places to find the deaf. Listed here are a few suggestions:  

(1) Ask the members of your church if they know of any deaf folks.  

(2) Write the school for

etc. The deaf students study primarily these vocations in their schoo

(4) Contact your Board of Education for names of deaf enrolled in “special” classes.  

of deaf people they know from your area and state. (They have a camp for the deaf and have a li
of names from every state.)  



If you find one deaf in your area, you have the key to finding other deaf because they are a society 
in themselves. Everywhere you go, ask people if they know any deaf folks. Get into the habit of 

nd 
lows:  

-----------Ages 11, 12, 13  

ss  

ell as hearing folk to teach in our Deaf Department. We have seven 
teachers--three of whom are deaf and four are hearing. All the officers--the president, vice-

, treasurer, and song leader--of our Deaf Sunday School Department are deaf.  

classes are separate from the hearing but all preaching services are shared with 
the hearing. Every service is interpreted for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.  

 Spanish 
nguage for these people. Concerning this work, the director, Mrs. Rose O’Brien has submitted the 

following: 

The Spanish Class was formed in 1965. It came into being quite simply. One Sunday in the Pastor’s 

d, 

w I learned to speak it.” The pastor then asked if I would like to teach a Sunday school 
lass in Spanish. I replied in the affirmative, and my work began.  

asking, “Do you know any deaf folks?”  

How to divide the classes:  

As the new deaf work grows and workers are enlisted, more classes are formed. The Deaf 
Department of the First Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana, now has seven classes for the deaf a
hard-of-hearing. They are divided as fol

Children’s Classes  

Primary--------------------------Ages 5, 6, 7  

Junior----------------------------Ages 8, 9, 10  

Intermediate Class--

Teen-age Class-----------------Ages 14 - 19  

Adult Classes  

Adult Lip-reading Class  

Ladies’ Bible Class  

Men’s Bible Cla

We are training deaf as w

president, secretary

Our Sunday school 

  

2. The Spanish Class  

We have found that in our area many people cannot understand the English language because of 
their Mexican and Spanish background. Consequently, we provide classes taught in the
la

 

Sunday school class, I offered my assistance to a lady by interpreting for her from Spanish to 
English. Later that day the pastor asked me where I had learned to speak fluent Spanish. I replie
“I learned it in my home. Since my parents came from Spain and spoke only Spanish in our home, 
this was ho
c



We found a desirable location and had only one prospect, but we started having our classes. With 
one in class and more prospects in mind we began a visitation program and began calling on 
Spanish-speaking people. This, of course, includes not only Spanish people, but Mexicans, Puerto 
Ricans, and Cubans. From this our class began to grow, and the Lord is blessing us constantly.  

(2) Be punctual yourself thus teaching them by example.  

(3) Study your Sunday school lesson well in order to translate it in such a manner that there 
tion.  

ed to one who has learned the 
language in school. (I feel that a person who has been reared in this particular environment 

(5) Be sure to organize groups from your class to do visitation and help them get started in 

(6) Form your own Women’s Missionary Society Circle for the Spanish-speaking ladies.  

st a 
e section.  

(10) Always be the leader of your class, in all things doing exactly what the pastor says and 

 
3. The Retarded Children  

One of k with the 
retarded children. This class is called the Sunbeam Class. Not only has it enabled us to reach many 

tarded children, but it has provided a way for their parents to come to Sunday school. The 
Zola Stevens. Mrs. Stevens writes concerning the work: 

 The mentally retarded and their families represent a vast mission field, and it should be a 

epted 
 span and their 

t the 

A few pointers or bits of advice which I would give are as follows:  

(1) Accept the Spanish person as he is.  

is none of the meaning lost in the transla

(4) Always use a Spanish person to teach the class as oppos

understands better the feelings of these people and is more inclined to think like they do.)  

this. As in anything else, once they see the results of their labors, their enthusiasm will 
grow.  

(7) Do everything you can to make them feel a part of the entire church program, not ju
separat

(8) Be patient with them as they are perhaps slower to learn and grasp things.  

(9) Have your own officers just as any other class does.  

the way he says it. Do it as gently as possible and as firmly as necessary.  

 the most blessed and inspiring works in all of our Sunday school is the wor

re
director of this work is Mrs. 

challenge to any church as it has been to us here at First Baptist.  

The mentally retarded are human beings, flesh and blood with real feelings and should be acc
for what they are and not for what they ought to be. Because of their short memory
short attention span, they cannot function with normal children effectively. You either mee
needs of the retarded child and neglect the others or visa-versa.  

We started our class with four children already enrolled in our Beginner Department. I had to teach 
in that department only a few Sundays to see the need for a special class. At that time I didn’t 



know it had ever been considered by the pastor, but later I was told that he had wanted a class 
started and had been praying for the Lord to send the right teacher. The Lord had already given me 
a burden for the mentally handicapped so I quickly volunteered.  

ns 

, 
are very important when dealing with 

retarded children. (The Lord can supply the needs if we are willing.) Two workers were found and 

ed 

 a lesson at 

s 

, hang up coats, put on the name tags, and find a seat.  
• 9:45 -- Sing time. (They love to sing.)  

10:00 -- Lesson time.  
• 10:30 -- Memory work.  

e gift selected and a candy treat handed out.  

When a new child is enrolled it is important to find out the physical defects, seizures, medication, 
he e need to know what they are able to do for themselves and 
wh hurch.  

We have not found discipline to be a great problem. After a child has attended a few Sundays and 

essary to punish, we do it immediately and 
firmly with love. They need to know they are loved, in many cases they have known nothing but 

The first thing we needed to look for was a suitable classroom--one located away from distractio
as much as possible, well lighted, well ventilated, and with a rest room close by. After this was 
taken care of we felt we should visit in the homes of the children already enrolled and get the 
parents’ permission to enroll them in a special class.  

Workers were needed to help the teacher and the first requirement for selecting them is the 
spiritual one. Are they BORN-AGAIN Christians? Do they have a burden for the mentally 
handicapped? A teacher or a worker should have a special love for children, a stable personality
patience and courage. Personal mannerisms and voice 

approved by our pastor. One worker for every three or four children is the ratio that is 
recommended, and we find it to be necessary in order to have an organized class.  

The teaching material for children with the chronological age of 5 through 12 had to be decid
upon. Because the ability level for each child is not the same, we decided to use beginner and 
primary material and adapt it to the needs of the class. It is always necessary to repeat
least once and sometimes many times.  

The schedule that we have followed from the beginning with slight variations from time to time i
as follows:  

• 9:40 -- Greeting at the door

• 9:55 -- Prayer time, birthdays, and announcements.  
• 

• 10:40 -- Handwork (coloring) and take turns to the rest room.  
• 11:00 -- Sing time and special music.  
• 11:10 -- Refreshments.  
• 11:30 -- Handcraft.  
• 11:50 -- Story time.  
• 12:10 -- Play time.  
• 12:30 -- Coats on and special take-hom

aring ability, etc., of the child. W
at transportation they used to get to c

knows what is expected of him, he usually tries to please. If a child is completely undisciplined in 
the home it takes much longer for them to adjust. From the beginning we established limits and 
rules. We try very hard to be consistent. When it is nec

rejection. We reward good behavior. Many times a pat on the back or a smile can do wonders.  

Because of our growth we have recently divided into two classes, separating the trainable and the 
educable children. God has been good because many of the educable children have been saved.  



We have been given prospects by members of our church and their neighbors. The Lake County 
Association for Retarded Children has been helpful. Some private and public school have allowed us 
to observe their teaching and hand out brochures for the students to take home.  

small take-home gift each Sunday is the best. We have used a Treasure Chest, Wishing Well, and a 

al pictures of 
each child for two Sundays and then on the big day they made picture frames for handcraft and 

sed, we made a canoe, Indian, 
and a paddle for each child. They were thrilled to see their canoes move across the river each 

4. The Class for Retarded Teen-agers and Adults  

en 
o say the following about their work: 

 

edge of 
esus. A pastor who backs up the program is essential.  

 be sincerely willing to provide space, equipment, and transportation to bring 
them in.  

are unlovely. The teachers must have firm 
discipline and order. These dear ones sense your innermost feelings and know whether you are 

 
 woman, because there would be bathroom problems. Also, some of these people are 

large, besides being physically handicapped.  

s a 

The teachers and helpers should have a proper understanding of and about persons who are 

Promotion for a special class is harder because of their short memory span. We have found that a 

Surprise Box from which they may choose their take-home gifts.  

One special big day was Mother’s Day. In preparation for that day we took individu

took the pictures home to Mom for Mother’s Day.  

In a recent Sunday school promotion where an Indian theme was u

Sunday they attended. All that finished won a prize.  
  

Here is a sad and neglected group of people. God sent to our church a lovely couple with a burd
for this group. They are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Houston, wh
 

Important Needs  

1. The most important need is a pastor who has a burden for the retarded and know they need a 
Saviour as all of us do. Retarded people can be helped and can be brought to a saving knowl
J

2. The church must

3. The teachers of this special class should be those who look upon these people with tender love, 
not pity, and see their need even when sometimes they 

truly sincere. We would recommend husband and wife teams if possible. Certainly you would need
a man and

A teacher should be creative and willing to work hard. It’s good for them to make Bible stories 
come alive. Teachers must call in each home and explain what is taught and how it is taught. It’
real pleasure to do calling and so important to do this regularly. Not all home welcome you, 
however.  

mentally retarded before beginning the work of starting a class. 
 

 



Characteristics of the Retarded 
 
1. They are real persons (souls) with needs.  

(1) A need for “Christ” as personal Saviour.  

wth.  

  

ryday living.  

2. The ns only in the speed--  

derstand and retain.  

uire.  

l sometimes. 
 
 
Solutions to Obvious Problems 

1. Never go too fast or give too much at anytime. Teaching should be done in five or six different 
ways n

. Patience and extra love is acquired from God through extra prayer all week long.  

3. Use flannelgraph, filmstrips, gospel magic, object lessons, Bible games, crafts, and visual songs.  

r dwell on them. Handle the 
handicap normally, never building it up in any way.  

5. Ask workers to help each person find the place in the Bible and hold finger on place where 

 

 
you 

. You need good bathroom facilities.  

. Enough room if possible where they can change from assembly room to Bible story room to 

(2) A need for Christian gro

(3) A need for love and understanding.

(4) A need for guidance spiritually and in eve

y are different from normal perso

(1) Of their ability mentally to grasp, un

(2) In the amount of extra patience and extra love they req

(3) In the short attention span before getting bored.  

(4) In the extra physical handicaps many have to cope with.  

(5) In the inability of ever being able to read or write well or at al

ever taking over ten to fifteen minutes with each method.  

2

4. Regarding their physical handicaps, observe and listen, but neve

teacher reads. Never ask anyone to read. 

 
Classroom Facilities 

1. It’s very good if possible to meet in a building apart from the church building. This enables 
to bring in more Catholics and Jews.  

2

3
refreshment and craft room.  



(1) This not only breaks up the monotony of sitting so long, for it must be remembered they are 
there from the beginning of Sunday school until someone comes for them after church is over.  

s members to be placed into smaller groups for Bible story time, so 
they may learn or be taught at their level of understanding. 

A List of “Do’s” 

. Listen quickly to what each one has 
 say as you guide him to the coat rack and secretary to be registered and receive name tags. The 

ame tags can be made from construction paper in the shape of something pertaining to that 
rse. The verse is usually printed on the tag and taken home by the pupil to be 

arned.  

3. In the beginning all things are done together such as singing, Bible verse time, Bible story time, 

4. Be sure the room, equipment, and material are set up before class members arrive.  

6. Give invitation at close of every Bible story.  

7. Make arrangements for class to come into regular church services once a month thus giving the 
onduct themselves in 

church.  

8. Make regular times for bathroom privileges. 

“Don’ts” 

essary noise.  
2. Never give more attention or friendliness to any certain few.  
3. Never continually call on same ones or on the ones who know the answer.  

permit anyone to leave classroom without permission and a chaperone.  
5. Never permit the overactive or overly friendly to sit together.  

without raising of hand first.  

Ne

3. Object lessons, books and objects for better explaining Bible words and stories.  

(2) This also later enables clas

 
 

 
1. Always greet each person with genuine love and enthusiasm
to
n
Sunday’s Bible ve
le

2. Make up copies of a schedule of what takes place from 9:20 to 9:30, etc., so teachers, helpers, 
and class members soon learn what to expect. If a change becomes necessary, make changes 
slowly.  

etc. Later when the class has grown to more than twenty in attendance, separate into advanced 
and slow for Bible story time only.  

5. Be sure helpers are obtained and instructed what to do during the week.  

class members an opportunity to hear preaching and music and learn how to c

 
 
A List of 

1. Never permit loud talking or unnec

4. Never 

6. Never start allowing questions to be asked loudly 
7. Never permit any to have extra privileges because of ability.  

eded Equipment 

1. Filmstrip machine and projector.  
2. Tape recorder for class to hear themselves and do better.  



4. Coat rack equipped for hats and boots.  
5. Flannel boards for visual aids.  

 eyes.  
f Bible stories.  

nteers to pick up and bring members who do not have 
er 75% of the members of this special class.  

 
Ho
 
1. Bob an
Children. I was treasurer for two years, also room mother, and we were on many committees. I had 
 list of names of the Lake County Association Retarded Children and Adults. We were friends with 

rded people. This is how we got prospects first.  

4. Some hospitals now have a therapy program. One might visit and get prospects there. 

5. Unmarried Adults’ Class  

Many adults never marry; others lose their mates during the early or middle years of life. Life’s 
rried 

eople. Hence, we provide for these people a special class. I have asked their teacher, Mr. Walter 
 impressions about this work. He writes as follows: 

 
o 
 

h other Christians. Here is 
where an Unmarried Adult Sunday School Class can help in the Sunday school.  

 of prospects they 
think would benefit by being in such a class.  

r 
or 

6. A file on each class member.  
7. Large clock such as in public schools.  
8. Large, long tables for refreshments and craft time.  
9. Good lighting in rooms as many have bad
10. Visual backgrounds and figures o
11. Bus service and/or church volu

transportation. This will account for ov

w to Obtain Prospects 

d I, being parents of a retarded child, were active in the Gary Council for Retarded 

a
many other parents of reta

2. Another way is to visit such programs in your area and ask for names.  

3. Parents in your own church should be of help.  

 

circumstances have led them to have different interests and ways of life than those of ma
p
Mitziga, to give his ideas and

Every church has a group of people to whom life has been perplexing and bewildering; people wh
have not found themselves in the normal social associations. These are unmarried adults from 35
years and up. Some have never married, a few are still seeking, some are widows and widowers, 
several have been abandoned by their mates, and a few are divorced.  

In the average church these people are scattered in adult Sunday school classes--the class taught 
by the pastor, a Men’s Brotherhood Class, a Women’s Class. However, many do not attend Sunday 
school. Most cannot identify themselves with any particular group in the church because of their 
situation. These are lonely people without opportunity to fellowship wit

Prospects for this class are found within the membership. Some are active, a few are active in a 
limited way, and several are actually backsliders. Members of the class invite friends who find 
themselves in the same situation in life. Our visitation people who call on prospects and visitors 
recommend people to this class. Friends and relatives in the church give names

Such a class is organized with a president, vice-president and a secretary, who collects funds fo
birthday cards and flowers for the sick and bereaved of the class. The teacher and his wife care f



the spiritual and social activities of the class. Strong direction in social activities is necessary as 
outside influences sometimes are exerted in the planning of social events.  

 

t 
 and visit each others’ 

homes and back yards.  

The class participates in the Spring and Fall contests that the entire Sunday school promotes by 

ce, bringing a visitor to class, bring a visitor to 
another class or department, and by making calls made on prospects given to the entire class. 

 by 

ne of the most active works in First Baptist Church is the 
class for college-age and unmarried young adults. This often provides a bridge between high school 

ertainly helps us to reach many who 
would be unreached otherwise. This work is under the direction of Mr. John Olsen, who says the 

r says as to accuracy, logic, delivery, and grammatical errors. Actually, nothing 
ould be farther from the truth. Teaching the college-age class has been a rewarding, vitalizing 

nce 

e or degree of education, each one knows 
something and may even have a unique talent that no one else possess. For example, at one time 

 
ng 

 

Social activities are held once a month for fellowship. Once a year a dinner in a restaurant, with a
banquet room for ourselves is planned, and we bring in an outside speaker. We visit museums and 
planetariums, take a Christmas Walk (visiting shops that sell Christmas cards and remembrances a
less than a dollar), enjoy a summer picnic, take a bus trip to outlying towns,

To stimulate interest in other folks who are not as well off as members of the class, we assist in 
services at the County Home once a month. Once or twice a year we also go with the young people 
of our church to the Pacific Garden Mission.  

arranging competitive contests with other classes. We have divided the class into two groups 
alphabetically for contest purposes. One year everyone in the class was a contestant and was 
graded by points for being faithful in attendan

Every visitor to the class, every name given by friends and relatives, and every prospect on the 
church roll not attending Sunday school is contacted and contacted again throughout the year
different persons at different times.  

6. The Class for College Age and Unmarried Young Adults  

Many churches find that when their young people graduate from high school, they also graduate 
from Sunday school. Because of this, o

and marriage. It is a very vital part of our church life and c

following about it: 
 
Mention the prospect of teaching a college-age class to the average Sunday school workers, and the 
chances are they will respond with much fear and trembling. I know! It happened tome. I had 
formed a mental picture of the college-age class member as one who is constantly analyzing 
everything a teache
c
experience, and I have enjoyed every minute of it.  

Why? For this reason: They are not the least bit stuffy; they act natural. To earn their confide
and respect I try to be just as natural plus genuinely friendly in return. I constantly recognize that I 
can learn something from each one of them. They are a storehouse of mature learning and adult 
knowledge. I am also aware that regardless of statur

or another our class has included high school teachers, a student nearing his doctorate degree, an 
electronics engineer, automobile mechanics, construction laborers, secretaries, interior designers, 
theology students, a chemical engineer, sales clerks, restaurant managers, steel mill workers, and
several who could barely read. I recall one fellow who was saved out of a rough, tough street ga
because of a concerned Christian employer. This fellow had a talent no one else had. He was a 
shoemaker. He could repair shoes with a craftsman’s skill. I owned several pairs of shoes of varying
value. He would amuse himself and discomfit me by looking at them a short moment and telling me 
within a dollar or two what I paid for them.  



One Sunday morning I stood up to teach. Suddenly I became keenly aware that looking at me and 
expecting words of wisdom regarding the lesson were at least a half dozen ministerial students 
from nearby Moody Bible Institute, an English teacher, and one schooled in mathematics and 
science. My first thought was, “DON’T PANIC.” Next, I applied a simple psychological help that 
never fails. It is based on the simple rule that EVERYBODY KNOWS SOMETHING THAT THE OTHER 
PERSON DOES NOT KNOW. I had studied the lesson. I had asked God for wisdom. I knew something 

 
I 

 
it 

t 
 

 I do not 
tentionally. I impose a fine of $1.00 upon myself every time I refer to them as “kids.” I usually 

ddress them as “ladies and gentlemen,” “folks,” or “young people” depending upon the situation. 
o work as opposed to those attending school we call ourselves “College 

nd Professional Age Young Adults.”  

 

it’s within the bounds of good taste. Can you imagine a group 
of college-age young people playing “hopscotch” or “jump-rope” at a summer outing? We’ve done 

ould 
ds 

3. Self-Generating. Give them an assignment, or better, let them get an inspiration and the 

 
ay modify an item or offer 

some suggestions. These are always accepted graciously and the work proceeds. Never once have 

sembling a 

that they didn’t know--today’s Sunday school lesson. Properly prepared, I had the advantage. From
the vast store of knowledge within that class I would draw information. Using leading questions 
would use someone’s Bible knowledge or technical knowledge to verify a point, to validate an
example, or to prove an illustration. It is thus that I invite class participation. Seldom do I perm
lengthy presentation or discussion of an opinion regarding a point in the lesson. When I do, it mus
be concise, and it is used only to stimulate thinking, not to raise an issue. For example, I might ask
for ideas regarding the functional purpose of each of the four coverings of the Tabernacle. Logical 
answers might be: A phrase I use often is, “Prove your statement from the Bible.” 
 
 
Unique Characteristics 
 
1. Maturity. Though they are young adults they are definitely adults, and I regard them as such. 
They may refer to each other as “kids” in their conversation. I NEVER DO! At least,
in
a
In deference to those wh
a

2. Less Sophistication. We have played games and have had amusements at some of our class
socials that would shake the aplomb of the average high school student right down to his shoes. 
High schoolers don’t want to be treated like children and thus often adopt an air of reserve. 
Certain activities are taboo because they might cause a loss of dignity. The college age, on the 
other hand, could care less as long as 

it and it was fun.  

This one difference between high schoolers and college age is the biggest reason why there sh
never be a combined high school and college-age group in a church. The program eventually win
up geared to the needs of the high school age, and the college age usually ends up left out and 
soon becomes the forgotten age group as it is in many churches today.  

college-age students will generally carry it through to the end without further stimulation. Most of 
the banquets and programs are planned, worked up, and presented without a great deal of push 
from the group sponsor. As teacher/sponsor I reserve the right to be a “road-block” if need be. A
planning committee will always come to me for approval. Sometimes I m

any of the committees abandoned their projects because of a disagreement with the 
teacher/sponsor. Never once have I had to wield any discipline because of improper conduct at a 
group-sponsored activity.  

4. Rapport. College-age folks accept each other more easily than do high schoolers. Because of 
this, reticent ones are less often shunned and active cliques are less of a problem than they are 
with older or younger groups. I am constantly on the lookout for anything remotely re



clique and the loner who will not initiate an acquaintance with others. To the loner I will often 
give little seemingly unobtrusive jobs such as passing out songbooks or anything that will place that 
one in direct contact with the others. If a stranger or visitor sits by himself for more than just a 

 
 

ecause 
rgent characteristics and interests of the two groups. Furthermore, our entire college-

ge program is unified. The teacher of the Sunday school class is also sponsor of the evening 
raining Union. This unification precludes any conflicting activity; the left hand always knows what 

is doing. Also, no college-ager need feel left out because he happens to teach a 
ounger class or works as a departmental secretary. Any planned activity automatically includes 

 

e 

ular 

 

first 
n chair arrangement, draw any 

lustrations needed on the chalkboard and, most important, I can greet each one personally as he 
nters the room. I try to chat a brief moment with each person, complimenting a new dress, hairdo 

ting on recent happenings of interest to that person. These are PEOPLE we are 
ealing with, not just a class. Everyone thrives on recognition; individual recognition. That’s the 

ea, 
termine 

iting students from Moody Bible 

minute or so before the class session starts, I will always call one of the class “regulars” outside
into the hall, give them the stranger’s name and some information about him and suggest that he
go back in and sit near the stranger, introduce himself or herself, and strike up a conversation. If I 
notice a clique in the making, I will often select a clique-member to introduce himself to a 
stranger. 
 
 
Organization 
 
As previously mentioned, we do not have a combined high school and college-age program b
of the dive
a
T
the right hand 
y
every unmarried young adult in the church.  

Once a year, in December we nominate and elect a class President and Vice-President. Those
elected take office effective January first each year. Before nominations are opened I instruct the 
class to choose prayerfully candidates who have some ability to lead and who will have an activ
part in the Sunday school opening exercises. Choose candidates, I advise, who are regular in 
attendance an faithful to group activities.  

I reserve the privilege of selecting a class secretary/treasurer. I look for one who, again, is reg
in attendance and who is apt to keeping records and properly handling the offerings. Our class has 
its own treasury. A checking account is kept at a local bank. All disbursements require two 
signatures: the secretary/treasurer’s and the teacher/sponsor’s. 
 

Typical Programs 
 
The Sunday school lesson starts promptly at 10:00 a.m. I make a point of ALWAYS being the 
one in the classroom each Sunday morning. That way I can check o
il
e
or suit, or commen
d
reason a warm INDIVIDUAL greeting is most imperative. The fifteen- to twenty-minute period 
before the lesson is flexible. We usually sing one and sometimes two hymns or choruses. The 
balance of the time is used reading letters from college students and servicemen, making 
announcements, and introducing visitors. It is a good idea to occasionally present a vocal or 
instrument group during the opening twenty-minute period.  

I make much of the introduction of visitors. As they come into the classroom they will out visitor’s 
cards, giving their name, home address, their local address if their home is not in the local ar
where they work or attend school, their phone number, and birth date. Very often I can de
something interesting about the visitor from the information on the card. For example: On 
September 24, 1967, we had an unusually large number of vis



Institute. I guess the bus driver steered two busloads into the college-age class. There were 51 
visitors from Moody Bible Institute alone. To the utter amazement of myself and all concerned 
there were eight Moody students about whom I knew something. One girl was from Groton, 
Connecticut. Well, that’s a large submarine base where the first atomic submarine was rese
developed, and constructed. Another’s home was on the south side of Chicago. She was a mem
of a Baptist church pastored by a friend of mine of long standing. I mentioned his name and som
of the things we did together years before. One student from Pekin, Illinois, was a member of 
Pekin Bible Church. I mentioned that his church was organized by Rev. Charles Svoboda, of t
Illinois Bible Church Association, a friend from the time we attended the same college-age Sunday 
school class. A student from Souderton, Pennsylvania, was a member of the Grace Bible Church in 
Souderton. I said, “That’s the church pastored by Rev. Gerald Stover, right?” I had met Pastor 
Stover when he had stayed in the home of my wife’s parents while holding a week of meetings 
their church. One girl from Crown Point, Indiana, had the same name as an auctioneer and 
candidate for public office that I had once met in a restaurant in Lowell, Indiana. I asked if she was
related to him, and she said that he was her cousin. A Miss Elaine Taylor gave her home as Norway,
Michigan. I immediately spotted a relationship. I said, “Are you related to Pastor William Taylo
Norway, Michigan, a former member of Cicero Bible Church?” A little startled, she said, “Yes, he is
my father and we still hold a membership in Cicero Bible Church.” Twenty years ago, when 
Taylor was a student at Moody Bible Institute, he and I taught classes in the same Sunday school 
department. When I came to the last visitor card I was absolutely astounded. I recognized a very 
unpronounceable name as that of a business associate of mine. The address on the card indicated a
correlation. I announced the name, “Larry Mykytiuk.” The fellow stood, surprised that a stranger 
pronounced his name correctly, perhaps for the first time in his life. I said, “Are you related to 
Tome Mykytiuk, formerly a salesman for A. H. Robins Company, pharmaceutical manufacturers, 
who recently resigned to become a minister?” Larry, still visibly surprised, said, “Yes, he is my 
brother.” What a day that was! The important thing was that those folks, especially, felt less like 
strangers because somebody knew them. As much as possible, try to say something personal to 
each visitor as he is introduced. I may not always reap the harvest I did on that particular Sunda
morning but often there is something of interest with every visitor. It may be some interesting 
history or geography surrounding their home town. Mention it. Make them feel at home in your 
class.  

The evening Training Union is 45 minutes in length. Since about half of those who attend are also 
members of the adult choir, we dismiss in time for the Sunday choir practice. We devote a few 
minutes at the start of each Training Union session for fellowship. The programs are varied. We 
have ha

arched, 
ber 
e 

he 

in 

 
 

r of 
 

Pastor 

 

y 

d prayer meetings for the entire time; guest speakers; testimony sessions; interesting films; 
quizzes; and Bible studies, for either one evening or a series over several weeks. A recent series 

Prospects 

ool 
niors who are graduating. Most churches traditionally observe Promotion Sunday in October each 

ear. We did until tradition gave way to expediency. The problem which faced the college-age 
 serious one. When about half of the graduating high school seniors left in September for 

olleges and universities across the country, we wouldn’t get to even meet them until they 

was on “How Fulfilled Bible Prophecies Validate the Veracity and Accuracy of the Bible.”  

The Training Union is important because it gives those who teach in various Sunday school 
departments in the morning a chance to co-mingle with other college-age folks in the evening. 
 
 

 
The greatest single number of class members come in on Promotion Day. These are the high sch
se
y
class was a
c
returned home for Christmas vacation. By that time they usually felt completely alien to the 



college-age class and many would fail to join in with the others. They would have to be met, be 
introduced, and then try to get acquainted, only to leave again in a week or ten days, never fee
as though they were definitely a part of the college-age group. Wisely, the Sunday school teachers 
unanimously elected to change Promotion Day to coincide with the end of the secular school
Now the graduating seniors enter into the college-age activities three months before they lea
college and are completely assimilated before they leave.  

Other prospects are brought in by class members who invite their co-workers from their places of 
employment. Other prospects are visitors to our church services. From their visitors’ cards contact 
is made and they are told of a class composed of people their age with their interests at heart. 
 

ling 

 year. 
ve for 

 

s 
ch as bringing visitors, being present in class, and arriving on time. While we didn’t become filled 
 overflowing, several people worked very hard and were awarded fine Thompson Chain 

nd Amplified Bibles.  

d one 
sonal Sunday school attendance campaigns when one of 

the Pioneer Class members overheard a Couples’ Class member state that we would not make our 
et 

the 
 

 
 the 

 bus to 

ns 

n 

Promotional Work 
 
We have had several contests within the class. Points were awarded for certain accomplishment
su
to
References Bibles, a

The most successful promotional stunt we ever had was an attendance contest held against the 
Couples’ Class. It was successful from the standpoint that a lot of people came out to Sunday 
school. Yet, ironically, our Pioneer Class, who was the challenger, did not win. It all starte
evening during the height of one of our sea

quota on our “Big Day.” Of course, we took this as a friendly insult. We immediately drew up a s
of resolutions and presented a challenge to the Couples Class. The winning class, according to 
challenge, was to be treated to a $12.50 “Tornado” sundae at the Melody Lane Restaurant by the
losers, and the losers’ class president and teacher were to receive a whipped cream pie tossed into 
their faces by the winning team. In our haste to challenge the Couples Class we failed to establish 
ground rules and take several things into consideration. (1) We failed to realize that the Couples’ 
Class gets their prospects by two’s--a man and his wife--whereas the Pioneer Class gets their 
prospects one at a time because they are single. (2) We filed to establish whether the winner 
would be determined by a numerical superiority or by the highest percentage over their quota 
figure. The result was that on the deciding day the Pioneer Class had one hundred five in 
attendance (their all-time record) against the Couples’ Class attendance of an even one hundred. 
However, since the Couples’ Class had a smaller quota, they were easily the winners on a 
percentage over quota basis. The promotion was far from being a failure as far as people were
concerned for many people came out to Sunday school who would not otherwise have come. On
day of the pay-off, or more literally, PIE-off, the Pioneer Class drove the Couples’ Class by
the Melody Lane Restaurant for the Tornado sundae--two and one half gallons of ice cream 
resplendent with whipped cream and appropriately delivered with sparklers sparkling, sire
blowing, cymbals clanging and all the hoopla that went with it. Later that evening back at the 
church, the teacher and president of the Pioneer Class donned plastic bags that covered all but 
their heads and stood with the solemnity of Stephen the martyr while C. W. Fisk, teacher of the 
Couples’ Class plopped two juicy whipped cream pies right in their faces.  

Perhaps we will never know until we reach Heaven the real outcome of that contest measured i
the number of people that came out to Sunday school and the number of souls won to Jesus as a 
result.  



It was fun. But, the next time we challenge a class we will make certain that they are not married
 
 

! 

Activities 

omething always seems to be going on with the college-age group. Basically, our activities fall into 
e five following categories: Sunday morning breakfasts, Sunday evening “Take-overs,” Saturday 

ings, and banquets.  

h brotherly love; in honour preferring one another.”  

for 

introduce any new people. The lesson starts promptly at the usual time as the class takes seats in a 

ner we “Take-over” the Church Fellowship Hall, a corner of a restaurant, or 
someone’s home for what we call fellowship, fun, and food. There is not set pattern. Very often 

 

d a 
 
 

is 
s 

s 

k.  

e’s 
home. One time we went to a very old farmhouse converted into a place that serves a large variety 

 

 
S
th
socials, out

Two or three times a year we will have a Sunday morning breakfast. The purpose, as with all of our 
activities, is to provide fellowship, heeding the admonition of Romans 12:10, “Be kindly 
affectionated one to another wit

We generally serve coffee, milk, orange juice, and a large variety of rolls and doughnuts. No chairs 
are set up in order to preserve an atmosphere of informality. We allow about a half hour 
breakfast. During this time we may have a few choruses, and we make the announcements and 

random fashion.  

A “Take-over” is a name that was coined when we separated from the high school department. 
Originally, a “Take-over” corresponded with a high school “Sing.” In effect, and, of course, in a 
very spiritual man

we will have a “Take-over” very spontaneously with no more than several hours’ notice. We will
order pizza or hamburgers and have them ready for pick-up or delivery by the time the Sunday 
evening church service ends. Most often we will sing, have some testimonies, a prayer time, an
devotional. A “Take-over” is always planned when someone leaves for the Armed Service or when
someone comes home on leave. These, of course, are planned “Take-overs.” They will most often
be in the Fellowship Hall or someone’s home. Sometimes we will invite a guest speaker for the 
devotional. Always, the person involved is the guest of honor. Recently, as one of the fellows left 
for the Army, we had a “Take-over” entitled, “This is Your Life, Johnny Mark,” outlining various 
high points in John Mark’s life and each was dramatized in an appropriately comical episode. 
Several weeks later another, Mark Graves, was being drafted. Mark was our gourmet. His talent 
out-eating everybody else. Mark also comes from a large family. The theme of the “Take-over” wa
“food.” One game was a food-eating relay. The high point was a hilarious portrayal of the hazard
involved in eating under crowded conditions dramatized by Mark and his brother Jeffrey.  

The food cost at our “Take-overs” is covered through voluntary contributions from those present. 
We total the cost of the food, divide by the number present and announce the average cost. No set 
amount is ever required, just in case anyone may be suffering a temporary financial setbac

Another activity is our Saturday social. Sometimes we have Friday night socials. There are at least 
two good bowling lanes in our area where we can bowl in good taste in a comparatively refined 
atmosphere. An evening of bowling may be followed by refreshments and fellowship in someon

of unusual pancakes. One recent Saturday social was a Treasure Hunt. We met at the church at 
7:30 p.m. and divided into six teams of three and four each. Each team was given a set of sealed
directions to follow. There were about eight destinations in each set of directions. Each group had 
to first interpret the directions, then find the destinations, and then determine what to do once 
they got there. The final destination awarded amusing prizes to the winning team, and a lavish 
chicken buffet supper was served to all.  



Outings are always on Saturday because of the longer time involved. Places we have gone include 
Brookfield Zoo, the Chicago Police Crime Laboratory, several museums, and the Adler Planetarium
to view a presentation entitled, “The Star of Bethlehem.”  

 

“A Day at Naomi Wedding’s Farm” is always unforgettable. Naomi, one of our group, lives on a 

 dodge-ball, egg toss, volley ball, some 
less active contests, supper, and more games. Gallons of ice cold punch are always available. After 
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bout 25 feet long and six feet wide, complete with live fish! The supports in the banquet 
room became palm trees, and there were flowers everywhere. Where did the flowers come from? 
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first time in his life he had cooked anything. The mashed potatoes were excellent though a little 

 

ions. The committee asked me to preside as Master of Ceremonies. I make a habit of 
preparing more than is needed in case of anything unforeseen. After several skits and musical 
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farm about thirty miles south of Hammond. For the past two years we have had outings there. We 
arrive there between two and three in the afternoon. A typical sequence of activity is as follows: 
softball game, watermelon feed, tug-o’-war, treasure hunt,

dark we gather around a large campfire to roast marshmallows, sing choruses, give some 
testimonies, and close with a devotional. We end the day bone weary and sometimes a little 
damaged. One fellow earned the name “Cowboy” Douglas after he was thrown by an uncooperativ
pony.  

Twice a year we have a banquet. Usually these are held in August, just before school begi
December, right after Christmas. The ingenuity of a college ager is totally revealed at a banqu
One summer they had a South Sea Island motif. Dan Johnson and several others constructed a 
lagoon a

You would never guess! Barbara Mark discovered that funeral homes discard most of the flowers 
after a funeral. The banquet committee called all the local funeral homes and just plain asked for 
the flowers. They got them. I will confess to feeling a little vulturous as I drove down streets 
looking for funeral processions to determine at what funeral homes the flowers might be obtained

The food for our banquets is either catered or prepared by certain women of the church. At one o
the most successful banquets, however, the fellows prepared everything and the food was actually 
delicious. Tom Beilby prepared the roast and a very tasty salad dressing. Canned foods were 
disallowed, and Arnold Johnson concocted a soup that was the best I had ever tasted. It was the 

gray and slightly lumpy. We accused John Flasman of mashing them with his bare feet. Jeff Graves 
supervised the Parker House rolls. Terry Cunningham and Dave Quigg collaborated on the pie and 
homemade ice cream. All the fellows had a hand in the tossed salad. It was a most wonderful
dinner.  

Christmas week of 1967 we held our first banquet in the Fellowship Hall of our new Sunday school 
building. The committee discussed at long length various possible table arrangements. The 
arrangement agreed upon permitted every table to be near the focal point of skits and 
presentat

selections went off very well, I announced that we would present “Table Talent.” In five minutes I 
would begin picking tables to present a skit, a song, or anything they could prepare in five m
The results were “sidesplitting.” One was a fractured, off-key quartet where one memb
to be fighting off waves of nausea and finally fainted. Another skit depicted a scene in a doctor
reception room where one poor patient was absorbing all the symptoms of the other patients. 
rest were equally funny. Miss Pat Webb and those who work with her to develop interesting 
programs and “Take-overs” have done much to make a sponsor’s job easier.  

A college-age characteristic I didn’t mention in the beginning deserves special attention. That is 
appreciation. Our folks have expressed gratitude in many ways. Greatest of all was February 20, 
1968. It was our 25th wedding anniversary.  



We expected to spend a quiet evening at home with a few visiting relatives. About 7:30 p.m. an 
avalanche of college-age folks overwhelmed us bearing food, gifts, and all the entertainment. 
Naturally we were touched and overjoyed beyond words.  
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t where it pertains to my own failings, 
but every once in a while a young man or young lady will come up to me at the close of the Sunday 

s a work among the underprivileged children of the neighboring area. 
This is an extension of our Sunday school work.  

The class meets on Sunday afternoon and utilizes the facilities of the church. Because the class 
 

y school. Also it is possible to reach those who 
may attend church elsewhere.  

 receive mail. Personal contact with children in the area is the 
best method for getting the children to come. Initially, I went into the residential area with bubble 
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,” potato chips (or cheese-flavored corn puffs), whole kernel corn, 

cookies, and juice or milk. For some of the children, it is the only decent meal they get all week.  
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I guess I am partial to the college-age department. The college ager is a pleasure to work with an
to be with. You may wonder, “Is it hard work?” Sometimes. “Is it time-consuming?” Yes, and th
is lots of study involved. “Is it discouraging?” Never, excep

school hour and say, “That was a good lesson, Mr. Olsen.” I know they are sincere and not 
perfunctory and I am warmed. I thank them verbally, and deep down inside I say, “Thank you, 
Lord, for college-agers.”  

7. The Class for Poor Children  

The First Baptist Church ha

meets on Sunday afternoon, it is possible to reach children who because or shabby clothing would
not come or be allowed to come to regular Sunda

The class is promoted by advertising. A poster in a place where many children pass by during the 
week is effective. A mailing list is helpful also, and ditto reminders about coming events can be 
sent to them. Every child likes to

gum and a mimeographed flyer on the day before I first had the class. There were 53 present the 
first Sunday, and it grew in attendance to over 90. Sometimes a little gift or treat is given. We 
have also had a ventriloquist, magician, and a strong man for an extra treat for the children.  

The class begins at 1:30 p.m. The first fifteen minutes of the class is conducted on a Sunday schoo
assembly basis. The Sunday school lesson is then taught and many times an invitation is given in
order to reach the unsaved.  

At about 2:15 p.m. a hot lunch is served. We alternate basically between two different meals: Hot 
dogs, baked beans, potato chips, cookies, and juice or milk are served one Sunday. The following
Sunday we serve “Sloppy Joes

These children, of course, come from some poor backgrounds. They should be handled in a 
disciplined way. It may be their only opportunity for learning proper behavior. They should also be
loved. Again, it may be their only opportunity for real love.  

Hence, all ages in all walks of life may find those of like interest in the Sunday school of Firs
Baptist Church. Let us forget no one in our attempt to reach people for Christ. 
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